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APPENDIX A
Coating System, Surface Preparation and Application Data
Information for each of the ten (10) coating systems included in the study is provided
within this Appendix and is organized as follows:
Manufacturer Published Technical Data
Product Material Safety Data Sheets
Test Panel Surface Anchor Profile Replica Tape Results
Dry Film Thickness Measurements
Summary information is provided below.
S_,stem
Surface Preparation, Anchor Profile
I Surface Profile [ System Film Thickness [ Coats AppliedNumber mils, average [ mils, average Total
1 1.9 15.9 1
2 2.5 15.9 4
3 2.5  8.7 2
4 2.3 14.8 2
5 2.2 12.3 2
6 3.4 23.7 1
7 3.7 23.8 2
3.6 10.4 3 ........
9 2.3 14.0 2
10 2.5 18.7 2
System #1 was prepared by the manufacturer and included abrasive blast cleaning with #2
blast sand, 20 mesh.
System #6, #7, and #8 were prepared and coated by Mr. D. Murrell of Vesca Plastics,
identified by the manufacturer as an approved application of the aluminum metal powder and
plastic powder coatings. Surface preparation employed 10/20 silica sand abrasive for metal panels
and a five "sugar sand" for CPVC Plastic.
Abrasive blast cleaning of test panels conducted by KTA-Tator, Inc. employed aluminum
oxide, 24 mesh to achieve a surface profile of approximately 2.0 - 2.5 mils. Coating application
employed conventional spray except for System #10 which was brush applied. Application
included overcoating aluminum powder, thermally applied by Vesca Plastics with the epoxy
topcoat of System #8.
Abrasive blast profile, as measured, found the following for the substrates employed.





Coupled Panel-Stainless Steel 2.3
Profile depth in aluminum is associatedwith relative softnessof the substrate.CPVC
panels were "brushed" to obtain a minimum profile of 1 mil based upon manufacturer
outsiderecommendations,applicators.In ge eral,controlof surfaceprofile waslessconsistentwhenperformedby
fSystem #1














































ALUM 44 2,6 °
SS CDL 45
AL CP__ 4 5
SS CPL 46
Manufacturer's Product Data and Recommendations
Profile Coats DFT, e_. Vol. Solid: Abrasive Appl
mils # (mid) % used Equip
2-3 1 15 100% Sand Flamecoal
Alum= 23-44 Cou _led= 45-58 CPVC=59-76
1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F Average























































































































































































































































































15,0 23.4 12,3 23.9 18.1
14.4 209 14.2 19.8 17.0
11,7 17.8 12,1 17.2 14.8
17.9 23.123.5 16.6 19.9
15.1 20.9 14.1 21.8 17.8
16.0 20.3 15.3 18.9 17.9
12.4 17.4 12.9 17.5 15.3
12.6 17.8 13.3 18.4 15.6
13.9 17.5 15.2 17.1 15..7
17.3 18.2 16.6 21.2 18.0
15.2 20.7 13.9 21.7 18.0
-15.6 20.1 17.5 18.3 18.0
11.6 17.7 13.2 20.5 15.8
15.5 20.0 14.5 19.3 17.5
16.8 21.4 18.0 20.2 19.3






































"ATI Surface Profile Data not located, panels prepared In conjunction with all others.judgement is that values
are comperable: ss=2.5, A1=2.6, Cpvc=0.5 based on avafIable data.





Plastic FLAF_COAT_'s P_i12 is a
proprietary blend of material
utilizing DuPont'$ Surlyn¢ a_ z ba_e
component, providing a one-coat
thermoplastic coating system that is
durable, UV stable, flexible,
repairable, convenient to apply and
environmentally safe.
USE •
Plastic FLAMECOAT_ "e PFII2 is an
excellent coating for all types of
applications where conventional
paint. = , coatings or l_ning. = are not
doing the job due to moisture, acid
or caustic conditions; abrasion,




PFII2 is especially appropriate
extremely abrasive environn.ents
























Temperature Range: -60©F to 135°F
Not for Hydrocarbon _mmer£ion Service











None. Plastic FLAF_COAT_ is




















_otched Izod D-256 _o
O/m (ft-lb/in) Break
Tensile Impact, D-1822S








Standard - white, black, metallic
gray, dark gray, light gray, dark
blue, light blue, green, dark red,
dark brown, beige, medium green,
clear
OSHA Safety - red, yellow, orange,
green
Custom Colors Available - 1,000 Ibs.
or more
APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:
Plaetic FLAMECOAT_ can be applied
directly over metals prepared with an
SP-6 Commercial blast with a 2 to 3
mil profile using a clean blast
media. It is not- for application





Store in a dry area.
APPLICATION CONDITIONS:
Preheat substrate to 170°F to'190°P.
Substrate must be dry. Preheating
usually draws moisture from the
substrate.
There are no dew point, humidity or
temperature restrictions.
SUGGESTED FILM, BUILD:
8 to 12 mils dry (single coat)
COVEKAGE:
10 sq.ft, per pound at 10 mils.
CURE TI_S:
None. Material safe to handle as
soon as substrate is cool enough to
handle. A water quench can be used








SALT FOG: No migration (]000 hr£ _)
TABER ABKASIO_:
CSl0 I000 g/lO00 cyc 40 mg los_




25 pound buckets or 800 pound
Gaylords
APPROVALS:
FDA for food contact. 5 colors - Red
(A]04), Green (BI0I), White (GI02),
Blue (CI03), Blac}: (H_03)
NOTE: FDA Compliance only guaranteed
if "FDA APPROVED" appear_ on the
powder container label.
SAFETY:
Fumes evolved during application may
contain:
Monomers used in the manufacture of
the resins, including methacrylic
acid.
Pyrolysis products consisting of low
molecular weight hydrocarbons.
Products of incomplete combustion
include carbon monoxide and organic
acide, aldehydes, and alcohols.
Ventilation hoods are recommended to
prevent fumes from being discharged
into and accumulating in work areas.
Refer to A]ISI Standard Z_.2 for more
information.
Dust: Considered as an inert or
nuisance dust.
WASTE DISPOSAL: _O]I-HAIARDOUS
Disposal presents no special
problems. Any disposal procedure
must comply w_th all local, state,
and federal re@ulatlons.
Cf IG'II¢ ¢..IS
14ATERI_J,J SAFETY DATA SHEET - PFll2 COL TII,'UED
SECTION VII. EMERGENCY AND FZRST RID P_OCEDUKES
INGESTION (swallowing): Not a probable route of exposure.
J_KA/_ATION (breathing): If exposed to fumes from overheating or from combustion,
move to fresh air.
SKIN CONTACT: If molten polymer contacts the skin, cool rapidly with
cold water, 40 not attempt to peel polymer fro_ s):_n.
Obtain medical attention for thermal burns.
EYE COI_AC_: Flush with watsr.
SECTIO]_ VIII. DISPOS;_ FROCEDUKES
AQUATIC TOXICITY: Insoluble in water. Toxicity not known. Do not discharoe tc
streams, ponds or lakes.
SPILL, LEAK,
OR RELEASE: Sweep up to prevent slipping hazard.
WASTE DISPOSAL: Landfill preferred. Incineration will require excess oxygen.
Disposal must be in compliance with federal, state, and local
regulations.
SECTION IX. PROTECTION INFORMATION
VENTILATION: Local exhaust recommended for hot melt applications.
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE E_UIP_ENT:
EYE: Glasses
GLOVES: Protective gloves when handling hot polymer.
RESPIRATOR: Not required under normal conditions.
OTHER: Long sleeved cotton shirt and lona pants to pr6vent skin contact
with hot molten polymer.
SECTION X. SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
During heat sealing and hot wire cutting, polymer adhering to wire or sealing bar
can pyrolize and evolve fumes. .Adequate ventilation required.
SECTION Xl. STORAGE CONDITIONS
Cool, dry storage.
SECTION Ill. SUPPLIER _OTIFZCATION: SECTION 313
The zinc partial metal salt types of PFll2 contain the following chemical subject
to the reporting requirement of Section 3]3 of the Emergency Planning and
Community Right-To-Know Act of 1986 and of 40CFR 372:
100_ of a zinc compound (CAS number not applicable) which contains
up to about 5% zinc.
The above information is based on data which Plastic FLAMECOAT_ Systems, Inc. is
aware of and is believed to be correct. Since the information contained herein
may be applied under conditions beyond our control and with which we may not be
familiar, Plastic FLAP.ECOAT_ Systems, Inc. does not assume any responsibility for
the results of its use. This information is furnished upon the condition that
the person receiving it shall make their own determination of the suitability of
%
the material for their particular purpose.
If i .... % _
FLAMECOAT ®
3400 W. Sevenlh
Big Spring, Texas 79720
(915) 263-5263







SEC_IO_C I. DEPA/.T}_)_T OF TK_2_SPOK_ATIO]_
HAZARD CLASS: ICot Rsgulatei
SHIPPII_G NA_: N/A
SECTI0)_ II. IN3REDIE_:TS AhT, iSkZARDS
MATERIAL CAS % OSHA PEL TLV(TWA)
Ethylene Methacrylic Acid Terpolymer, N/A i00 E/E I_E
Partial Metal Salt
Residual Methacrylic Acid 79-41-4 .05 max 20ppm 20ppm
N/E - No value established
Is any chemical present in this product at a concentration of .]% or more
classified as a carcinogen k_" IARC, I_TP, or OSHA? Yes/tCo NO




ODOR: Mild Methacrylic Acid
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Insoluble
FOR_: Solid
COLOR: Natural"
SECTION IV. FIRE A_ EXPLOSION DATA
FLAS_ POINT: E/A
FLASH IGNITION TEMPERATURE: 350 _ _ 15©C
METHOD: ASTM D1929
FIRE Ah_ EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Eo unusual hazards.
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Water, carbon dioxide, foam, dry chemicalE.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS: Use self-contained breathing apparatus if
exposed to fumes.








SECTIO_ VI. HEALTH HA2ARD INFORMATION
Carbon Monoxide, Acrolein, Aldehydes, Hydrocarbons,
Methacrylic Acid, Alcohols, and Zinc Oxides
Will not occur.





CE;.O)I]C E;}iC_S 0}" E_.PO_ULI:
k
LOW toxicity, fJot a probable route of exposure.
Vapors during processing may be irritating to the
up[_£ r re£; iratory tract Jf ventilation Js
Jn_deqJate.
F,c_Itcr, [.c.,]yzcr _'i]] cause thEr, al burn.'.
FccL_.r, ica] Jr_ _t_tJc,_..
.... = = :, _=== - : 7
Manufacturer's Product D_ta =:nd Recommendation. •
Manufacturer Profile Coats DFT, ea. Vol. Solids







Panel# SS=1-22 Alum= 23-44 Cou)led= 45-58 CPVC=59-76







































































17.8 19.5 18.1 20.8 18.9
11.7 12.7 12.0 11.2 12.2
15.2 16.6 15.1 18.3 16.7
14.5 17.1 15.0 16.9
7 14.1 13.3 13.1
8 19.3 19.6 19.4



















13.1 12.4 13.2 13.2
20.1 18.9 20.6 19.7






























1 6 15.1 17.5 16.3 21.0 16.4 17.7 17.3
17 17.4 17.4 14.0 19.0 16.7 17.9 17.1
16 14.7 19.7 15.3 16.7 16.6 17.6 16.8
















































































31 15.0 12.4 16.5 10.2 15.3 10.7 13.4
32 12.6 13.6 13.8 12.9 13.4 13.4 13.3





























9.9 8.6 10.7 8.2
12.2 12.2 12.9 12.1
















































































48 15.8 20.1 17.7 19.5 17.9
































































53 17.9 22.7 16.6 23.1 19.9
53 15.1 21.6 14.1 21.8 17.8
54 16.0 18.6 15.3 18.9 17.9










56 15.2 20.8 13.9 21.7 18.0
57 15.6 17.8 17.5 18.3 18.0
18.7 13.2 20.5 15.857 11.6
58 15.5 19.7 14.5 19.3 17.5



































All Surface Profile Data not located, panels prepared In conjunction with all others_judgement is that values/
are comparable: $s=2.5, A1=2.6 Cpvc=0.5 based on available data.
jSummary Of Work Performed: _l._._'_;r. rr'lp,._c Co_"/"
l.,&,_-c
=RE-SURFACE PREPARATION
Condition of Edges_ Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)




Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)













Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began. (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness










R H: 5_t:X'. DP:S?"ST:
[-Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record .Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
;v,_4,: ' + _'
,nsp_c,o,:E/{;:/,, IDale: . L_"-'" I /7 /9._
Er._.:Jl No. I
Fa:_c o f l
_l_llmllllll_LI_I1' III
DAILY INSPECTION REPORT,TEST #ANEL PECORD tSTEEL _.




.._.lCondition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
IGrease/Oil Removal (Record Solventl
IClean Dry Abrasive
IRecycled Abrasive Test
V'jNozzle Air Pressure (Record)






SURFACE PREPARATION _ o'
..cd' Z_ 2o _'f" #o,




Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal






Zc? L_' t/_2/l- flo3£
t_4
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record)




Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: ST:





Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record) O_'3 o
Surrounding Air Cleanliness












,Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)











Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzte Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (R"ecord)
S U
SURFACE PREPARATION
:Ambient Conditions (Record) IDB: WB" RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record) 1
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)
_IXING
















Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT)
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method}
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8 to 12 100%
Abreslve J AppI















































ALUM 1 25 I
ALUM 126
SS CPL 1 27












Alum= 105-126 Cou _led=127-140
2F 1F 2F 1F
DF'r DFT .I DFT DF'r





14,6 14 14.1 14.6 13.7 14.4 14.2
15.8 15.9 14.8 16.4 14.9 16.1 15.7
1513 19.1 15.3 19 15.5 19.1 17.2
16.3 14 15.6 14.3 16.5 14.3 15.2
2.6 14.8 15.5 14.7 16.4 14.6 15.6 15.3
13.1 14.4 13.4 15.5 13.1 14.4 14.0
16 15.8 15 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.8
17.4 21.1 17.5 21.7 17.4 22.5 19.6
16.2 14.3 16.2 15.1 16.2 15.5 15.6
2.5 15.3 13.5 15.8 14.5 15 14.6 14.8
16.2 16,4 16.4 15.7 16.7 15.9 16.2
17.4 17.4 18.3 18.1 18.3 17.5 17.8
14.5 14.3 14.8 14.3 14.9 14.3 14.5
18.6 16.7 19.6 16.7 18.8 17.2 17.9
2.5 14.5 17.6 14.4 17.5 14.4 17.8 16.0
15.8 15.5 14.8 14.7 15,1 14.7 15.1
15.3 16.3 15.4 15.5 15.9 16.6 15.6
14.4 15.2 15.4 16.1 15.2 15.5 15.3
14.2 15.7 14.3 15.6 14.3 15.6 15.0
2.3 13 15.2 13.1 15.7 13.6 15,1 14.3
15.9 14.8 16.6 14.6 15.7 15.3 15.5
2.5 15.4 13.7 16 14.3 15.7 13.5 14.8
18.4 i8.2 18.5 18.2 18.6 18.5 18.4
13.4 16.3 13.9 16 13.9 16.1 14.9
13.1 13.8 13.1 14.1 13.1 14.2 13.6
14.6 18.2 14,2 18.2 14.3 17.9 16.2
2.7 16.9 15 16.5 14.9 16.7 15.5 15.9
16.2 15 16.4 14.9 16.5 15 15.7
2.7 13.6 14.8 13.4 15.2 13.9 15.4 14.4
14.2 16.9 14.4 16.9 14 16.6 15.5
18.9 16.9 19.3 17.2 21.2 16.7 18.4
2.5 18 18 18.1 17.8 18.3 18.7 18.2
3.1 16.5 17 16.4 16.8 16.8 17 16.8
16.1 -13.9 16.3 13.8 16,3 13.5 15.0
12.7 12.7 13.3 12.9 13.2 13 13.0
16.9 15.3 17.3 15.6 17.3 16.9 16.6
2.7 16.7 14.8 16.6 14.9 16.8 15.2 15.8
3.0 17.1 15.7 17 16.2 17.2 15.8 16.5
14.3 13.9 14.2 13.9 14.4 14 4,8
3.0 12.8 14.3 14.2 .,_ 16 14.1 16 14.6
16.6 15.8 16.8 15.7 17.1 16.2 16.4
2.7 20.5 14.4 15.4 15.7 13.4 16 15.9
22.5 27 22.5 26 22._ 25 24.3
2.2 14.9 14.8 14.9 14.3 15: 14.2 14.7
2.6 12 12.8 12.6 12.6 12.4 13.3 12.6
15.4 15 16,5 15.3 16.6 14.9 15.6
14.5 15.2 13.8 15.3 14.1 15.3 14.7
16.6 14.2 16.E, ": 14.2 16.8 13.8 15.4
3.0 12.2 16.6 13,3 16.4 12.7 16.5 lZ,6
11.5 _.9 10.7 8.7 9.7 £.£, 9.9
13.9 16.1 13.6 16.5 13.9 15.8 15,0


































































































































































16.5 17.5 15.7 18.1
16.4 14.7 15.2 14.6







20.1 17.9 18.1 19.2
14.9 15.7 14.8 14.8
13.6 14.6 14.2 14.7
13.8 15.2 17.1 18.6






















































































Technical Data Sheet ''_
NSP 120




This coating product is intended for industrial use only,
A two component, high solids, self-priming, high-build coating, NSP-120 Coating is ideal where protection against
corrosion, chemicals and caustics are important. This coating can be applied below and above the waterline and
will cure and adhere properly in contact with water. This same feature means that damp surfaces above the, water
line may be coated without waiting for the surface to dry.
The components of NSP 120 comply with FDA food additive regulations applicable to coatings used on containers
holding potable water and nonacid (pH>5) aqueous products, which may contain salt or sugar or both and products
which may include oil-in-water emulsions of low or light fat content. NSP 120 has been found chemically
acceptable by the USDA for application to structural surfaces or suflaces where there is a possibility of incident_l
food contact. This coating is lead and chromate free.
/rphysical Data
Resin: Special Epoxy Resin and Hardeners
Pigment: Titanium Dioxide, Color and Fillers
Non Volatile Solids Content: 100%
Coverage: Theoretical; 107 sq. ft./gallon at 15 mils thickness
Practical; 96 sq. ft./gallon at 15 mils thickness less application loss
Curing Time: Tack Free; 6 Hours @ 77_F. Hard; 12 Hours @ 77_F
(For Cold Temperature Conditions, See "Application", Page 3)
Pot Life: 1 Hour @77°F.
Shelf Life: Unmixed Components: One Year
Mix Ratios: 2 Parts A: 1 Part B By Volume
Maximum Recommended Service Temperature: 300_F
J
(_Features and Benefits:
• High film build in one coat and excellent adhesion
• Excellent hardness and abrasion resistance
• Performance unaffected by fresh or sea water, gasoline, kerosene, and crude oil
• No maximum recoat time - can be applied at low temperatures
• Nontoxic in the fully cured state
• Excellent resistance to chemicals, including acid and caustics
• Sigqificantly reduces labor cosb arid downtime
J
Note: Before using this product, be sure to read Application section (page 3) and Warnings section (page 4).
i ii
rCoating Thickness _'_
I Coating thicknesses between 5 and 500 mils are usable. Each application should be considered individually to
I choose the optimum thickness. Cost considerations make thinner coatings desirable, but thicker coatings may be
required to achieve and maintain a continuous, protective film under conditions of surface roughness or particular
L or unusual wear patterns.





One coat of NSP 120 puts a hard, durable surface on a variety of materials - metals, wood, fiberglass, and
concrete. See application instructions for details.
Whether below the water line or above on a wet surface. NSP 120 displaces water. The coating bonds to t'he
surface being coated and forms a watertight barrier.
NSP 120 retards corrosion and surface deterioration when applied in a continuous film. Properly used and
applied, it can lower maintenance costs and prolong the life of structures such as:
• Submerged or splash zone areas of steel offshore drilling and production platforms
• Piping in underwater, swampy, or other constantly or frequently wet areas
• Docking facilities, piers, bulkheads, and abutments
• Concrete reservoirs, sewer systems, cooling towers, and processing plant floors
• Potable water storage vessels
• General maintenance
NSP 120 is the ideal product for application to surfaces which cannot be maintained in the water-free condition
necessary for application of conventional coatings.
Surface Preparation
Though NSP 120 performs well with minimum surface preparation, no coating product will perform to its maximum
potential unless the surface to be coated is properly prepared lo accept and hold it. Surfaces to be coated should
be as clean and free of contamination (except for water) as possible. Contamination will provide a barrier between
the coating and substrate and detract from the strength of the bond.
Steel or Concrete
All surfaces should be abrasive blasted, hydroblasted, power tool or hand cleaned to remove loose rust, mill
scale, oii and grease, bacteria or algae growth, and other contaminants.
Fiberglass
Abrade the surface of fiberglass to provide an anchor pattern and remove contaminants.
Wood
Timbers to be coated should be abraded with a rasp or scraper to remove any softened portions and to provide a
solid sub_trate for tt_e coaling.
Contact our t_chnical representatives for detailed surface preparal_on information.
-2-
pplication
'&if applying NSP 120 Coating below 45 F, use NSP Accelerator A1. Minor pits, cracks, and irregularities in
| surfaces to be coated should be filled with NSP 120 before application of the coating by any of the following
methods.
Do not thin if the coating is to be applied under water.
Brushing/Rolling
Using a short nap, phenolic core roller, or a nylon or bristle type brush, apply a first layer in a thin film, working the
material into the substrate pattern. Follow this with a second layer, applying with a flowing motion rather than a
heavy brushing action. Do not spread the finish layer out into a very' thin coating. Replenish the brush wher_ the
applied coating layer starts to thin.
Grout
Add desired amount of suitable aggregate to mixed coating material. Contact our sales representatives for
recommendations on aggregate selection. Use of aggregate containing clay may affect the curing process
adversely. Mix until all particles are wetted and a smooth consistency is achieved. The viscosity can be varied by
changing the amount of aggregate added.
Anti-Skid Surfaces
To give an anti-skid property to a floor or other surface, sprinkle desired grade of anti-skid medium over the
surface during coating but before curing.
Spray
NSP 120 may be used in airless or conventional spray equipment. Thin with NSP T1 Thinner if needed. Do not










Apply the coating by trowel to the nominal thickness desired. Spread mixture over the surface, working it into the
surface pattern, and smooth with a steel finishing trowel. If the trowel begins to drag, wet the trowel with water, or
NSP T1 Thinner, and continue troweling until a smooth surface is obtained.
Wrapping
Thoroughly impregnate each strip of wrap with the mixed coating material by immersing in a suitable container.
Start with a full double wrap at one end of the member to be coated. Continue along the member with a spiral
wrap, overlapping 50%. Finish with a full double wrap at the end of the member.
J
Cleanup
Clean the coating material from the appfication equipment before material cures, using an acetone solvent in a
well-ventilated area, free of sparks, flames, and other heat sources. In the event of accidental skin contact with
the uncured coating or coating components, clean sun using alcohoI, then wash with soap and water. Cleaning
shourd be performed before the coaling cure5. A hand lotior, i._ d( ._i,_:br_ for replenishing skin moisturizers




oxy resins and hardeners are classified as irritants and sensitizers. Certain individuals may have or
develop a sensitivity to this coating or its components in the uncured state. Contact with the skin and
inhalation of the vapors and mists should be avoided through the use of protective clothing such as
rubber gloves, aprons, face shields, and respirators. If redness, dermatitis, or respirstory tract irritztion
occurs, discontinue use and consult a physician.
Clothing and tools contaminated with unmixed coating components may be dry-cleaned or cleaned with
appropriate solvents. Once the coating material has been mixed and cures, it will be necessary to physically
abrade the coating to remove it from clothing, tools, or other surfaces. Heavily contaminated clothing shoL.,l_ b_:




Seller represents and warrants that NSP 120 Industrial Coating will coat and bond to properly prepared, clamp or
dry surfaces as detailed above and will retard corrosion and abrasion of the coated materisl. No agent, employee
or representative of Seller has authority to bind Seller to any oral affirmation, recommendation, representation or
warranty unless contained in a w(itten agreement signed by both Buyer and Seller.
Seller expressly disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including but not fimited to an), implied
warranties of merchantability or #tness for a particular purpose or an)' other warranties re/at.,no to the cond/tion of
this product.
Buyer acknowledges that it is familiar with and experienced in the use of industrial coating products, and expressly
assumes all responsibility resulting from or in any way connected with the possession, transportation, handling or
use of this product, whether singly or in combination with other products.
Seller's liability with respect to any claim arising out of or relating to Buyer's purchase, possession or use of this
product is expressly limited to, at Seller's option, (i) replacement of the product, or (ii) return of the purchase price,
together with transportation charges incurred by the Buyer, if any. Sefler assumes no responsibility for incidental or
consequential damages, or for any other damages relating to any alleged nonconformity or defect in the product or
to its purchase, possession or use.
dAeterial Safety Data Sheet
material safety data sheet is supplied with this product. For an extra copy, call or write NSP Specialty Products.












i,,,-_.. - _z--_:i '_- _-_%1 _ I II IJ/_. I _ 1._nl_..[.iI
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93 _[SDS _120002
SECTION I - PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION
Page @]
,_ Product Code: 120 Part A (Resin)
Product Name: NSP 120 Multipurpose Coating
Product Class: Modified Epoxy Resin
CAS Number: None Assigned
NSP Specialty Products, 312 Fields Dr. Sandhills Ind. Park, Ahc:-d_cr., I_C
28315 - 24 hr. Emergency Phone (910)944-1255 or (800)248-8907
SECTION II - INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS












ACGIH TLV 25 ppm
ACGIH TLV 0.i mg/cu.m
OSHA PEL 15.0 mg/cu.m
ACGIH TLV 2.0 mg/cu.m
Contains other ingredients and pigments which should be treated as nuisance
dust - TLV - i0 mg/cu.m, 8 hr. TWA (total dust)
SECTION III - HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION
Viscous resinous material with mild, characteristic odor. Color indicated on
label. Eye and skin irritant. May cause sensitization and dermatitis. Avoid
contact with eyes, skin and clothing.
Potential Health Effects
EYE: Causes mild to moderate eye irritation.
SKIN: Causes skin irritation. May cause sensitization and dermatitis.
INGESTION: Swallowing large amounts may cause injury and Gi tract irritation.
INHALATION: May cause nasal irritation. Prolonged overexposure may cause
central nervous system depression or lung injury.
CHRONIC (CANCER INFOKM_TION): Contains Microcrystalline Silica. Inhalation
of silica dust (respirable) may cause delayed lung i%jury or disease. The
International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has evaluated that there
is "sufficient evidence" that Microcrystalline Silica can cause cancer in
laboratory animals and there is "limited evidence" with respect to humans.
IARC Monograph: Level 2A Grouping. Take appropriate measures to avoid
breathing _pray during application or removal of cured prodoct by use of
NIOSH approved respirator. By using proper safety precautions, t_J_
ingredient is not expected to present a significant hazard.
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93
Product Code: ]20 Part A (Resin)
SECTION IV - FIRST AID MEASURES
MSDS _120002 Page _2
EYES: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least 15 minutes
holding eyelids apart to ensure rinsing of entire eye surface and lids with
water.
SKIN: Promptly wipe clean with paper or cloths and wash _,'ith soap and _,'ater.
Remove and wash any contaminated clothing before reuse.
INGESTION: If 120 Part A is swallowed, promptly induce vomiting and get
medical attention. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious or
convulsing person. If mixed product (120 Part A and Part B) is swallowed, do
not induce vomiting and get immediate medical attention.
INHALATION: If ill effects occur, remove to fresh air. Keep warm and quiet
and get medical attention promptly.
SECTION V - FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES
FI2hwgiABLE PROPERTIES:
FLASH POINT: > 173 Deg. F (78 Deg. C) Method: CC
HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide and aldehydes.
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Foam, carbon dioxide, dry chemical or water spray.
FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS: Firefighters should wear goggles and self-
-- contained breathing apparatus to avoid inhalation.
SECTION VI - ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
SMALL SPILL:
Absorb spill with suitable absorbent material (dry sand, earth) and shovel
into closed containers for disposal. Flush contaminated area with water.
LARGE SPILL:
Dike area and pump into closed containers. Prevent runoff from entering into
storm sewers and ditches which could lead to natural waterways. Wear
protective equipment during cleanup.
SECTION VII - HANDLING AND STORAGE
HA/_DLING:
This material may cause sensitization. Do not get in eyes, on skin or
clothing. Do not allow contaminated clothing to come in contact with skin.
Avoid contact with vapors and fumes. Wear protective _quipment.
STORAGE:
Store in closed containers in coo], dry, place. Avoid heat and warm storage
areas.
-_Jd'_ _ _ j.J_ t_ _Z_j _ ........
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93 MSDS #120002
Product Code: 120 Part A (Resin)
SECTION VIII - EXPOSURE CONTROLS AND PERSONAL PROTECTION
Page @ 3
ENGINEERING CONTROLS:
Control airborne concentrations below the exposure limits. Use only with
adequate ventilation. Local exhaust and general ventilation is recom_mended.
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:
NIOSH approved respirator suitable for organic vapors if TLV i_ exceeded.
SKIN PROTECTION:
Chemical-resistant plastic or rubber gloves. Wear protective equipment as
required to prevent wetting the skin or clothing.
EYE PROTECTION:
Chemical splash goggles.
SECTION IX - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
BOILING POINT: Not appiicable
MELTING POINT: Not applicable
VAPOR DENSITY: Non-volatile
% VOLATILES: NIL
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Insoluble
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.45
ODOR: Mild, characteristic odor
APPEARANCE: Resinous, viscous liquid. Color indicated on label.
SECTION X - STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
CHEMICAL STABILITY: (CONDITIONS TO AVOID)




acids, alkalies and epoxy hardeners under
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS:
Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, aldehydes.
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION:
Will not occur.
SECTION XI - TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION
uncontrolled
None available
SECTION XII - ECOLOGICAL INFORMATION
None available
SECTION XIII - DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Care should be taken to ensure that the material or its containers are
disposed of in an approved facility in accordanc< with current federal, state
and local regulations.
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93 _._SDS#120002
Product Code: 120 Part A (Resin)
_ECTION XIV - TRANSPORTINFORMATION
Page #4
___ Not regulated by DOT
SECTION XV - REGULATORY INFORMATION
OS_A:
Hazardous by definition of Hazard Conm, unicatic:t S _-_.,_ard (29 C=_...]9_0._200>
SARA SECTION 313 LISTED INGREDIENTS:
This product does not contain any substances which are subject to the
reporting requirements of 40 CFR 372.
SECTION XVI - OTHER INFORMATION
This information herein is given in good faith and is accurate to the best
of NSP Specialty Products knowledge based on published MSDS from
manufacturers, however no warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
accuracy or completeness of these data and recommendations.
Revision of MSDSI20A - Issue Date 6/i/93
MATERIAL SAFETY-DATA SHEET
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93 MSDS #120003
SECTION I - PRODUCT AND COMPANY IDENTIFICATION
Page _ 1
Product Code: 120 Part B (Hardener)
Product Name: NSP 120 Multipurpose Coating
Product Class: Modified Epoxy Hardener
CAS Number: None Assigned
NSP Specialty Products, 312 Fields Dr. Sandhills Ind. Park, Aberdeen, NC
28315 - 24 hr. Emergency Phone (910)944-i255 or (800)248-6907
SECTION II - INFORMATION ON INGREDIENTS
Ingredients CAS# Exposure Limits








ACGIH TLV 5 ppm Skin
ACGIH TLV 0.i mg/cu.m
Hydrous Magnesium Silicate 14807-96-6 ACGIH TLV 2.0 mg/cu.m
Contains other ingredients which should be treated as nuisance dust -
TLV - 10 mg/cu.m, 8 hr. TWA (total dust)
SECTION III - HAZARDS IDENTIFICATION
Viscous beige liquid with mild "characteristic amine odor. Causes severe eye
irritation. Causes skin irritation. May cause allergic skin reaction and
sensitization. Avoid contact contact with eyes, skin or clothing. Avoid
breathing mist or spray.
Potential Health Effects
EYE: Causes severe eye irritation.
SKIN: Causes moderate to severe skin irritation.
reaction and sensitization.
May cause allergic skin
INGESTION: Substance is extremely harmful if swallowed.
INHALATION: Prolonged or repeated inhalation may cause lung damage or
respiratory irritation. Avoid breathing mist or spray.
CHRONIC (CANCER INFORMATION): Contains Microcrystall_ne Silica. Inhalation
of silica dust (respirable) may cause delayed lung injury or disease. The
international Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has evaluated that there
is "sufficient evidence" that Microcrystalline Silica can cause cancer in
laboratory animals and there is "limited evidence" with respect to humans.
IARC Monograph: Level 2A Grouping. Take a?_ropriate [,easures to avoid
breathing spray during application or re_ova] of cu_ed product by use of
NIOSH approved respirator. By using proper safety precautions, this
ingredient is not expected to present a significant hazard.
MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SIIEET
Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93
Product Code: 120 Part B (Hardener)
SECTION IV - FIRST AID MEASURES
MSDS #120003 Page _ 2
EYES: Immediately flush eyes with plenty of water for at least ]5 minutes
holding eyelids apart to ensure rinsing of the entire eye surface and lids
with water. If physician is not available, continue flushing for an
additional 15 minutes. Get i_ediate medice] attention.
SKIN: Immediately remove contaminated clothing and shoes. Wash affected areas
with mild soap and water for at least 15 minutes. Get medical attention if
necessary. Discard or decontaminate clothing before re-use.
INGESTION: If 120 Part B is swallowed, immediately give at least 3 - 4
glasses of water, but do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurS, give
fluids again. Do not give anything by mouth to an unconscious or coDvulsing
person. Get immediate medical attention. If mixed product (120 Part A and
Part B) is swallowed, do not induce vomiting and get immediate medical
attention.
INHALATION: If ill effects occur, remove to fresh air. If breathing is
difficult, get i_ediate medical attention.
SECTION V - FIRE FIGHTING MEASURES
FLAMMABLE PROPERTIES:
FLASH POINT: > 200 Deg. F (93 Deg. C) Method: CC
HAZARDOUS COMBUSTION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, aldehydes,
nitrogen oxides,
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Foam, carbon dioxide, dry chemical or water spray.
FIRE FIGHTING INSTRUCTIONS: Firefighters should wear goggles and self-
contained breathing apparatus to avoid inhalation of hazardous combustion
products.
SECTION VI - ACCIDENTAL RELEASE MEASURES
SMALL SPILL:
Avoid personal contact. Absorb spill with suitable absorbent material (dry
sand, earth) and shovel into closed containers. Flush contaminated areas
with water.
LARGE SPILL:
Ventilate area. Avoid personal contact. Dike area_and pump into closed
containers. Prevent runoff from entering into storm sewers and ditches which
could lead to natural waterways. Wear protective equipment during cleanup.
Effective and Print Date: 12/0]/93 MSDS _120003
Product Code: 120 Part B (Hardener)
SECTION VII - HANDLING A_D STORAGE
Page _3
v H__NDLING:
Avoid personal contact. Do not get in eyes, on skin or clothing. Do not allow
contaminated clothing to come in contact with skin. Avoid contact with vapors
and fumes. Wear protective equipment and wash throughly with mild soap and
water after handling.
STORAGE:
Store in tightly closed containers in cool, dry, place.
storage areas.
Avoid heat and warm
SECTION VIII - EXPOSURE CONTROLS AND PERSONAL PROTECTION
_r
ENGINEERING CONTROLS:
Control airborne concentrations below the exposure limits. Use only with
adequate ventilation. Local exhaust and general ventilation is recommended.
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION:
NIOSH approved respirator suitable for organic vapors if TLV is exceeded.
SKIN PROTECTION:
Chemical-resistant plastic or rubber gloves. Wear protective equipment as
required to prevent wetting the skin or clothing.
EYE PROTECTION:
Chemical splash goggles or full face shield is recommended.
SECTION IX - PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL PROPERTIES
BOILING POINT: N6t applicable
MELTING POINT: Not applicable
VAPOR DENSITY: Non-volatile
% VOLATILES: NIL
SOLUBILITY IN WATER: Very slight
SPECIFIC GRAVITY: 1.21
ODOR: Mild, amine odor
APPEARANCE: Beige viscous liquid
SECTION X - STABILITY AND REACTIVITY
CHEMICAL STABILITY: (CONDITIONS TO AVOID)
Keep away from heat and warm storage. Stable.
INCOMPATIBILITY:
Strong oxidizers, acids and epoxy resins under uncont_olled conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS:




Effective and Print Date: 12/01/93
Product Code: 120 Part B (Hardener)
MSDS f120003
SECTION XI - TOXICOLOGICAL INFORMATION
Page #4
None available
SECTION XII - ECOLOGICAL INFORMITION
None available
SECTION XIII - DISPOSAL CONSIDERATIONS
Care should be taken to ensure that the material or its containers are
disposed of in an approved facility in accordance with current federal, state
and local regulations.
SECTION XIV - TRANSPORT INFORMATION
Not regulated by DOT
SECTION XV - REGULATORY INFORMATION
OSHA:
Hazardous by definition of Hazard Communication Standard (29 CFR 1910.1200)
SARA SECTION 313 LISTED INGREDrENTS:
This product contains a substance which is subject to the reporting
requirements of 40 CFR 372.
2.0% Phenol CAS # 108-95-2
SECTION XVI - OTHER INFORMATION
This information herein is given in good faith and is accurate to the best
of NSP Specialty Products knowledge based on published MSDS fro_
manufacturers, however no warranty, express or implied, is made as to the
accuracy or completeness of these data and reco_,endations.
Revision of MSDSI20B - Issue Date 6/I/93
112195
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Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F IIAverao_
Profile DFT DFT DF'F I DFT DFT DF'F _tt DF-'[_
2.4 14.6 21 '14.4 "20.2 14.7 19.4 17.4
14.6 14 14.1 14.6 13.7 14.4 14.2
15.8 15.9 14.8 16.4 14.9 16.1 15.7
15.3 19.1 15.3 19 15.5 19.1 17.2
16.3 14 15.6 14.3 16.5 14.3 15.2
2.6 14.8 15.5 14.7 16,4 14,6 15.6 15.3
13.1 14.4 13.4 15.5 13.1 14.4 14.0
16 15.8 15 15.9 15.9 15.9 15.8
17.4 21.1 17.5 21.7 17.4 22.5 19.6
16,2 14,3 16.2 15.1 16.2 15,5 15,6
2,5 15.3 13.5 15.8 14.5 15 14.6 14.8
16,2 16.4 16,4 15.7 16.7 15.9 16.2
- 17.4 17.4 18.3 18.1 18.3 17.5 17.8




16.7 19.6 16.7 18.6 17.2 17.9
17.6 14.4 17.5 14.4 17.8 16.0
15.5 14.8 14.7 15.1 14.7 15.1
15.3 16.3 15.4 15.5 15.9 16.6 15.8
14.4 15,2 15.4 16.1 15.2 15.5 15.3
14.2 15.7 14.3 15.6 14.3 15.6 15.0
2.3 13 15.2 13.1 15.7 13.6 15.1 14.3
15.9 14.8 16.6 14.6 15.7 15.3 15.5
2.5 15.4 13,7 16 14.3 15.7 13.5 14.8
18.4 18.2 16.5 18.2 18.6 18.5 18.4
13.4 16.3 13.9 16 13.9 16.1 14.9
13.1 13.8 13.1 14.1 13.1 14.2 13.6




15 16.5 14.9 16.7 15.5
15 16.4 14.9 16.5 15
14.6 13.4 15.2 13.9 15.4
14.2 16.9 14.4 16.9 14 16.6
18.9 16.9 19.3 17.2 21.2 16.7







3.1 16.5 17 16.4 16.8 16.8 17 16.8
16.1 13.9 16.3 13.8 16.3 13.5 15.0
12.7 12.7 13.3 12.9 13.2 13 13.0
16.9 15.3 17.3 15.6 17.3 16.9 16.6
2.7 16.7 14.8 16.6 14.9 16.8 15.2 15.8














14.2 13.9 14.4 14 4.8
14.2 16 14.1 16 14.6
16.8 15.7 17.1 16.2 16.4
15.4 15.7 13. 4 16 15.9
22.5 26 22.6 25 24.3
14.9 14.3 15 14.2 14.7
12.6 12.6 12.4 13.3 12.6
16.5 15.9 16.6 14.9 15.6
13.8 15.3 14,1 15,3 14,7
16.8 14.2 16.1_ 13.8 15.4
13.3 16,4 12.7 16,5 14.6
10.7 8.7 9.7 9.9 9.9



























































































2.1 13.3 15.9 13.5

















15.7 17 14.9 17.1 15.9 17.8
21.8 20.6 22 20.7 23 21









2.1 15.2 15.5 15.8 15
2.5 11.2 16 10.9 15.9





























15.1 13.8 15.2 17.1 18.6
































































































average 15.6 16.1 15.6 16.1 15.6 16.3 15.9
1/2/85 1:22 PIL
I' -cs NO: /7G,.¢I//
[ pRE-SURFACE PREPARATION
Condition of Edges, Weld Sp.atter I Etc.
Grease/Oii Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
S U
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record) '"
SURFACE PREPARATION
DB: WB: ' RH: DP: ST:'Ambient Conditions . (Record)
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal














Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application lCompiete (Record)





Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
Q
Date: , ..,>_" I/_ 154
Report No.
Pa_o of I
CATLY INSPECTICN RE=CRT,TEST PANEL PE'COt:::D rSTEELt
Summary of Work Performed: Z/l;_f._.,r.. _
CLIENT: /V4.%- A
"CBNO: # (3Y!
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record) I I
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record) I
Profile (Record) i
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal












Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Api31ication Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness










7/" #'l: r C_2o
I.,r. f
h:/o,,_ 2: fO p
#o:r C,!I" f






Dry Film Thickness (DFT} See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
I /
l ,0ector: I




C41LYiNSPECTION_E.=CRT,TEST PANEL ,-"ECOPD #STEEL) CL!ENT: /'1)_4._/_
-cs NO:/v6,_y!
ISummary of Work Performed: /4e_/_, :_,.u4 C_._-( _4" ,,_Js P
11 I
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
:Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Te'st
Nozzle Air Pressure (Recor_d') i' tCompress, ed, Air ,Cleanliness (Record) t
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Recordi
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)
MIXING
_P




Time of Mix (Record)
_'"_II:_,:2.
_Pp_
Mix Ratio. (Record) _. _, v
Induction Period (Record) /V/_
APPLICATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) RH: DP:
App!ica!or's Name (Record)
Surface Prep. to.Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
















Ory Film Thickness (DFT) See OFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)








iSummary of Work Performed: tlpf_/..
2RE-SURFACE PREPAPATION
'' /
_ #E.CORD fSTE=-'L! CLIENT:
JCB NO:
S U
ICondition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
:Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions .(Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record.)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasi_'e Removal















Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
DB: 2_ ",FWB: _(_°f RH" 6 __DP: 7J_
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
OI ,' I S/1_-¢I vj
Recoat Times Observed (Record Actual)
Intercoat Cleanliness rv/,4
Proper Pot Agitation " _-/_4
Application Equipment (Record)
, , , J,





Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Methodi
i |,,, i i
Cure Test (Re:ord Method)





",,, "" _t,,=; E]TICN =ET--CRT,TEST PANEL PEOCRD tSTEEL) .CLIENT:/V_/_
JCB NO://-/-/',._ _/--//'//
Summary of Work Performedi_'D/_Z,/ /V'..5"/9 /,2. o
_.__ ooS,_-61t..o,9/ o-_- 12._ (-ze[pLd'o/2"2-/'io CPltC 1ff1.,,56 "z'-Az_c,,e..l(,,t./(.,z.
_,,_-_ .... A................. S U
Condition of E.d.ges, Weld Spatter, Etc. ".......
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent) "
,, • , ,, , ,.l
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasiv e .Test .....
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record) i"
Compressed A.i.r Cleanliness (Record) i
SURFACE PREPARATION
!Ambient Conditions (Record) " DB: WB: .... RH: DP: ST:
i.Degree, of Cleanliness (Record) ....
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal




















iSurface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
iCompressed Air Cleanliness










Time Application Complete (Record)









Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
IREMARKS: _/e_z)_ .2_ _-:_-rr_ d'_--r i_












PRESS-O-FILM "" PRES S-O-FILM "" ,_
NDO_ F= No._':_ " -
_s._-.._._...__s.Testex,Inc. u=L_s.2._ Teste×,Inc.
6ap__ 2o Newark,DE19715 c,_ _s_=.o Ne*'a_.DE19715
XCOARSE(1.5-4.5) X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
PRESS_O_FILM "" tC'_ PRESS-O-FILM" _---
_,,:_,_._,..,..,..,..,.5_ 'lestex, Inc. _,_s2-,7 lestex, Inc.
XCOARSE(1.5-4.5) X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
PRES S-O-FILM "._--- p..RESS-O-FILM"
_S_._ lestex, Inc, _,,__ Testex, Inc.







G_;__w. _ o K','W, DE19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM'" _" _ESS-O-FILM'" #"
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_,_;.,L,_ Testex,Inc. _,,_.;.- Ieste×,Inc.
Gao_less2.0 N_v,'_.D" 19715 l O_ _; _o N_V,_I..DE19715
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PRESS-O-FILM'" ,f'
t4o
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C_e _ss _o Ne_,','_"LDE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM '"E
r, _ lcstu:, Inc.
G:,:_,_-,-,_0 IV!,,,_ [,_ 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM"
_,_:,2 "7 ' festcx,Inc.
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Gage les.., 20 Nev, ark, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5j
PRESS-O-FILM'"
No._.._ _ lestex, Inc.
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_,,s2,/ - "[estex, Inc.
G_;_ _-,s20 N{v, ark, DE19715
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, _:L /.7 _ Testex,Inc.
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G_g__es,20 N_% BE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
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_,_s._, 7 'lestex, Inc.
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"|date Coatings Second CoatNASA 2 NSPT 120-2nd.coatManufacturer'= Product Data and Recommendallons
Jnufacturar Surface Profile Coats DFT, ea. Vol. Solids Abrasive Appl
[Product ! Prep mils # (mid) % used Equip
NSP Specialty Products
NSP 120 SP-7 1 2 8 to 12 100% Alum. B.R,C,A
phenolic epoxy Oxide (24)
Mayor-Kelly (dlst.)
_anel Numbers SS= Alum= Coupled= CPVC=
Surface , 1F 2F 1F 2F IF 2F ,, Average i
Profile I DFT DFT DFT I D,q- D='T DP-'I" . Dq"






















































































































NASA2 NSP120-2ndcoat Second Coal
I I
Coating System 2 NSP Specialty Products NSP 120 Page ___.__of ,2)





















































































































































NASA 2 NSP 120-2nd coat Second Coal






AL CPL 1 39
SSCPL 140

















































2F 1F 2F Average
I DFT DFT DFT DFT
7. q "2,2 _ 2_ _DW/O!
_"-_ cI. 2. k 2--- #,OlV/0
g._ _' _1
8.t_ ,£.o 9.1 _olv/o
"7.q ?.O _;,O #OW/O!

























7.0 b,7 w _ 7./ _.V '2. o
_.q _1 7.0 _,o 6._
%.o to.'_ g. _ _o.V' %.'4
C_,/ ?.% u.u 7.s _.,./



























Candidate Coatings Manufacturer's Product Data end Recommendations
Manufacturer Surface Profile Coats DFT, ea. Vol. Solids Abrasive App!
Product Prep mils # (mid) % used Equip
NSP Specialty Products
NSP 120 SP-7 1 2 8 to 12 100% Alum. B,R,C,A
phenolic epoxy Oxide (24)
Mevor-Kelly' (dlst.)
Panel Numbers SS= _;_- I(_ Alum= ItZ- 17-._ CoupTed= 127.1k_ CPVC= ]q[-
T
Surface _t Fr_"r_. _t _J_C Y-, I
Panel #/Tag # Profile DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT
.5.s o _ ,:_ 2 ._ s, _ _ .1 _,q q ._ . ',t."_ ff . _
,o e_ 5 9.o g.,i (p. _ _,3 _. _ g. L#
o_ _,3 1.l q.5 '--t.1 _.] S-,3
co_37 S.V "4.1 q.I _,_ s-.I q._
o_q . t.q q 7 s.t s,n q.q a._










G,(f q.z q.l b.q "_._ b,3
S.L s;,q 5._ 1,g b.t q._
_.I b."/ _'{ b._ q,o _
_.1 '1,1 s'.z _._ _.o 5.q
b.I u.q 3.2, :_._ q _ _.z
_.i _,_ q. _ _. 'i _. ff _."t
(_,z q, _ £5 q. / _. '-t f_.b
9.3 q.z q.z s,q _._ g.o
Jg_






























Coating System /Zo Page 2... of__._
Panel #/Tag #







































q. __ '4.3 q .3
"_.Z [_.b _, _
t,.q _.o _.1
q. c> .s._ q. S
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b,3 1._ _.1
q.e s._ 5._ ,.£,z
q._ 3,9 q.c/ S.I
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(J_t_!_. _, uev.r_Q ............
System #3 Manufacturer's Product Data end Recommendations
Manufacturer ] Surface ] Profile I Coats
Produc L . Pre mils #
DevoeCoa,ingsI __ I I
Devran230 ) SP-'0I 2 I 2
_anel Numbers SS=165-186
1 Surface 1 FPanel #/Ta_ # Profile DFT
DFT, ea. pal. Solid_ Abrasive] AppI
Alum= 187-208 Coupled= 209-222 CPVC= 223-240.
2F 1F 2F 1F 21= I[ Avera9e










































































8.4 6.8 7,5 7.9 7,5
9.6 10.1 10 10 10 10.0
7.4 8,1 7.6 8.2 7.3 7.8
169 6.3 7 7 6.9 6.7 7.1 6.8
170 2.3 8.6 7.9 8.9 7.9 9.2 8.1 8.4














































9.4 8.3 9.3 8.5 8.8
8,6 8.3 8.8 7.7 8.2




184 7.2 9.6 7.8 10.2 7.1 8.6
185 2.2 10.2 11.2 12 10.3 10.7 9.7 10.7
186 8.5 8.9 8.3 8.3 8.1 8.8 8.5
9.1 9.3 10.3 9.7 9.1 9.5

















10 9.7 9.8 9.4 9.9
3.1 8.4 6.4 8.5 6.3 7.7 8.1 7.6




















































201 11.1 9:2 10.9 11.1 9.5 10.2
202 3.4 10.1 10.7 11.3 11.8 10.8 11.8 11.1
203 6.7 8.2 6.5 7.17.4 _,
204 7.9 8.6 7.7 :
205 8.7 8.2 9.1
206 8.4
207 7.5































































































8.6 7.6 8.9 8.3
9.7 8.3 9.6 8.7
6.6 5.9 7.3 6.5
7.8 7.3
6.2 11 6.2
212 7.3 9.4 7.3 9.1 6.9
213 9.5 9.9 8.8 9.9 9.5 9.5 9.5






























































221 8.5 8 7.6
221 6.2 8.4 6.4


























































153 151 25 23 24 12 12.0
224 146 146 18 18 18 9 9.0











































































































































High Build Epoxy Coating
Catalog Number 230-K-XXXX
Water Resistance
• Outstanding resistznce to sea v,'z_er and fresh wa_er
Durability
• Tough and rugged. Will resist wear and abrasion,
providing extended corrosion protection
Economy
• High volume solids and high build capability
equate to lower costs than many lesser coatings for
both repair and new construction
• Minimal surface preparation required
Easy Application
• Thick film readily applies by airless spray in one
application. Self-priming
Multi-functional
• Use for all heavy-duty corrosion control needs
• Non-bleeding
• Provides maximum resistance to impressed current
Cold Weather Cure
• Minimum application temperature 32°F(0°C).
• Use cold weather additive for application down to
25°F(-4°C)
Ships, Offshore, and Marine Slructures
• Above and below-water hull areas
• Decks and superstructures
• Dry cargo holds
• Wet voids
• Platforms, pilings, and docks
• Ballast water tanks
• Multi-purpose repair coating
Structural Steel, Equipment, and Masonr" 3"
• Pulp and paper mills
• Chemical and fertilizer plants
• Sewage treatment plants
• Storage tanks and pipes























5 Gallon and 1 Gallon
w,'o-component kits




5 hours at 77"F (25°C)
More than 2 year_,
10.5 Lb:,'(;:_I (1.2(, k_fl)
i 5 minu_es
Theoretical Spreading Rate






(247 Grams per liter)
250°F (121°C) dr3
71% ASTM D2697 (7 day)
Recommended Film Thickness
5.6-11.3 mils _'et to obtain 4.0-8.0 mils drT
Application Spray
Time -- Temperature Drying Cun'e




  x  'wJ urv
Application Guide
Surface Preparation
Devran 230 Coating provides maximum performance over near white blasted surfaces (Steel Struclures Paintine Council
SP-10 or Swedish Standard Sa 2]A) which have been primed with Devran 201 Epoxy Primer or Catha-CoaP- 302 ox 302H
Reinforced Inorganic Zinc Primers.
There are, however, situations and cost limitations where grit blasting to near white metal is not possible. Devran 230
Coating has proven protection over less than ideal surface preparation. For undenvater use, apply tx_o coats of Devran 23(!
Coating over a commercial blast (SSPC SP-6 or Swedish Standard Sa?) For s'.rt}clural slec/ or above xvatcr use. p_er to.,!
cleaning (to SSPC SP-3 or Swedish Standard Sa3) is acceptable.
Devran 230 Coating will also provide excellent perfom_ance over concrete. Surfaces should be dr3, with release a_:c:;_s
and laitance removed by abrasive blasting or acid etching.
Mixing and Thinning
Devran 230 Coating is a two component product supplied in 5 gallon or 1 gallon kits which contain the proper ratio of
ingredients. The entire contents of each container must be mixed together. Power mix the base portion first to'obtain a
smooth, homogeneous condition. After mixing the base portion, add the convertor slowly with continued agitation. After
the convertor add is complete, continue to mix slowly until homogenous. Allow a 15 minute induction time before using.
Thinning is not normally required or desired: however, at extreme temperatures, small amounts (10% or less) of Devoe
T-10 Thinner can be added dependin_ on local VOC and air quality regulations. An)' solvent addition should be made after
the two components are thoroughly mixed. The pot life of the mixed material is 5 hours at 77°F (25°C). Higher
temperatures will reduce working life of the coaling: lower temperatures will increase it.
Applicalion
Devran 230 Coating can be applied by both airless spray and conventional spray equipment. Where airless equipment
is used, A Graco 30:1 Bulldog pump is recommended. A .021 to .031 tip will provide a good spray pattern. Fluid hoses
should be a minimum of 3/8" ID with a maximum length of 50 feet.
For airless applications, a Graco 30:1 Bulldog or 35:1 Senator or larger is recommended with tip sizes flora .021 to .031.
Fluid hoses should not be less than 3/8" ID and no'longer than 50 feet to obtain optimum results. Longer hose length may
require an increase in pump ratio.
For touch-up work, Devran 230 Coating can be applied by brush or roller. Care should be taken that proper and uniform
film thicknesses are obtained. Antifouling paints should be applied over Devran 230 Coating when the Devran 230 Coatings
becomes tack free but still soft to finger pressure. Epoxy coatings may change color and chalk when exposed to direct
sunlighl.
Ventilation
It is very important for the safety of the applicator and the proper performance of the Devran 230 Coating that good
ventilation be provided to all portions of an enclosed area. It is equally important to bring into the enclosed area, dr),, fresh
air to remove solvent vapors. Since all solvent vapors are heavier than air, ventilation ducts should reach to the lowest
portions of enclosed areas as well as into any structural pockets. Provide ventilation throughout the cure period to insure
all of the solvents are removed from the coating.
Precautions
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SECTION i - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATIOK
PROOUCT NUMBER: 230B7821 MANUFACTURER: DEVOE COATINGS COH.PANY
NAME: DEVRAN 230 HIGH BUILD EPOXY COATING, OXIDE RED BASE 4000 DUPONT CIRCLE, LOUISVILLE, KY 40207
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE: 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
TELEPHONE: 502-897-9861
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
INGREDIENT I PERCT. CAS NO. ACGIH OSHA HAZARDOUS VAPOR (2)
IBY _T. TLV (PPM) PEL (PPM) a b c PRESSURE
CRYSTALLINE SILICA [PC)
EPOXY RESIN




























































NOTE: This product contains ingredients considered potential carcinogens by ACGIH, Federal OSHA, NTP, IARC, or CALIOSHA.
For details see Section V - IX (Health Hazard Data).
ABBREVIATIONS: HE-NOT ESTABLISHED, NAZNOT APPLICABLE/NOT AVAILABLE, (CL)-CEILING LIMIT, D-NUISANCE PARTICLE TLV 10 MGIH3
TOTAL DUST, [C]-CARCINOGEN, [PC]-POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN, DD-INERT OR NUISANCE DUST PEL 15 MG/M3 TOTAL DUST, (I) NOT ESTABLISHE_.
USE STODDARD SOLVENT AS A GUIDE, (2) mm Hg. X - HAZARDOUS ACCORDING TO: a-SARA 302/304, b-SARA 313, c-CERCLA I03a
SECTION Ill - PHYSICAL DATA
PERCENT VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 34.77 VOC: 290.35 (GRAMS/LITER) EVAPORATION RATE: FASTER X SLOWER THAN ETHER
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
AMHABILITY CLASSIFICATION
._HA CLASSIFICATION 29 CFR 1910.106 (a) PARTS 18-19.
.,.._OMBUSTIBLE LIQUID - CLASS IT
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
In case of fire use C02 Dry Chemical, Foam, or other
Class B Fire.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
FLASH POINT (Setaftash): lOOF
LEL: 1
National Fire Protections Association (NFPA) approved method for treating a
Keep containers tightly closed. Isolate from heat, electrical equipment, sparks and flame. Due to pressure build-up, clcse:
containers exposed to extreme heat may explode. Never use a welding or cutting torch on or near container (even empty) as prod_c;
or its residue may ignite. During emergency conditions overexposure to decomposition products may cause a health hazard. Symptoms
may not be immediately apparent. Obtain medical attention.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES
Summon professional firefighters. Use full protective equipment including self contained breathing apparatus. Water spray m_y be
ineffective. If water is used, fog nozzles preferable. If exposed to fire or extreme heat, water should be used to cool closed
containers and prevent pressure build up or possible auto-ignition.
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE
ACUTE BREATHING: Irritation of the respiratory tract; headache, nausea, dizziness, weakness and fatigue. Extreme exposure
can result in unconsciousness and even respiratory arrest.
SKIN OR EYE CONTACT: Causes eye and skin irritation. May be harmful if absorbed through the skin.
SWALLOI,'ING: Can cause stomach and/or intestinal irritation, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
CHRONIC Reports have associated repeated and prolonged occupotiona( overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and nervous
system damage. Prolonged or repeated breathing of spray mist and/or sanding dust over a period of years may cause dJst
disease of the lungs.
Silica is listed with IARC as a class 2A carcinogen. Contains crystalline silica which (_an cause lung damage and cancer. Risk
depends on duration and level of exposure.
ME ICALCONDITIONSPRONETOAGGRAVATIONBYEXPOSURE
None, when used ineccoidance with saf_ handling and u_e ir_formation (See Section VIII).
PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY I x I SKIN I X l BREATHING I X l S_ALLO_ING
SECTION V Continued on Next Page
- ^T. -SH r_I'I_I F..P,.ltIL ,.h;_-
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
PRODUCT NUMBER: 230C0910 MANUFACTURER: DEVOE COATINGS COMPANY
NAME: DEVRAN 230 HIGH BUILD EPOXY COATING, CLEAR CONVERTER 4000 DUPONT CIRCLE, LOLUSVILLE, KY 40207
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE: 800-424-9300 (CHEMTREC)
TELEPHONE: 502-897-9EwS1
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
I
INGREDIENT JPERCT. CAS NO. ACGIH OSHA HAZARDOUSI VAPOR (2)
JBY WT. TLV (PPM) PEL (PPM) a b c J PRESSURE

































NOTE: This procluct does not contain ingre_dients considered carcinogens or potential carcinogens by ACGIH, Federal OSHA,
NTP, IARC, or CAL/OSHA.
ABBREVIATIONS: WE-NOT ESTABLISHED, NA-NOT APPLICABLE/NOT AVAILABLE, (CL)-CEILING LIMIT, D-NUISANCE PARTICLE TLV 10 MG/M3
TOTAL DUST, [C]-CARCINOGEN, [PC]-POTENTIAL CARCINOGEN, DD-INERT OR NUISANCE DUST PEL 15 MG/M3 TOTAL DUST, (I) NOT ESTABLISHED
USE STODDARD SOLVENT AS A GUIDE, (2) mm Hg. X - HAZARDCWJS ACCORDING TO: a-SARA 302/304, b-SARA 313, c-CERCLA I03a
SECTION III - PHYSICAL DATA
PERCENT VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 39.5 VOC: 329.91 (GRAMS/LITER) EVAPORATION RATE: FASTER X SLO_JER THAN ETHER
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
LAMMABILITY CLASSIFICATION
OSHA CLASSIFICATION 29 CFR 1910.106 (a) PARTS 18-19.
COM_BUSTIBLE LIOUID - CLASS IT
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA
In case of fire use C02 Dry Chemical, Foam, or other
Class B Fire.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS
FLASH POINT (Setaflash): 100F
LEL: I
National Fire Protections Association (NFPA) approved method for treating a
Keep containers tightly closed. Isolate from heat, etectrical equipment, sparks and flame. Due to pressure build-up, c[oseC
containers exposecl to extreme heat may explode. Never use a welding or cutting torch on or near container (even empty) as product
or its residue may ignite. During emergency conditions overexposure to decofaposition prcwducts may cause a health hazard. Sympto_
•_y not be immediate[y apparent. Obtain n_:lical attention.
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES
Surrmon professional firefighters. Use full protective equipment inclucling self contained breathing apparatus. Water spray may be
ineffective. If water is used, fog nozzles preferabte. If exposed to fire or extreme heat, water should be used to cool closet
containers and prevent pressure bui[d up or possible auto-ignition.
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA
EFFECTS OF OVEREXPOSURE
ACUTE BREATHING: Irritation of the respiratory tract; headache, nausea, dizziness, weakness and fatigue. Extreme exposur_
can result in unconsciousness and even respiratory arrest.
SKIN OR EYE CONTACT: Causes eye and skin irritation. May be harmful if absorbed through the skin.
S_ALLOWING: Can cause stomach and/or intestinal irritation, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea.
CHRONIC Reports have associated repeated and prolonged occupationa[ overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and nervous
system damage. Prolonged or repeated breathing of spray mist and/or sanding dJst over a period of years may cause dust
disease of the rungs.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONE TO AGGRAVATION BY EXPOSURE
None, when used in .accordance with s f_ handting and u_e iniformation (See Section VIII).
PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY J X J SKIN I _ l BREATHING l X I SWALLC_JING




Manufacturer's Product D_ta and RecOrTlm(,,_dr,tions











SS=165-186 Alum= 187-208 Cou 209-222 CPVC= 223-240.
Surface 1F 2F 1F '2F 1F 2F Averam

















































1 69 6.3 7




































172 7.1 8.4 6.8 7.5 7.4 7.9 7.5
173 10 9.6 10.1 10 10 10 10.0















10.1 9.7 10.2 9.7 9.9
8.1 8.1 8.4 8.2 8.2




























185 2.2 10.2 11".2 10.3 10.7 9.7 10.7
186 8.5 8.9 8.3 8.3 8.1 8.8 8.5




































































































208 2.7 8.4 8.3













































































































214 2.5 10.1 10.5 10 10.4
215 7.1 7.4 7.4 7.3
































































































































225 145 142 15.5 7.75 7.8
226 148 147 19.5 9.75 9.8




















































































D41LY INSPECTION, RE=ORT,TEST PANEL I:ECOPD (STE_.,). CLIENT: /I,)_X _ t
NO: , I
Summary of Work Performed:_?h._-I J::_,_ - _.v,_,,,,-_ ,._o ("_c.p_) I
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
,Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Recorc_) I
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record).
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record) "'
Dust and Abrasive Removal




Material Temperature/Potlife (Record) 7o"
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record) r_a,,.)_







Surface Prep. to Appl, (Record Time)
[Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




DB: ?f* WB: g,_,o
15 r.;,v,
c/._B
Time Application Complete (Record) q :40
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method}
Cure Test (Record Method)
RH: .5-.F.Z'.D.P:59 "ST:
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._. PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record)
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)-
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SURFACE PREPARATION
_,mbient Conditions (Record)
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
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Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record) ht,'/S
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Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See OFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
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NASA 3 Devran 2nd coat Second Coat
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SS=247-268 Alum= 269-290 Coupled= 291-304 CPVC=305-322











































Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F
DFT DFI" DF-[ I DFT Dr'_F D;-iProfile
16.2 14.B 15.7 14.7
14 15.3 13.9 15
15 11.4 14.9 10.9
17 15.5 17 14.5
15.4 14.7 14.8 15.7
14.3 13.8 13.9 13.7
15.2 13.7 14.9 13.9
15.3 14.3 15.3 14.4
16.5 16 16.9 15.8
18.5 18.5 18.9 19.2
18.4 16.9 18.3 16.4













16.7 14.6 16.9 14.6 15.6
13 16 13.2 16.4 14.5
12,9 12.4 13.3 12.7 12.8
2.1 20.4 16.7 20.7 16.8 18.6
16.5 16.1 16.8 16.3 16.4
14.5 13.7 14.5 13.3
14 12.7 14 11.9
15.6 14.7 15.5 14.3
12.4 12.9 12.6 12.3
14 13 13.9 12.8
13.7 14.8 13.9 14.4
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17.4 16 17,7 16
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1 9 13.8 18.9 14.5
16.3 14.3 16.1 13.9
15.8 13,8 15 14,3
14.1 11.7 13.9 11.5
19.2 17.8 19.3 17.1
14.6 13 14.8 13.3
14.9 12.9 15 12.7
15.7 14.4 1516 13.9
138 16.8 14 16.4
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157 29 26 27.5 13.75 13.8
156 158 28 30 29 14.5 14.5
160 156 32 28 30 15 15.0
157 34 29 31.5 15.75 15.8
29 31 30 15 15.0
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GENERIC TYPE: Two-component, high-build, modified alu-
minum epoxy mastic.
GENERAL PROPERTIES: CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor is a
self-priming, high-build coating with excellent adhesion
to rusted steel and most aged paints. Features include:
• Proven field performance.




• Excellent application characteristics.
• Excellent film build on edges.
• Compatible with most aged coatings.
• Single coat for most applications.
• Meets the most stringent VOC (Volatile Organic Con-
tent) regulations.
RECOMMENDED USES: Particularly recommended for
maintenance painting of rust_, steel or upgrading old
coatings. Ideal for metal buildings, piping, process equip-
ment, highway bridges and exposed structural steel.
Only a single coat is required for most applications. Hand
or power tool cleaning is often acceptable. CARBOMAS-
TIC 15 Low Odor may also be used where hand tool
cleaned steel is being coated for the first time.




Exposure Immersion Spillage Fumes
Acids NR Fair Very Good
AIkalies NR Good Excellent
Solvents NR Good Excellent
Salt Water Excellent* Excellent Excellent
Water Excellent* Excellent Excellent
*Discolors to gray.
TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE: (non-immersion)
Continuous: 180 "_F (82 _ C)
Non-continuous: 250: F {12V C)
SUBSTRATES: Rusty steel, aged galvanized steel or others
as recommended.
COMPATIBLE COATINGS: May be used over most generic
types of coatings which are tightly adhering and properly
prepared. A lest patch is recommended over existing
coatings. A mist coat may be required over inorganic zinc
to minimize bubbling. A topcoat is not normally required.
Most generic types of coatings are suitable as topcoat.
Consult Carboline Technical Service for specific recom-
mendations
SPECIFICATION DATA
THEORETICAL SOLIDS CONTENT OF MIXED MATERIAL:
B_' Volume
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor 99% _ 2%
VOLATILE ORGANIC CONTENT:
As Supplied: O741b_ @_i.(SScr_n',siilcr)
Thinned: The following are nominal values:
°A Fluid tbs./ Grams'
Thinner Thinned 0zs./Gal. Gal. Liter
CARBOMASTIC
"lhinner 25 32 (1 quart) 2.02 242
CARBOLtNP
Thinner #76 25 32 (1 quart} 1.93 231
RECOMMENDED DRY FILM THICKNESS PER COAT:
5 mils (125 microns) minimum (Measured excluding the
rust on steel substrate).
For severe exposures including immersion, 7 mils (175
microns) minimum or 2 coats at 5 mils(125 microns) each
is recommended.
Dry film thickness in excess of 10 mits(250 microns) per
coat is not recommended. Excessive film thickness over
inorganic zinc will increase damage during shipping and
erection.
THEORETICAL COVERAGE PER MIXED GALLON:
1444 mil sq. ft. (36.0 sq. mq at 25 microns)
289 sq. ft. at 5 mils (7.2 sq. m'l at 125 microns)
STORAGE CONDITIONS : Store Indoors
Temperature: 45-110 _ F (7-43: C) Humidity: 0-90%
SHELF LIFE: Twenty-four months when stored at 75 _ F
(24 _ C).
COLOR: Aluminum (C901) is standard. Red (M500) is avail-
able for use as a contrasting primer in multiple coat
applications.
ORDERING INFORMATION
Prices may be obtained from your Carboline Sales Repre-
sentative or Carboline Customer Se_ice Department.
APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WEIGHT:
2 6al, Kit
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor 25 Ibs. (11 kg)
CARBOMASTIC Thinner 8 Ibs (4 kg}
in l's
CARBOLIt_EThinner # 7£ 8 Ibs i4 kg)
in l's
FLASH POINT: (Pensky-Martens Closed Cup)
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor Part A
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor Part B
CARBOMASTIC Thinner
CARBOLINE Thinner # 76
10 Gal. Kit
124 Ibs. (56 kgl
40 Ibs. (18 kg}
in 5's
37 Ibs. (17 kg}
in 5"s
>200 _ F (> 93: C)
76: F (24 _ C)

















These_n_Yruc_;Dn$e_en_i_n_ier_dedt_h_vvpr_duc1rec_mrnendBti_ri$f_tE_eci|I_se_ic_The_ar_is_u_J_ _ q, "_q_co'leC!¢ud,,<t I,'ep/"r,_t_'r n • r_
instrklr.|ior_5 i_nd Bpplic_lion pro6eduee. I1 i$ B$sumed lhBt |he pro_r pro_u¢l recomme_d_tion_ ha_'| bee r, _,_di "_t,f _rl,k_=_cj_d_fc,;c_,_.,(.EfC_o$(l_,tC, r_,:_r,
the ml_xirr',tJm Service from the' mllteriBl£.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Remove any oil or grease from
surface to be coated with clean rags soaked in CARBO-
LINE Thinner #/2 or Surface Cleaner #/3 (refer to SC#3
instructions) in accordance with SSPC-SP 1.
Steel:
NON-IMMERSION SERVICE: Power Tool or Hand Tool
clean in accordance with SSPC-SP 3 or SSPC-SP 2, to
produce a rust-scale free surface. Water blasting, fob
lowed by Hand or Power Tool cleaning is acceptable to
standards as defined by SSPC-SP 2. For more sever{
environments, abrasive blast per SSPC-SP 7 (brush-off
blast) to a degree of cleanliness defined by SSPC-Sa 1
pictorial standards.
WATER IMMERSION SERVICE: Abrasive blast to a Near
White Metal Finish in accordance with SSPC-SP 10 (or
NACE #2) to obtain a 1-3 rail (25-75 micron) blast profile.
MIXING: Power mix separately, then combine and mix in
the following proportions:
2 Gal. Kit 10 Gal. Kit
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor Part A 1 gallon 5 gallons
CARBOMASTIC 15 Low Odor Part E 1 gal!0n 5 gallons
THINNING: May be thinned up to 25% by volume with
CARBOMASTtC Thinner. To extend pot life, may be
thinned up to 25% by volume with CARBOLINE Thinner
#. 76 (see Pot Life information).
NOTE: Use of thinners other than those supplied or
approved by Carboline may adversely affect product per-
formance and will void product warranty, whether ex-
press or implied.
Refer to Specification Data for VOC information.
POT LIFE: Four hours at 75"- F (24_ C) when thinned 25%,
two hours at 75 ¢ F (24: C) unthinned and one hour at 90 _ F
(32: C) unthinned. CARBOLINE Thinner #,76 may be sub-
stituted to exlend pot lifeto 2 hours at 90: F (32 _C). Pot life
ends when coating becomes too viscous to use.
APPLICATION CONDITIONS:
Material Surfaces Ambient Humidi h'
Norma! 65-85: F 65-85_ F 65-85: F 35-80%
(18-29 C) (lb29 _C) (15-29: C}
Minirr.Jm 59:F(10 _ C) 50_ F{10: C) 50_ F(10 C) 0%
Maximum 90 F (32: C) 130: F (54 C) 10{YF (38_ C) 95%
Do no_ apply when surface temperature is less than 5: F
or 2 _ C above the dew point.
Special thinning and application techniques may be re-
quired above or below normal conditions.
SPRAY: The following spray equipment has been found
suitable end is available from manufacturers such as
Binks, DeVilbiss and Graco.
Conventional: Pressure pot equipped w,ith dual regulators,
3'8" I.D. minimum materiaT hos_, .0SC' I.D. fluid t:;: ar-_d
appropriate air cap.
Airless:
Pump Ratio: 30:1 (min.)*
GPM Output: 3.0 (min.)
A_ teria I h'os e." 3 E: t.D. (n fi=,. )
Tip Size." .019-.025"
Output psi: 1900-2100
Fil_er Size: 60 mesh
*Teflon packings are recommended and are available
from the pump manufacturer.
BRUSH OR ROLLER: Use clean natural bristled 13rush or
medium nap roller. Work coating into all irregularities.
TOUCH-UP: For small damaged areas, hand or power sand
to a featheredge, then touch-up by brush.
DRYING TIMES: These times ere at 5 mils (125 microns)
dry film thickness. Higher film thicLnesses will lengthen
cure times.
Dryto touch: 5 hours at 75 ° F (24 C).
Temperature Between Coats Final Cure
50" F (10: C) 5 days 15 days
60: F (16: C) 3 days 10 days
75 _ F (24: C) 24 hours 5 days
90: F (32: C) 18 hours 3 days
Recommended minimum cure before immersion service
is 5 days at 75 ' F (24 _ C).
VENTILATION & SAFETY: When used as a tank lining or in
enclosed areas, thorough air circulation must be used
during and after application until the coating is cured. The
ventilation system should be capable of preventing the
solvent vapor concentration from reaching the lower
explosion limit for the solvents used. In addition to proper
ventilation, fresh air respirators or fresh air hoods must
be used by all application personnel. Where flammable
solvents exist, explosion-proof lighting equipment must
be used. Hypersensitive persons should wear clean pro-
tective clothing, gloves and or protective cream on face,
hands and all exposed areas.
CLEANUP; Use CARBOLINE Thinner #. 2.
CAUTION READ AND FOLLOW ALL CAUTION STATEMENTS ON THIS
PRODUCT DATA SHEET AND ON THE h'IATERIAL SAFETY DATA
SHEET FOR THIS PRODUCT.,_
CALrrlON CONTAINS FLAMMABLE SOLVENTS KEFP AWAY FROM SPARKS AND OPEN FLAMES IN CONFINED AREAS WORKMEN MUST WEAR
FRESH AIRLINE RESPIRATORS HYPERSENSITIVE PERSOt'S SHOULD WEAR GL OVES OR USE PROTECTIVE CREAk' ALL EL ECTRIC EOUIPMEN'f
AND It'£1ALLA"IIONS SHOULD E_E Mr-DE AND GROUNDED IN ACCORDANC, E WITH THE NATIOI'VAL ELEC'fRICAL CODE Ihi AREAS WHERE
EXPLOSION HAZ;RDS EXISI, V,'ORKI._[t, ' SHOI}LD EE REOUtRED TO USE N,ONFERROUS TOOLS AND lO V.'EAF: CONDUCTIVE AND
NC#,;_ r A q_" ff'S S_C)[ [
SECTION I - PRODUCT: CARBOr,IASTIC 15 LOW ODOR PT. A (0i85AINL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
{
C. .MTREC TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY PHONE NO. : 800-424-9300
PITTSBURGH POISON CONTROL CENTER HEALTH EMERGENCY NO.: 412-681-6669
,CTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS EXPOSURE LIMITS
............................................................................
-__HEMICAL NAME (C) (D) (E)
ALUMINUM 7429-90-5 20% 15rag/m3 NE ICE
HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS ADDITIONAL DATA
CHEMICAL N_E (F) (G)
C T
EPOXY RE_If, ¼].ZG/KG RAT,ORAL NO/NO/I 2
20[TIL/KG RABBIT,SKIN
ALUMINUM NOT AVAILABLE NO/YES
TABLE (A) CAS NUMBER (B)LESS THAN WT IC] TLV-TWA (D) STEL (E) CEILING (F)TOXICITY DATA (LD50/Route,LC50/Route) SARA 302/SARA 313/ SARA 311-312
CATEGORIES/CERCLA. NE = not established, NR = not required, NO = no. Color
Piqment Mixture may contain Iron Oxides, Titanium Dioxide, Carbon Blacg,
and other particuianes non otherwise reaulated in varying amounts depending
on color ol product.
KU_MI S CLASSIFICATION: D2B
HMIS/NFPA CLASSIFICATION: HEALTH 2, FLAFHVL_.BILITY I, REACTIVITY i,
PERSONAL PROTECTION CODE E, NFPA FIRE FIGHTING PHASE 4
SECTION III- PHYSICAL DATA:
.............................................................................
BOILING R_NGE: N/A. VAPOR DENSITY: N/A EVAPORATION RATE: N/A VOLATILE _Y
WEIGHT 0 %. VOLATILE BY VOLUME: 0 %. FRODUCT WT/GAL: i0.3 LBS/U S.GAL
2_ 24 sp mr. VOC (MIXED FRODUCT THINNED TO I,IAXIMUM LEVEL): 2.0 LBS/U.S.GiL.
_2 gm/1_.
5 ?ION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA:
...........................................................................
FLAM/V_ABILITY CLASSIFICATION: FLASH POINT: 201 F(93C) (Setaflash) LEL: N/A
"EL : N/A
3HA-COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID/CLASS-III_, DOT-NOT REGULATED, CANADIAN TDGA: NOT
<EGULATED
_-EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Dry Chemical, Foam, Carbon Dioxide, Water Foa.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Vapors are heavier than air and will
accumulate. Vapors will form explosive concentrations with air. Vapors
travel long distances and will flashback. Use mechanical ventilation when
necessary to keep percent vapor below the "Lower Explosion_ Level" (LEL).
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Evacuate nazara area ol unprotected
personnel. .Use a NIOSH approved self-contained breathing unit ana complete
body protectlon, coo± surrounding containers with water in case of fire
exposure.
PRODUCT: CARBOI.IASTIC15 LOWODORPT. A (0185Alh'b)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
_CTION V - HEALTH HAZARDDATA:
NHALATION: May cause nose and throat irritation.
__,ONTACT: May cause eye irritation. May cause skin irritation, b_ay cause
allergic skin reaction.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONETO AGGRAVATIONBY EXPOSURE: If sensitized to
amines, epoxieSsOr other chemicals do not use. See a physician if a medicalcondition exist .
PRII,_RY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY: Inhalation, Dermal, Ingestion.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID PROCEDURES: When exposed always get medical attention.
EYE CONTACT: Flush with water for 15 z_inutes.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and
clean before reuse.
INHALATION: Remove to fresh air. Provide oxygen if breathinQ is difficult.
Use artificial respiration if not breathing. Get medical att@ntion.
IF SWALLOWED: DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING!! Always get medical attention.
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA:
............................................................................
STABILITY: This product is stable under normal storage conditions. '
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur under normal conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
unidentified organic compounds. Consider all smoke and fumes from burnino
material as very hazardous. Welding, cutting or abrasive grinding can create
smoke and fumes. Do not-breathe.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Heat, sparks, and open f]9_Les.
INCOMPATIBILITY: Avoid contact with strong oxioizlng agents.
SECTION VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES:
.............................................................................
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF SPILL: Eliminate all ignition sources.
F filing equipment must be grounded to prevent sparklng. Evacuate the area
o. unprotecteo personnel. Wear appropriate pe[sonai pro_ection clothing and
equipment. Follow §ale handlipg add use _uioelines in Section VIII. Contain
nd soak up resioual with an aosorDent (clay or sand). TaKe up absorbent
_terial and seal tightly for pro.per disposal. Dispose of in accordance with
ocal, state and fedeYal regulations. Refer to Section II for Sara Title III
_._nd CERCLA information.
SECTION VIII - SAFE HANDLING AND USE INFORMATION:
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: Use only with ventilation to keep levels below
exposure guide±ines: (secnion II). User should test and monitor exposure
levels to insure all personne£ are below guidelines. If not sure or if not
able to monitor use MSHA/NIOSH approved alr-purifying respirator.
VENTILATIOI_: Use explosion-prool ventilation when required to keep below
health exposure guidelines ano Lower Explosion Limit (LEL) l
SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: Recommend impervious gloves, clothing and safety
PRODUCT: CARBO_STIC 15 LOW ODOR PT. A (0185AlNL)
: Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
_lasses with side shields or chemical goggles to avoid skin and eye contact
_ material penetrates to skin, change gloves and clothing. _ "
_IENIC PRACTICES: Wash with soap and water before eatina, drinkina,
,plying cosmetics< or using toilet facilities; Use of a hgnd cleangr is
=commended. Launaer conuaminatea ClOthing before reuse. Leather snoes can
_bsorb and pass through hazardous materials. Check shoes carefuli3 aftc_
soaking before reuse.
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:
sparks, open flame, and strong oxidizinc aaents. KeeK coniainer_ cic_cS.
Store in cool, dry place with adequate Qen[ilation. If pourina or
transferrino materials, ground a!I containers and tools.
OTHER PRECAUTIONS: Do not weld, heat, cut or drill on full or empty
containers.
The information contained herein is, to the best of our knowledge and belief
accurate. However, since the conditions of handling and use are beyon8 our
control, we make no guarantee of results, and assume no liability for damaaes
incurred by use of this material. It is the responsibility of the user to-
comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulat.ions.
Carboline Company 350 Hanley Ind. Ct. St. Louis, MO 63144
PHONE NO. 314-644-1000 FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY
Non-Hazardous Materials above _ yercen_:
_' _ CAS Pct
.................................. __
POLYS TYRENE kTE 25%
EPOXY PLASTICIZER 115-86-6 15%
VL_ _
_elle_: P4,ne
SECTION I - PRODUCT: CARBOMASTIC 15 LOW ODOR PT B (0285BiNL)
I Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
CHEMTREC TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY PHONE NO.: 800-424-9300
nTTTSBURGH POISON CONTROL CENTER HEALTH EMERGENCY NO.: 412-681-6669
_CTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS EXPOSURE LIMITS
............................................................................
3rag/m3 NE NEMICA
SILICA 14808-60-7 20% 0.1MG/I'53 NE NE
ALIPHATIC POLYAMINE NA 15% NE NE NE
XYLENE 2330-20-7 10% 200 PPI_I 150 FPM NE
5mppcf NESILICA _ORPHOUS 7632-86-9 5% 2.5mDocf _6 _
TOLUENE 108-88-3 5% 100 _i[ "_,0 _wI._ L.:
PM ACETATE 108-65-6 5% NE NE NL
HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS ADDITIONAL DATA
CHEMICAL NA_E (F) (G)
MICA NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO
SILICA NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO
ALIPHATIC POLYAMINE NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO/NR'
XYLENE 4300MG/KG RAT,ORAL NO/YES/I,2,3
15000 PPM/4HRS RAT,INHALATION
SILICA AMORPHOUS NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO
TOLUENE 2500 MG/KG RAT,ORAL NO/YES/'1,2 3
18000 PPM/4HRS KAT,INHALATION
PM ACETATE NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO/I,2,3
TOXICITY DATA (LD50/Route,LC50/Route) SAFe. 302/SAP_. 313/ SARA 313-312
CATEGOKIES/CERCLA. NE = not established, NR = not reouired, NO = no. Color
Pigment Nixture may contain Iron Oxides, Titanium Dioxide, Carbon Black,
ano other particulates not otherwise regulated in varying amounts depending
on color oY product.
k..IS CLASSIFICATION: B2 -- D2A -- D2B
HMIS/NFPA CLASSIFICATION: HEALTH 3, FL_Z,_BILITY 3, REACTIVITY I,
_ERSONAL PROTECTION CODE G, NFPA FIRE FIGHTING PHASE 4
ECTION III- PHYSICAL DATA:
............................................................................
_BOILING RI_NGE: 232F(IIIC)-300F(148C). VAPOR DENSITY: Heavier than air.
EVAPORATION RATE: Slower than ether. VOLATILE BY WEIGHT II %. VOLATILE BY
VOLUME: 20 %. PRODUCT WT/GAL: 13.0 LBS/U.S.GAL. 1.56 sp gr.
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA:
UEL 7.2 %.
OSHA-PAINT/CLASS/3/UNI263/PGIII, DOT-PAINT, CLASS 3, UN1263, PGIII, CANADI_
TDGA: PAINT, CLASS 3, UN1263, PG III
PRODUCT:CARBOF_STIC 15 LOWODORPT B (0185BlNL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Dry Chemical, Foam, Carbon Dioxide, Water Foo
NUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSIONHAZARDS: Vapors are heavier than air and will
cumulate. Vapors will form explosive concentrations _ith air: Vapors
ravel long ais_ances ano wi±± llasnDack. Use mecnanical ventilation %.:hen
_ _ecessary £o keep percent vapor below the "Lower Explosion Level" (LEL).
_SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Evacuate hazard area ol unprotected
ersonnel. Use a NIOSH approved self-contained breathing unit and complete
ody protection. Cool surrounding containers with water in case of fire
exposure.
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA:
.............................................................................
INHALATION: Harmful if inhaled, may affect the brain or nervous system,
causino dizziness headache or nausea. May cause nose and throat irrltation.
CONTACt: May cause eye burns. May cause skin burns. May cause allergic
skin reaction.
NOTICE: Contains SILICA which can cause cancer. Risk of cancer depends on
duration and level of exposure. Reports have associated repeated and
prolonged occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and
nervous system damage.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONE TO AGGRAVATION BY EXPOSURE: If sensitized t6
amines, epoxies or other chemicals do not use. See a physician if a medical
conoi%1on exls%s.
PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY: Inhalation, Dermal, Ingestion.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID PROCEDURES: When exposed always oet medical attention.
EYE CONTACT: Flush with-water for 15 minutes.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and
clean before reuse.
INHALATIQI_: Remove to fresh air. Provide oxygen if breathino is difficult.
Use artiIicia± respiranlon iI not breathing. Get medical attention.
IF SWALLOWED: DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING!! Always get medical a_tention.
$ TION VI - REACTIVITY DATA:
...........................................................................
STABILITY: This product is stable under normal storaoe conditions.
"'_ZARDOUS POLYMERIZATI'ON: Will not occur under normal conditions.
{ZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, nitrooen oxides, and
Jnidentified organic uompounds. "Consider all smoke and fftmes from burnino
,_material as very hazardous. Welding, cutting or abrasive grinding can create
smoke and fumes. Do not breathe.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Heat, sparks, and open flames.
INCOr,_PATIBILITY: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agents.
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES:
.............................................................................
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF SPILL: Eliminate all ignition sources.
H@ndling equipment must_be grounded to prevent sparklng. Evacuate the area
ol unproneczgo personnel. Wear approprlane persona± prozection clothino and
equipment. Fo±±ow sate nandling and use guioeiines in Section VIII. Contain
PRODUCT:CARBOMASTIC15 LOWODORPT B (0185BINL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 03/25/92 - VLF
and soak up residual with an absorbent (clay or sand). Take up absorbent
_te[ia± anG seal tightly for proper disposal. Dispose of in accordance withJcal, state ana leaeral regulations. Refer to Section II for Sara Title III
_nd CERCLA information.
_-'SECTION VIII - SAFE HANDLINGAND USE INFOrmaTION:
RESPIRATORYPROTECTION: Use only with ventilation to keep levels below .....
exposure guidelines_ (Section If). User should test and monitor exposure
levels to insure all personnel are below guidelines If not sure or i! nct
able to monitor use MSHA/NIOSH approved alr-purifying respirator.
VENTILATION: Use exp_oslon-p[o91 ventilation _ben required to keeK b£1c_,
health exposure guioelines ano bower mxplosion Limit (LEL).
SKIN AND EYE PRQTECTION{ Recommen_ impervious glove@< clQthinq and safety
glasses wlth Sla@ sglelps or.cnemlcal goggles to avQlg, skin ano eye contact.
If material penenranes no sKIn, cnange gloves ana cloznlng.
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: Wash.with soap and water before eating, drinking,
app±ying eqsme}ics< or uslng.zoi±ez [agi/i_igs _ use or a hand cleaner, is
recommenQea. Laupoer conCamlnatea c±on0xng Dexore reuse. Leather shoes can
absorb ap_ pass through hazardous materlals. Check snoes carefully after
soaking Delore reuse.
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:
.....................................................................
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORAGE: Keep away from heat,
sparks, open_flgme, 9 na strgpg oxidizing aggnts : Kee_ con%ainers closed.
Store_n cool, gry p_ace WlEn ao@guaze vent_lat!on. !I pouring or
transferring ma_eria±s, ground a±l containers and tools.
OTHER PRECAUTIONS: Do not weld, heat, cut or drill on full or empty
containers.
The information contained herein is, to the best of our knowledge and belief
[ urate. However, slnce the conditipns of handling and use are beyond our
c .tro±< _e make no guaran}ee.ol results, ano assume.pQ liability for damages
incurre_ DY use of zn_s mazerxal. It is zne respons_D_±izy of the user to
omply with all appllcable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
Carboline Company 350 Hanley Ind. Ct. St. Louis, MO 63]44
-_PHONE NO. 314-64_-1000 FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY
Date: 0!-/0"7/9J .<eolac:e_ 03/25/f_. - VLF
Non-Hazardous Materials above i Percent:
)" _ CAS Pet
__ ...................................
BENZYL ALCOHOL I00-51-6 15%
"_LYSTYRENE NE 5%
DROCARBON RESIN NE 5%
,DROCARBON RESIN NE 5%
ORI_NAL _,_ i8




GENERIC TYPE: Two component, cross-linked epoxy.
GENERAL PROPERTIES: CARBOLINE 890 is a high solids, high
gloss, high build epoxy topcoat that can be appiiecl by spray,
brush, or roller. The cured film provides a tough, cleanable and
esthetically pleasing surface. Available in a wide variety of clean,
bright colors. Features include:
• Good flexibility and lower stress upon curing than most
epoxy coatings.
• Very good weathering resistance for a high gloss epoxy.
• Very good abrasion resistance,
• Excellent performance in wet exposures.
• Meets the most stringent VOC (Volatile Organic Content)
regulations.
RECOMMENDED USES: Recommended where a high perfor-
mance, attractive, chemically resistant epoxy topcoat is desired.
Offers outstanding protection for int_erior floors, walls, piping,
equipment and structural steel or as an exterior coating for tank
farms, railcars, structural stee! and equipment in various corro-
sire environments. Recommended industrial environments in-
clude Chemical Processing, Offshore Oiq and Gas, Food Process-
ing and Pharmaceutical, Water and Waste Water Treatment, Pulp
and Paper, Power Generation among others. May be used as a
two coat system direct to metal or concrete for Water and
Municipal Waste Water immersion. CARBOLINE 890 has been
accepted for use in areas controlled by USDA regulations for
incidental food contact. Consult Carboline Technical Service
Deparlment for other specific uses.
NOT RECOMMENDED FOR: Strong acid or solvent exposures, or
immersion service other than recommended.
TYPICAL CHEMICAL RESISTANCE:
Splash
Exposure Immersion and Spillage Fumes
Acids NR Very Good Very Good
Alkalies NR Excellent Excellent
Solvents NR Very Good Excellent
Salt Solutions Excellent Excellent Excellent
Water Excellent Excellent Excellent
*NR = Not recommended
TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE:
Continuous: 200 c F (93 _ C)
Non-continuous: 250 F(121 _C)
At 300 _ E coating discoloration and loss of gloss is observed,
without loss of film integrity.
SUBSTRATES: Apply over suitably prepared metal, concrete, or
other surfaces as recommended.
COMPATIBLE COATINGS: May be applied directly over inorganic
zincs, weathered galvanizing, catalyzed epoxies, phenolics or
other coatings as instructed. A test patch is recommended be-
fore use over existing coatings. May be used as a tiecoat over
inorganic zincs. A mist coat of CARBOLINE 890 is required when
applied over inorganic zincs to minimize bubbling. May bc
topcoated to upgrade weathering resistance. Not recommended
over chlorinated rubber or latez coa!ing._ Cohsull Carholm(
l{-chnicarServic( Deparlmerfl |or specifice_.conm,ehdahons
April 9i Replaces Oct. 93
SPECIFICATION DATA
THEORETICAL SOLIDS CONTENT OF MIXED MATERIAL :*
By Volume
CARBOLINE 890 75 o:2._
VOLATILE ORGANIC CONTENT: *
As Supplied: 1.78 Ibs/gal.(214 gm liter)
Thinned: The following are nominal values utilizing:
CARBOLINE Thinner # 2 (spray application)
Fluid Pounds _ Grams_
% Thinned Ounces/Gal, Gallon Liter
10% 12.8 2.26 271
CARBOLINE Thinner #33 (brush & roller apl_lication)
12% 16 2.38 285
"Varies with color
RECOMMENDED DRY FILM THICKNESS PER COAT:
4-6 mils(100-150 microns).
5-7 mils (125-175 microns) DFT for a more uniform gloss over
inorganic zincs.
Dry film ti_icknesses in excess of 10 mils(250 microns) per coa;
are not recommended. Excessive film thickness over inorganic
zinc may increase damage during shipping or erecbon
THEORETICAL COVERAGE PER MIXED GALLON:
1203 rail sq. ft. (30 sq. m/I at 25 microns)
241 sq. ft. at 5 mils(6.0 sq. ml at 125 microns)
Mixing and application losses will vary and must be taken into
consideration when estimating job requirements.
STORAGE CONDITIONS: Store Indoors
Temperature: 40-110; F (4-43' C)
Humidity: 0-100%
SHELF LIFE: Twenty-four months minimum when stored at 75' F
(24: C).
COLORS: Available in Carboline Color Chart colors. Some colors
may require two coats for adequate hiding Colors containing
lead or chrome pigments are not USDA acceptable. Consult your
local Carboline representative or Carboline Customer Service for
availability.
• See notice under DRYING TIMES.
GLOSS: High gloss (Epoxies lose gloss and eventually chalk in
sunlight exposure).
ORDERING INFORMATION
Prices may be obtained from your local Carboline Sales Repre-
sentative or Carboline Customer Service Department,
APPROXIMATE SHIPPING WEIGHT:
2 Gal. Kit
CARBOLINE 890 29 Ibs. (13 kg)
THINNER #2 8 Ibs in l's
(4 kg)
THINNER #33 k9 Ibs. in 1 's
: (4 kg)
FLASHPOINT: (Pensky-Martens Closed Cup)
CARBOLIN[ 890 Part A
CARBOLINE 893 Part B
THINN[ F. # 2
IHINt,_L F, #"33
10 Gal, Kit
145 Ibs (66 kg)
39 Ibs. in 5's
(18 kg)
45 Ibs in 5%
(20 kg)
73 F (23 C)
71' F (22 C)
24 F(-5 C)
9_; F (37 C)
OLICATIOI iN"-UCTiO,<S
CARBOLINE® 890
These instructions are not intended to show product recommendations for specific service. They are issued as an aid in deferral nlng cot reel su_bce preperalion, m=x mF
instructions and appficatior, procedure. I1 is assumed that 1he proper produ¢l recommendalions have been made. These instructions shou)d bf: followed closeTy Io obt_r, i
the maximum service from the materials. ,,
SURFACE PREPARATION: Remove oil or grease from sur-
face to be coated with clean rags soaked in CARBOLINE
Thinner #2 or Surface Cleaner #3 (refer to Surface
Cleaner #3 instructions) in accordance with SSPC-SP 1.
Steel: Normally applied over clean, dry recommended
primers. May be applied directly to metal. For immersion
service, abrasive blast to a minimum Near White Metal
Finish in accordance with SSPC-SP10, to a degree of
cleanliness in accordance with NACE #2 to obtain a 1.5-3
mil (40-75 micron) blast profile. For non-immersion, abra-
sive blast to a Commercial Grade Finish in accordance
w, ith SSPC-SP6, to a degree of cleanliness in accordance
with NACE #3 to obtain a 1.5-3 mil (40-75 micron) blast
profile.
Concrete'. Apply over clean, dry recommended surfacer or
primer. Can be applied directly to damp(not visibly wet)
or dry concrete where an uneven surface can be toler-
ated. Remove laitance by abrasive blasting or other
means.
Do not coat concrete treated with hardening solutions
unless test p_tches indicate satisfactory adhesion. Do not
apply coating unless concrete has cured at least 28 days
at 70 _ F (21 ° C) and 50% RH or equivalent time.
MIXING: Mix separately, then combine and mix in the
following proportions:
2 Gal. Kit 10 Gal. Kit
CARBOLINE 890 Part A 1 gallon 5 gallons
CARBOLINE 890 Part B 1 gallon 5 gallons
THINNING: For spray applications, may be thinned
up to 10°,o (12.8 fl. oz./gal.) by volume with CARBOLINE
Thinner #2.
For brush and roller application may be thinned up to 12
% (16 fl. oz./gal.) by volume with CARBOLINE Thinner
#33.
Refer to Specification Data for VOC information.
Use of thinners other than those supplied or approved by
Carboiine may adversely affect product performance and
void product warranty, whether express or implied.
POT LIFE: Three hours at 75 c' F (24 ° C) and less at higher
temperatures. Pot life ends when material loses film
build.
APPLICATION CONDITIONS:
Material Surfaces Ambient Humidity
N0rmal 60-85° F 60-85_'F 60-90 _ F 0-80"-,_.
(16-29_ CI (16-29 C) (16-32: C}
Minimum 50 F (10_ C) 50: F (10' C) 50-F (10_ C) I_,'_
Maximum 90:F (32_ C) 125° F (52:'C) 110_ F (43_'C) 80_.
Do not apply when the surface temperature is less than
5_ F (or 3: C) above the dew point.
Special thinning and application techniques may be re-
quired above or below normal conditions.
SPRAY: 3his is a high solids coating and may require slight
adjustments in spray techniques. Wet film thicknesses
are easily and cluickly achieved. The following spray
equipment has been found suitable and is available from
manufacturers such as Binks, DeVilbiss and Graco.
Conventional: Pressure pot equipped with dual regulators,
3/8' I.D. minimum material hose, .070" I.D. fluid tip and
appropriate air cap.
Airless:
Pump Ratio: 30:1 (min.)*




Filter Size: 60 mesh
*Teflon packings are recommended and are available
from the pump manufacturer.
BRUSH OR ROLLER: Use medium bristle brush, or good
quality short nap roller, avoid excessive rebrushing and
rerolling. Two coats may be required to obtain desired
appearance, hiding and recommended DFT. For best
results, tie-in within 10 minutes at 75 ° F (24 ° C).
DRYING TIMES: These times are at 5 mils (125 microns)
dry film thickness. Higher film thicknesses will lengthen
cure times.
Dry to Touch 2 1/2 hours at 75" F (24: C)
Dry to Handle 6 1/2 hours at 75 _ F (24" C)
Temperature Dry to "fopcoat** Final Cure
50: F (10 _ C) 24 hours 3 days
60 ' F (16: C) 16 hours 2 days
75 _ F (24 _ C) 8 hours 1 day
90 _ F (32 _ C) 4 hours 16 hours
**When recoating with CARBOLINE 890, recoat times
will be drastically reduced. Contact Carboline Technical
Service for specific recommendation.
Recommended minimum cure before immersion servicu
is 5 days at 75 ° F (24 _ C}.
EXCESSIVE HUMIDITY OR CONDENSATION ON THE
SURFACE DURING CURING MAY RESULT IN SURFACE
HAZE OR BLUSH; ANY HAZE OR BLUSH MUST BE
REMOVED BY WATER WASHING BEFORE RECOATING.
CLEANUP: Use CARBOLINE Thinner #2.
CAUTION: READ AND FOI_LOW ALL CAUTION STATEMENTS
ON THIS PRODUCT DATA SHEET AND ON THE MATERIAL
SAFETY DATA SHEET FOP, "[HIS PRODUC'f.
CAU'IION CON'fAINS FLAMMABLE SOLVENTS. KEEP AWt-Y FROM St'ARKS AtqD orEN FLAMES It,_ COt,rFINED AREAS W_)RKMEN MUST WEAR
FRt[ SH/_,tRklt_[" RESPIRATORS HYPERSENSCflVE PERSONS SHOULD V,'[AR G' OVES or_ USE PROTECTIVE CREAM ALL ELECTRIC EOUIPMEt¢T
At_E_ It,_S]A.LLA3"IOf'_S • SHOULD BE MADE AND Gr-¢OLJN,_ED It,I ACCORD[,t-_%r. V,:iH l_-_{ _'t,_flOl4/L EtEClf_t(.t _t CO[J[ II_ AR[_.5, WPIEF.'. r
EXPLOSION' HAZARDS EXIST, WORKMEtq S_'IOLILD BE REOUIREE) 1"O USE N'ONTERROLIC_, IOOLS At2D 10 WEAR CONDUCTIVE At¢D
NONSPARKING SHOES
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SECTION I
- PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART A (P295AINL)
Date: 09/11/93 Replaces 02/16/93 - VLF
CHEMTREC TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY PHONE NO.: 800-424-9300
PITTSBURGH POISON CONTROL CENTER HEALTH EMERGENCY NO.: 412-681-6669








(A) iS) (C) (D) (E)
MIXTURE 25% 3.LMS/M3 NE NE
14808-60-7 15% 0.1MG/M3 NE NE
25068-38-6 15% NE NE NE
108-88-3 5% I00 PPM 150 PPM NE
]330-20-7 5% I00 PPM 150 PPM NE
64742-95-6 5% 25PPM NE NE
TOLUENE
HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS ADDITIONAL DATA
CHEMICAL NAME (F) (G)
COLOR PIGMENT N3T AVAILABLE NO/N0
SILICA NOT AVAILABLE NO/NO











TABLE (A) CAS NUMBER (B) LESS THM_ k_ (C) TLV-TWA (D) STEL (E) CEILING (F)
TOXICITY DATA (LD50/Route,LC50/Route) (G) SARA 302/SARA 313/ SARA 311-312
CATEGORIES/CERCLA. hie = not established, NR = not required, NO = no. Color
Pigment Mixture may contain Iron Oxides, Titanium Dioxide, Carbon Black,
and other particulates not otherwise regulated in varying amounts depending
on color of product.
WHMIS CLASSIFICATION: B2 -- D2A -- D2B
HMIS/NFPA CLASSIFICATION: HEALTH 2, FLAMMABILITY 3, REACTIVITY O,
PERSONAL PROTECTION CODE G, NFPA FIRE FIGHTING PHASE 4
SECTION III- PHYSICAL DATA:
..................................................................
BOILING RANGE: 232F(IIIC)-346F(174C). VAPOR DENSITY: Heavier than air.
EVAPORATION RATE: Slower than ether. VOLATILE BY WEIGHT II %. VOLATILE BY
VOLUME: 17 %. PRODUCT %_/GAL: 11.5 LBS/U.S.GAL. 1.38 sp gr. VOC (MIXED
PRODUCT THINNED TO MAXIMUM LEVEL): 2.4 LBS/U.S.GAL. 285 gm/lr.
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA:
.............................................................................
FLAKYABILITY CLASSIFICATIONS: FLASH POINT: 73 F(22C) (Sctaflash) LEL 0.9
UEI, 7.i %.
OS}IA-PAINT/CLASS/3/U_I263/PGTI_, DOT-PAItC]',CLASS 3, UN1263, PGIII, CANAI)IAI'
aP IJO   ALr 
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PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART A (P295AINL)
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TDGA: PAINT, CLASS 3, UN1263, PG III
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Dry Chemical, Foam, Carbon Dioxide, Water Fog.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Vapors are heavier than air and will
accumulate. Vapors will form explosive concentrations with air. Vapors
travel long distances and will flashback. Use mechanical ventilation when
necessary to keep percent vapor below the "Lower Explosion Level" (LEL).
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Evacuate hazard area of unprotected
personnel. Use a NIOSH approved self-contained breathing unit and complete
body protection. Cool surrounding containers with water in case of fire
exposure.
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA:
,.
INHALATION: Harmful if inhaled, Ray affect the brain or nervous system,
causing dizziness, headache or nausea. May cause nose and throat irritation.
CONTACT: May cause eye irritation. May cause skin irritation. May cause
allergic skin reaction.
NOTICE: Contains SILICA which can cause cancer. Risk of cancer depends on
duration and level of exposure. Reports have associated repeated and
prolonged occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and
nervous system damage.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONE TO AGGRAVATION BY EXPOSURE: If sensitized to
amines, epoxies or.other chemicals do not use. See a physician if a medical
condition exists.
PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY: Inhalation, Dermal, Ingestion.
Et_RGENCY FIRST AID PROCEDURES: When exposed always get medical attention.
EYE CONTACT: Flush with water for 15 minutes.
SKIN CONTACT: Wash with soap and water. Remove contaminated clothing and
clean before reuse.
INHALATION: Remove to fresh air. Provide oxygen if breathing is difficult.
Use artificial respiration if not breathing. Get medical attention.
IF SWALLOWED: DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING{{ Always get medical attention.
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA:
STABILITY: This product is stable under normal storage conditions.
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur under norms] conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, n_trogen oxides, and
unidentified organic compounds. Consider all smoke and fumes from burning
material as very hazardous. Welding, cutting or abrasive grinding can create
smoke and fumes. Do not breathe.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Heat, sparks, and open flames.
INCOMPATIBILITY: Avoid contact w_th strong oxidizing agents.
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES:
..............................................................................
STEPS TO BE TA_N It_ CASE OF SPILL: Eliminate all igr_Jtion sources.
Handling equipment _ust be g_ounded to p_eve_t sparking. Evacuate the area
of unprotected perso:_ne]. V;ear appro[,riate personal protectior_ clothing and
CARBOLINECO. MATERIALSAFETYDATASHEET PAGE3 of 3
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equipment. Follow safe handling and use guidelines in Section VIII. Contain
and soak up residual with an absorbent [clay or sand). Take up absorbent
material and seal tightly for proper disposal. Dispose of in accordance w_th
local, state and federal regulations. Refer to Section II for Sara Title IIl
and CERCLA information.
SECTION VIII - SAFE HANDLINGANDUSE INFORMATION:
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: Use only with ventilation to keep levels below
exposure guidelines. (Section II). User should test and monitor exposure
levels to insure all personnel are below guidelines. If not sure or if not
able to monitor use MSHA/NIOSH approved air-purifying respirator.
VENTILATION: Use explosion-proof ventilation when required to keep below
health exposure guidelines and Lower Explosion Limit (LEL).
SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: Recommend impervious gloves, clothing and safety
glasses with side shields or chemical goggles to avoid skin and eye contact.
If material penetrates to skin, change gloves and clothing.
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: Wash with soap and water before eating, drinking,
applying cosmetics, or using toilet facilities. Use of a hand cleaner is
recommended. Launder contaminated clothing before reuse. Leather shoes can
absorb and pass through hazardous materials. Check shoes carefully after
soaking before reuse.
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORAGE: Keep away from heat,
sparks, open flame, and strong oxidizing agents. Keep containers closed.
Store in cool, dry place with adequate ventilation. If pouring or
transferring materials, ground all containers and tools.
OTHER PRECAUTIONS: Do not weld, heat, cut or drill on full or empty
containers.
The information contained herein is, to the best of our knowledge and belief
accurate. However, since the conditions of handling and use are beyond our
control, we make no guarantee of results, and assume no liability for damages
incurred by use of this material. It is the responsibility of the user to
comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
Carboline Company 350 Hanley Ind. Ct. St. Louis, MO 63144
PHONE NO. 314-644-1000 FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY
CARBOLINECO. MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET NON-HAZARDOUS
PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART A (P295AINL)
Date: 09/11/93 Replaces 02/16/93 - VLF
Non-Hazardous Materials above I Percent:
Name CAS Pct
ALKYL PHTHALATE NE 20%
EPOXY RESIN 25036-25-3 20%
EPOXY RESIN 25036-25-3 15%
CARBOLINE CO. Fd%TERIAL SAFETY D/._.A :!{EET PAGE 1 of 3
SECTION I
- PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART B (0986BINL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 02/26/93 - VLF
EMTREC TRANSPORTATION EMERGENCY PHONE NO.: 800-424-9300
I-zTTSBI/RGH POISON CONTROL CENTER HEALTH EMERGENCY NO.: 412-681-6669







I SOPROPANOL 67-63 -0
(B) (C) (D) (E)
65% 0.1MG/M3 NE NE
10% 100 PPM 150 PPM NE
5% NE NE NE
5% NE NE NE
5% 25PPM NE NE
5% 400 PPM 500 PPM NE





ALIPHATIC AMINE NOT AVAILABLE
CYCLOALIPHATIC AMINE NOT AVAILABLE











BLE (A) CAS NUMBER (B) LESS THAN WT (C) TLV-TWA (D) STEL (E) CEILING (F)
_JXICITY DATA (LD50/Route,LC50/Route) (G) SARA 302/SARA 313/ SARA 311-312
CATEGORIES/CERCLA. NE = not established, NR = not required, NO = no. Color
Pigment Mixture may contain Iron Oxides, Titanium Dioxide, Carbon Black,
and other particulates not otherwise regulated in varying amounts depending
on color of product.
WHMIS CLASSIFICATION: B2 -- D2A -- D2B
HMIS/NFPA CLASSIFICATION: HEALTH 3, FLAFLMABILITY 3, REACTIVITY i,
PERSONAL PROTECTION CODE G, NFPA FIRE FIGHTING PHASE 4
SECTION III- PHYSICAL DATA:
BOILING RANGE: 180F(82C)-346F(174C). VAPOR DENSITY: Heavier than air.
EVAPORATION RATE: Slower than ether. VOLATILE BY WEIGHT 17 %. VOLATILE BY
VOLUME: 33 %. PRODUCT WT/GAL: 13.6 LBS/U.S.GAL. 1.63 sp gr.
SECTION IV - FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA:
FLAMMABILITY CLASSIFICATION: FLASH POINT: 71 F(21C) (S_taflash) LEL 0.9 %
UEL 12.7 %.
OSHA-PAINT/CLASS/3/UNI263/PGII,. DOT-PAINT, CLASS 3, UN1263, PGII, CANADIAN
TDGA: PAINT, CLASS 3, UN1263, PG II
EXTINGUISHING MEDIA: Dry Chemical, Foam, Carbon Dioxide, Water Fog.
PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART B (0986BINL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 02/26/93 - VLF
USUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Vapors are heavier than air and will
_cumulate. Vapors will form explosive concentrations with air. Vapors
travel long distances and will flashback. Use mechanical ventilation when
necessary to keep percent vapor below the "Lower Explosion Level" (LEL).
SPECIAL FIRE FIGHTING PROCEDURES: Evacuate hazard area of unprotected
personnel. Use a NIOSH approved self-contained breathing unit and complete
body protection. Cool surrounding containers with water in case of fire
exposure.
SECTION V - HEALTH HAZARD DATA:
INHALATION: Harmful if inhaled, may affect the brain or nervous system,
causing dizziness, headache or nausea. May cause nose and throat irritation.
CONTACT: May cause eye burns. May cause skin burns. May cause allergic
skin reaction.
NOTICE: Contains SILICA which can cause cancer. Risk of cancer depends on
duration and level of exposure. Reports have associated repeated and
prolonged occupational overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and
nervous system damage.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONE TO AGGRAVATION BY EXPOSURE: If sensitized to
amines, epoxies or other chemicals do not use. See a physician if a medical
condition exists.
PRIMARY ROUTE(S) OF ENTRY: Inhalation, Dermal, Ingestion.
EMERGENCY FIRST AID PROCEDURES: When exposed always get medical attention.
=rE CONTACT: Flush with water for 15 minutes.
IN CONTACT: Wash with soap and.water. Remove contaminated clothing and
lean before reuse.
_-_NHALATION: Remove to fresh air. Provide oxygen if breathing is difficult.
Use artificial respiration if not breathing. Get medical attention.
IF SWALLOWED: DO NOT INDUCE VOMITING!! Always get medical attention.
SECTION VI - REACTIVITY DATA:
STABILITY: This product is stable under normal storage conditions.
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur under normal conditions.
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS: Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
unidentified organic compounds. Consider all smoke and fumes from burning
material as very hazardous. Welding, cutting or abrasive grinding can create
smoke and fumes. Do not breathe.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: Heat, sparks, and open flames.
INCOMPATIBILITY: Avoid contact with strong oxidizing agents.
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES:
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE OF SPILL: Eliminate all ignition sources.
Handling equipment must be grounded to prevent sparking.! Evacuate the area
of unprotected personnel. Wear appropriate personal protection clothing and
equipment. Follow safe handling and use guidelines in Section VIII. Contain
and soak up residual with an absorbent (clay or sand). Take up absorbent
PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART B (0986BINL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 02/26/93 - VLF
_erial and seal tightly for proper disposal. Dispose of in accordance with
_al, state and federal regulations. Refer to Section II for Sara Title III
and CERCLA information.
SECTION VIII - SAFE HANDLING AND USE INFORMATION:
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: Use only with ventilation to keep levels below
exposure guidelines. (Section II). User should test and monitor exposure
levels to insure all personnel are below guidelines. If not sure or if not
able to monitor use MSHA/NIOSH approved air-purifying respirator.
VENTILATION: Use explosion-proof ventilation when required to keep below
health exposure guidelines and Lower Explosion Limit (LEL).
SKIN AND EYE PROTECTION: Recommend impervious gloves, clothing and safety
glasses with side shields or chemical goggles to avoid skin and eye co_tact.
If material penetrates to skin, change gloves and clothing.
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: Wash with soap and water before eating, drinking,
applying cosmetics, or using toilet facilities. Use of a hand cleaner is
recommended. Launder contaminated clothing before reuse. Leather shoes can
absorb and pass through hazardous materials. Check shoes carefully after
soaking before reuse.
SECTION IX - SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS:
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING AND STORAGE: Keep away from heat,
sparks, open flame, and strong oxidizing agents. Keep containers closed.
.re in cool, dry place with adequ, ate ventilation. If pouring or
ansferring materials_ ground all containers and tools.
_HER PRECAUTIONS: Do not weld, heat, cut or drill on full or empty
containers.
The information contained herein is, to the best of our knowledge and belief
accurate. However, since the conditions of handling and use are beyond our
control, we make no guarantee of results, and assume no liability for damages
incurred by use of this material. It is the responsibility of the user to
comply with all applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.
Carboline Company 350 Hanley Ind. Ct. St. Louis, MO 63144
PHONE NO. 314-644-1000 FOR INDUSTRIAL USE ONLY
c_ublsm cu. F_TERIAL SAFET¥-DA3A _:.. Ei ;, ,-]IAZARDOUS
PRODUCT: CARBOLINE 890 PART B (0986B]NL)
Date: 09/07/93 Replaces 02/26/93 - VLF
Non-Hazardous Materials above 1 Percent:
Name CAS Pct














MarlufecttJrer's Product Dat., arid Recommcqc:q _q.'
Profile Coats DF"[, ea. Vol. Solids Abrasive
mils # (mid) % used

























































1F 2F 1F 2F 1F





2.3 16.2 14.8 15.7 14.7 15.7 15.2 15.4
1 4 15.3 13.9 15 1 4 14.1 14.4
15 11.4 14.9 10.9 15.8 11.7 13.3
17 15.5 17 14.5 15.3 16.016.8
1515.4 14.7 14.8 15.7 14.5 15.0
2.1 14.3 13.8 13.9 13.7 13.8 13.5 13.8
15.2 13.7 14.9 13.9 15.5 13.8 14".5
15.3 14.3 15.3 14.4 14.8 14.2 1_4.7
17
13,9
15.216.5 16 16.9 15.8
18.5 18.5 18.9 19.2 18.7 19.6 18.9
2.0 18.4 16.9 18.3 16.4 18.2 16.5 17.5
14.7 12.6 16.2 12.6 16.4 13 14.3
16.7 14.6 16.9 14.6 16.5 14.5 15.6
13 16 13.2 16.4 12.4 16.2 14.5
12.9 12.4 13.3 12.7 13 12.3 12.8
2.1 20.4 16.7 20.7 16.8 20.7 16.3 18.6
16.5 16.1 16.8 16.3 16.6 16.2 16.4
14.5 13.7 14.5 13.3 14.7 13.5 14.0
14 "12.7 14 11.9 13.5 12.5 13.1
15.6 14.7 15.5 14.3 15.2 14.1 14.9
2.1 12.4 12.9 12.6 12.3 12.9 12.6 12.6
14 13 13.9 12.8 14.2 13.5 13.6
2.8 13.7 14.8 13.9 14.4 13.9 13.7 14.1
18 15.7 17.6 15.7 17.7 15 16.6
17 13.6 17.3 13.5 16.8 14.3 15.4
17.4 16 17.7 16 17.6 16.5 16.9
14.5 14.7 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6 14.6
3.2 19.8 14.4 20.2 15.1 19.7 15.6 17.5
16.7 13.5 16.6 13.8 16.7 14.6 15.3
16.6 15.4 16.3 14.6 16.3 14.5 15.6
15.2 12 14.9 11.8 15.3 12 13.5
16.6 13.8 16.7 14.3 16.5 13.9 15.3
2.6 14.9 14.7 14.6 14.7 15.1 14.7 14.8
19 13.8 18.9 14.5 18.4 14.5 16.5
16.3 14.3 16.1 13.9 15.8 14.4 15.1








19.2 17.8 19.3 17.1 17.2 18.2
2.9 14.6 13 14.8 13.3 15.2 13.5 14.1
14.9 12.9 15 12.7 15 12.8 13.9
15.7 14.4 15.6 13.9 15.6 13.8 14.8
13.8 1C.8 14 16.4 1 4 17.2 15.4


































































































































13.8 13.4 12.8 13.8 12.8 13.4
16.3 15.2 16.1 14.7 16.2 16.1 15.8
17.7 14.5 18.6 14.1 18 14.2 16.2
14.4 14.3 14.3 14.4














































































































14.6 16.6 14.5 17.2 14.5 15.7
14.8 14.1 13.6 13.9 14.1 14.2









































156 158 28 30 29 14.5 14.5
160 156 32 28 30 15 15.0










































































154 31 26 28.5 14.25 14.3
161 30 33 31.5 15.75 15.8
24 28 14 14.0
10.511 13.710.3 14 12.2
11.4 12 12.1 12 11.8 12.5 12.0
11.6 10.6 12.1 10.1 12.1 10.6 11.2
17 11.7 16.7 11.3 16.8 11.7 13.6




average 15.5 14.6 15.4 14.5 15.5 14.6 14.6




Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
_Grease/Oil Removal (Record. S.olvent)
_lean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness ,(Record) 1
SURFACE PREPARATION




Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
ST:
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal














Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




rime Application Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
DB:7f°WB:_;_'" RH: 5",,P'2".DP:59 °ST:
VisuaLAppearanc e
Dry ¢i1_ Thickness (DFT)
Holiday }Test iRecord Method}





DAILY INSPECTICN !=EPORT,TEST PANEL PECOI=D tSTEEL) CUENT: ,/J/_ -_A I
JCB NO: i
Summary of Work Performed: /__ _/'_ 8_'0 ,,_"_-_ ,_-/_ I
"// /
_RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recyc,ed Abrasive Test I tNozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record) I }
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions.. (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type' and Size Abrasive (Record)













Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)





ii 'DB: 7_ ,"WB: _,2 "F RH: [',]'_ DP:
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record) IO;JO_...
Surrounding Air Cleanliness










Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Tesi (Record Method)
,, i ,
IPa_e or
DA.ILY iNSPECTION REPORT,TEST PANEL _ECORD,STEEL_, CLIE,'4T: /v/,q-L_--ji- 'JCB NO: /-/-
i
ISummary of Work Performed: 2 _ _:::_# C_:.-,._..,J_-- .z_-q_. _ /_/',.,_;.'t_',,_ / r,',,,
_RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition Of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.




Nozzle Air Pressure (Record) I
LCompressed Air Cleanliness (Record) I
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) :DB" WB: RH: " DF_: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
T.ype and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal






Time of Mix (Record)
Mix Ratio (Record)
"-" Induction Period (Record)
Cerlo._.7,'. IS zo_ oZo.







Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Ap,plica!ion Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Ap.pfication Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
DB" 7G_FWB: 56 '' F RH: 37"_ DP:/"/_,_PST: ?o'/








IDry'Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables




Cure Test (Record Method)
Date: '1 f ? /e4 /
No. _ . jJ
D,_.ILYINS#ECTICN RE.--CRT,TE_T PANEL r-_._OF:D/STEEL} CUENT:
JC8 NO:
ISummary of Work Performed:___r_._ /'_ _
,P/A-._
"/ f
..._RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.




Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record) I
_URFACE PREPARATION
iAmbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record) ....
Dust and Abrasive Removal











_.'S'o ,. //. 7o ,_,_. 12Z#d
rlt
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB:6#'/" WB" S?'[r
Applicator's Name (Record)
Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Complete (Record)








Holiday Test (Record Method)


















6a;c J_:.,; c t,,cv._', DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4 5)
PRESS-O-FILM ""
_s.Z.__ ' Testex, Inc.




_,,r, 2__l Testex, Inc.










_, ._.Z=.._..._ Testex, Inc.
Gape_ a_O Ne_,._, DE19715
.... X COARSE (13-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM"
_. .Z_ festex, Inc.









"Gag_ k:ss2 0 N;,v'__,D< 1.715
XCOARSE(1.5-4.5)
No_2- REF_S-O-FILM'"
2(_Q . v,, Z._,._._._._._._._.__Teste_.,Inc.



















Gag{= les_ 20 fiCV,E'_h,DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-45)
_S-O-FILM'"NO
_;_ _ ' Testex,Inc.
GaQe te_s 20 NeW_&, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM'"
_ i Z q _ F
_llilS. _ i. festex, Inc.









G_ le___ o Nei_,'_'1.,DE1971_
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
: Back
_o. _/_ SS'O-FILM ""
_,_, .Z..J.__ _ 'iestex, Inc.







' _ _ l SN _ _ l lestex, Inc.




i _z_J:Z_ "i'estex, Inc.




' _,,,_,_.Z.2 iestex, Inc.
Ga_ _ss20 N_e,zrk, DE 19715
' X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
^ P_FIE,SS-O-FILM "'_




_0. . , ,
_,'_.__ ': ,Testex,Inc.









v,_,._ _ ]estex, Inc.
6_ _es,._'o _Newad,.,DE 10715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
I _pR ES S_O_FILM-,_,-
No.-z'JOF /
2, _b _,-&.L__, Testex,Inc.








X COARSE (I .5-4.5)
_PRE_S-O-FILM "No.Z_(
M,LI_._._._._._._._._Teslex,Inc.




No.2'::/0 F . _. lestc× Inc._s.,,_ Testex,Inc. i v,i s
oJ_,_,=_:t.'---"b'-' Newark. DE19715 ! i_ -' ¢' ', N:,',,_"_,D[ 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
._ - ..... [
i,_,_Z_-E__._ Teste×,Inc.

































No..Z-_RP S-O-FILM "" t4o.ZQ"IPRESS-O-FILM. '"
Testex,Inc. _.:,s-.q-,-l-- Iestex, Inc.
Gage les_ 2 0 Newark, DE 19715
GaG,_,, 20 Nev,'_¢,DE19715 X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
.... . I I
I_. _S-O-FILM TM
_,:_.Lq.___ Teslex,Inc.




_s ___ =___ Teste×,Inc.
Gao__ss _._ _-¢,a&. DE19715
X COARSE (I .5-4.5)
,, PRESS-O-FILM TM
.3li ,,,o__I_r
............................................_ l _ Testex,Inc.
d PVC : Ga_._ le._.: 20 _£,,;_'., DE ,,2],COARSE (.8-2.0)
P FI_ESS-O-FILM ""
M_,_ festex, Inc.








I_ 311 r "
_L_. t._ lestex, Inc.





G_g* le_-,_ o N_wa_, DE19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM '"
_,._...2,_2. ' l"estex, Inc.
G,L_ _es.,_ o Ne_,,'_rk.DE19715
X COARSE (13-4.5)
I








Ga;_ I_,. 20 Nev,'.qr;:DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
, ., PRESS-o-FILIVF"-
:1_o 511B "-'_ "ef_v
_,. _-,'_ : _T..... , Inc.
C_ _:2o _ j&ei_'a_k, DE 19715
COARSE(.8-2.0)




































SS= Alum= CoupI_d= C._,'C=
Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F Avera# e
Profile DFT DFT DFT J DFT DFT DF-r DFI
8. a. #OtV/O!




































































































































































Panel #/Tag # I
4 Carbollne Carbomastic 15 Page of













































































-f--_ ;/ NASA 4 Carbomastic/890































9.0 2.7 ct.¢ _.9 q,6





# m,w ,,", I










































"7..S 7._ 7.q_ #D,WO!
"7. / ¢_ 7.3 #DIVIO!
_-5" _.G 5. d #D,V/O!
"7._ _-] ?.q: #D_V/O!







Manufaclurer'a Product Data nd Recommendations
Surface Profile Coata DFT, ea. Appllc_t_
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CoatingSysterr 4 Cerboline Carbomastic 15 Page of







































2F 1F 2F 1F
Dk-r DFT I DFT DFT
13._ I_,1 I'-/.._ _,.S-




















































































































NASA 4 C ' _8.rbomas ,;c _9

















































































































12 .I I0 .(_ #DIV/0!
_e _- II. ) #DIV/0!
lb. ,_ Ig._ #DIV/O!
System #5 Manufecturer'_ Product Data er_d Recommend_t+_r+_





Panel Numbers SS= 329-350
Surface













































/',L CPL1 373 2.C
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12.9 11.7 12.4 1 1 12.3
150 148 22 20 21 10.5


















































































































































































HI-SOLIDS CATALYZED EPOXY is a high-solids
polyamide./bisphenolA epoxy resin coating forrnulated
into a high performance finish.
USES:
o According to FDA Regulation 175.300, this product
is suitable for use on surfaces intended for use in
the producing, manufacturing, packing, proc.ess_ng,
treating, transporting or storage of dry food at am-
bient temperatures when applied as a continuous
film according to specification over suitable sub-
strafes, and acts as a functional barrier between the
dry food and the substrate
o Chemical resistant equipment enamel
o Exterior heavyduly induStTial maintenance ename!
o Heaw duty interior structure! coat;ng
o Chemicar processing equipment and structures
o Papermifls o Powerplants
o Storage tanks o Oflshorestr_ctures,refinedes
o Irrcnersion service - potable ware c Meets Federa.l E PA
requirements for oornposition of coatings used in
potable (drinking) water. Meets requirements of
AWWA D102-78 (Interior Systems) Inside Pa_nrJng
Systems # 1,paint #3 - Ca_y-zed Epoxy _ 8 _ls DF-f.
o Meets U.S. Department of Agriculture, Meat and
Poultry Inspection Division requiremerits of being
chemically acceptable when used as coatJ'ngs for
application to s#uctural surfaces or surfaces where
there is a possibilily of incidental food contact.
PERFORMANCE INFORMATION:
o Chemical resistant
o High build for economical application
o Resists bacterial attack
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES:
o Abraslonresislance(ASTMD406O) ........ 101 rag.
(CS- 17 wheel, 1,000 cycles, 1 kg. Taber Abraser)
o Direct impact resistance (ASTM G14) ... 40 in.lbs.
o Dryheatresi_(ASTM D2485,disootors) 200_F
o Eloomefer adhesion (ASTM D454 I) ....... I000 psi
o Exterior durability ................................ Exc_llenf
(with non-progressive chalk lace developing in 3-6
months)
o Moisture condensation resistance ......... No failure
(ASTM D2247, 100_F, 2200 hoprs)
o Pencil hardness (ASTM D3363) .................... 2H
o Salt Fog Resi_ (ASTM B117,1500 hours)Good
o Thermal,shock (ASTM D2246, 250 o/des) Excd!ent
RESISTANCE GUIDE (ASTM D3912):
Immersion resistance:
o Aliphatic hydrocarbon solvents, gasoline,
kerosene, fuel oil, jet fuel ............................. 77+F
o Fresh water and sea water ................ up to 115°F
o Potablewater .................................. upto It5°F
Resistance to fumes, splash and spillage:
o Acid and alkafine salt solutions ............. SEVERE
o Alka!i solut;ons .................................... SEVERE
o Aromatic hydrcoarbon solve nts, g!ycol ethers
al_.ohots, seb._tchiorinatedsol,.,eqts MDDE_AI E
o Lubri.;at;ng oi's, ctt;:"_ 3 o;!_,,a,>i_:_
and vegetable o!!s aq::l fats ................... SEVE F;E
o Skyd'o! .............................................. SEVLF, L
o Weak solutic, ns of mineral an:::l
organic acid. _....................................... SEVERE
• Coqsutl you" She'w;r_-Wilhams represen[:,twc for
s; _",:ff_::a[T_.r_£: na aq_;_:dom _-_ re..--ornmeqd ,,tt_qs
Ep."_r/4.0C' M'_5{. FE22; 1/9.', 2D_O590 (R. :,' 7,':,_:)
CHARACTERISTICS
o Color_inish: Pure White, Slate Gray/
65+ 10 units @ 60"
o CuringMechanlsm:CrosslinkPolymerization
o Drying Schedule:
(temperature & humidity dependent)
77°F and 50% RH ¢ 10 mils wet:
Te l'ouch: 1 hour
Tack Free: 4 hours
To Recoaf: 6 hours rain., 72 hrs. max. for
immersion, 7 days mm,'. for atmospheric expo-
sure. If max. recoat time is exceeded, brush
blast before recoating
ToCure: todays
• NOTE: For potabb _ater. After compble cur6 and prb: to
pla=hg inlo service, slerilizc anJ th0rsughT, rinse v;Jt%
p0tat:,lev,ater. See methg.ts outlin£d ]q AWfl'A C{52-85
O Flash Point: 93_F (PenskFt,_"t_ ns Cbse _CuE.)
o Number of Components: 2 (4:1 mix)
o Packaging: 5 gallon kit
o Pot Life: 5 hours @ 77_F
o Recommended
Spreading Rate: wetmils: 8.0-100
dry mils: 5.0-60
approx, sq.ft./gal.: 163-195
NOTE: 13rush or roll application may require m uf-
tiple coats to achieve maxim um film thickness and
uniformity of appearance.
o Spreading Rate Coverage:
978 sq.fl./gal. @ 1 mil dry (theo., no loss)
o Shelf Life: 36 months unopened ¢_.77°F
o Shipping Classification:
Part A- X003; Part B- XO02
o Shipping Weight (Pure White):
l's - 8.7 tbs. + .1 Ib; 5's - 55 Ibs..t= .1 lb.
o "Sweat-In" Time: 30 minutes (_ 65-95°F;
1 hour _" 55-65"F or when humidity is 60-85%
O VOC: (catalyzed) 331 gP]; 2.76 Ibs./gal.








Pigment by weight 24.6% 242%
TiO_ (Class m) 7.9% 3.0%
BariumSulfate 5.2% 8.0%
Silicates 11.5% 13.2%
Vehicle by Weight 75.4% 75.8%
Epoxy Resin 12.9% 13.0%
Polyamide Resin 3S2% 38.0%
Aromatic Solvent 11.8% 11.7%
Vc,:_ h+_AlCOhC 11.8% 11.8" ,+
AdJ;t:,,es 07% 1.3=/+
Tota! 100% 105,,
NOTE: Ns! for us_. ir, b_l, eries bc :aus_ of discolorPfi3n.
Do nc, t lint t,'h: _ u_,_-t for Immersion servile
SURFACE PREPARA1 iON
Surfaces are to be cleaned as outlined on the label of
the appropriate primer. When surfaces are in sound
condition, remove fallout, o;1,dirt, loGs eand pee_;ng paint.
Always remove contamination before applying sub-
sequent coats.
Steel: Foratmospheric exposure, st_rface preparation
must be a minimum Commercial Bla st Clean per S S PC-
SP6. Immersion Service requires White Met_ Blast
per SSPC-SP5.
Galvanized Metal and Aluminum: Remove grease,
grime, did, waxand salts bychemica] stripperor solvent
de..aning Rus_ galvanizing must be power too! c!eaned
Ga_'vanizing may be treated with chromates, s_licates,
e'.c. and me,, rc qu!re wea_ering or brush b_a__',ng p_or
to coating Test areas are recommended to ass are a .t-
hesion.
Ma s onry: At! mason rymusf be free ofmdsture, dirt, oil,
grease, loose paint and mortar, masonry dust, etc.
Poured, #oweled or tilt-up concrete, plaster, mortar, etc.
must bethoroughlycured atleas130days at 75,F. Non-
compatible form release compounds, curing mem-
branes, weathered masonry and soft porous cement
board must be brush blasted or power too! cleaned to
remove mortar, peeling paint, mastic and other loosely
adhering contamination.
Concrete Block: New concrete constru_on bbck of-
ten contains much wafer even though the surface ap-
pears to be dry. Masonry surfaces must be lhoroughly
dry before fill_ng. Use Kern Cata-Coat Epoxy Filler/
Sealer to provide a uniform void-free sudase. Kern
Cat,-Coat Epoxy Filler/Sealer must dry a minimum of
49 hours prier 1o topcoating v,._#-_Hi-Solids Catalyzed
Epoxy.
Wood: Sand smooth and remove all dust and did.
Reduce first coat Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy v,,_th1
pint Reducer #54, R7K54, before applying second
coat at lull body.
Room: Su.dace mus't bethorougNy dean. LiflJng, bleed-
ing, or peelhg car, occur because of improper surface
prepa ration. Sanding wood floors to a clean sound s ur-
face and brush blasting or a 10% mufiatic acid etch on
concrete floors is required. Concrete must be aged at
least 30 days ¢_ 75°F and e]imination of rno;sture in or
beneath the concrete is required before coati_. Reduce
the first coat of catalyzed Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy
with 1 pint per gallon of Reducer # 54, R7K54.
Prevlous_y Painted Surfaces: Properlydean surface
of all foreign matter. If surface was originally coated with
Hi-Sc_ids Catary-z ed Epoxy or other epoxy films, these
must be b-us h bIasted or scuff sanded, the nspol prime
w_q recommend._--d primer where needed and apply 1or
2 coats of H;-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy. Ifod;;qa _fin!shis
uqkn_,vq test a sin:d! area for lift;rig or bk-ed _g by a,P.-
p'.,q'qgasm_flare:_ofH: S'/i.1_.Cate'j,ze,ffEp':,>-/Iflfi-_[_
o b:e¢;tJ,:+_ o;z.urt., al,;,,'y a ba'r;e, coot o' U', ,,: :':.
f,:',ctW Pnmer, BSOPJO, and Io'luw _l_t_| HiLSd J._ C_-_,[.,
_2ed Epoz'y. For optimum performance or Immer-
sion ser','i;._, the old co£tin 9 must be compk',e_y












o Steel (Self Prime)
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 mils
DFT/ct.
Total DFT: 6-12 mils
o Steel (Zinc Rich Primer)
1 ct. Zinc-Clad Primer @ 3-4 mils DFT
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 mils
DFT/cI.
Total DFT: 9-15 mils
o Concrete Block:
1 ct Heavy Duty Block Filler, B42W46 _ 10 mils
DFT, or
1 ct. Kern Cati-Coat Epoxy Filler/Sea!eL B42WA_ '
B42WA9 @ 10mils DFT
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @, 6 mils
DF-f/ct.
Total DF-I': 16-22 mils
r _nncrete
Jr 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 miIs
._FT/ct.
Total DFT: 6-12 mils
o Galvanized (Rusty)
1ct. Tile-Clad It, Hi-BUd Prime r, B62N71/B60V70
4 mils DFT
NOTE: Topcoat within 90 days.
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @=6 mils
DFT/ct.
Total DFT: 10-16 mils
o Galvanlzed and Aluminum (new)
1 ct. Wash Primer Green, P60G2./RTK44 _ 0.3
mils DFT
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 mils
DF-r/ct.
Total DFT: 6.3-12.3 mils
IMMERSION SERVICE (Note: do not tint)
o Steel (requires White Metal Blast per SSPC-
sP5)
2 or 3 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 mils
DFT/ct.
Total DFT: 12-18 mils
o Concrete (requires Brush Off Blast)
2 or 3 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy @ 6 mils
DFT/cI.
Total DFT: 12-18 mils
o Concrete (Non-Polable) (requires Brush Off
. cl. Kern Cati-Co_! Epcxy Fdlo:ISr ater ¢: 10 rr,C
DF'f
1 or 2 cts. Hi-Solids Catalyzed Epoxy I# 6 mils
DFTIcl
Total DF-I; 16-22 mils
APPLICATION
Clean spray equipment before use with Reducer
#54. Strong solvents in the material may loosen old
residual paint and cause blocking o! equipment. To
eliminate possible blocking of equipment during




(at least 5_F above the dew point)
Relative Humidity: 85% maximum
-o Methods:
Brush, roll, conventional and airless spray
Airless Spray:
Unit: 2409 psi pressure
Tip: .015"












3_8' to 1/2" nap with
phenolic core
Up to 1 pint per gallon of catalyzed material as
needed to be compatible with existing application
and environmental conditions.
Mixing Instructions:
Thoroughly mix each separate component (A &
B). Then mix 4 parls by volume Pad Awith 1 par1
by volume Part B. This mixture should be thor-
oughly mixed to a uniform condition prior to the
application of the material. Allow to "sweat-in" as
listed in Characteristics section.
o Over Zinc Rich Primers:
Organic: 20% reduction with R7K54.
Inorganic: Red uce first coat 50%. Allow to flash off
minimumof 1 hour drytlme. Apply second coat at
full body.
c Tinting:
75% 5nt strength, may be tinted with up to 1 oz. per
gaIIon (5 oz. per kit) Blend-A-Color colorants into
Part B only. Do not use red. 15 minutes agitation
on a mechanical shaker is required for complete
dispersion of colorant. Do not tint for Immersion
service.
Clean-up:
Use Ro3lJccr #5,_, P,7h:54, fo!!ow;rlq slip?her's
safetycau_;c_ns
PRECAUilONS
DANGER! COIvIBUS'[kBL E. EYE Af,_D SKit' IF,_I-
TANT.
CONTAINS XYLENE POLYAMIDE RESINS AND
ALCOHOL.
Contents are FLAMMABLE. Keep away from heat,
sparks and open llama. During use ahd until all
vapors are gone: keep area ventilated; do not smoke;
extinguish all flames, pilot lights and heaters; turn off
stoves, electric tools, appliances and any other
sources of ignition.
VAPOR HARMFUL. Use only with adequate venti-
lation, To avoid overexposure, open windows and
doors or use other means to ensure fresh air entry
during appfiza_ion and drying If you experience eye
watering, headaches or dizziness, increase fresh air
or wear respirato,'y protection (TC23C or equivalent)
or leave the area.
Avoid contact with skin and eyes. If ingested, seek
medical attention immediately. Wash hands after
using. Keepcontainerclosedwhennolinuse. Donot
transfer contents to other containers for storage.
NOTICE: Reports have associated repeated and
prolonged overexposure to sok,ents with permanent
brain and nervous system damage. Intentional mis-
use by deliberately concentrating and inhaling the
contents can be harmful or fatal
DO NOT TAKE INTERNALLY.
KEEP OUT OF THE REACH OF CHILDREN.
SEE MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET.
The information, rating and opinions stated here
pertain to the material currently offered, and repre-
sent the results of tests believed to be reliable.
Published technical data and instructions are sub-
ject 1o change. Consult with your She rwin-Williams
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AL U_,_ 3 72
SS CPL 373
/,L CPi. 373
Profile Coats DFT, ea. Vet. Solids I Abrasive

















































2 5to 6 61% Alum. B,R,C,A
Oxide (24)
Alum=351-372 Cou 386 CPVC=387-404
2F 1F 2F 1F 2F " Average


































































































































































































































































































































13.7 13.5 13.6 13.9 13.1 14 13.6
7.6 10 7.8 11.1 7.9 10.1 £.1




















13.1 13 13.7 13.3 13.2
10.6 12.5 10.7 13.2 11.3 13.1 1:1.9
17.5 13.5 17.6 14 17.4 13.2 15.5
13 12.3 13.4 12.2 12.6 12.4 12.7
13.1 15.7 13.5 14.2 13.4 14.2
15.7 11.8 15.6 13.6
13 16.3 12.7 14.5
11 12.3 11.5 12.0
150 148 22 20 21 10.5 10.5
156 153 28 25 26.5 13.25 13.3
11.2 15 12.2
16.2 12.£ 1 6
12.9 11.7 12.4
149
158 153 30 25 27.5 13.75 13.8
153 150 25 22 23.5 11.75 11.8
154 154 26 26 26 13 13.0



























148 151 20 23 21.5 10.75 10.8
156 149 28 21 24.5 12.25 12.3
152 152 24 24 24 12 12.0

















166 158 38 30 34 17 17.0
10.7 12.3 10.9 12.9 10.9 12.6 11.7
12.2 11 12 11.3 11.5 11.1 11.5
13.1 12.3 14.7 13.4 14.5 13.6 13.6
14.4 15.1 15 15.4 14.3 14.7 14.9
13.4 12.8 13.2 12.8 13.1 13.4 13.1
11.8 11.31113.7 12.813.4 12.3
average 12.1 12.3 12.1 12.4 12.1 12.3 12.3
i JCB t.,'O: /-/d,Z,.//, ! i- /
Summary of Work Performed: S/le.._,,_. _ _'//,;,,_ C_,;,'_
=RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
klozzle Air Pressure (Record)





Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)













.-lo M ,' _,.-,'
_.PPLICATION
Ambient Conditions (Record)
Applicator's Name (Record) DB: 7f ° WB:_,/°
Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
Recoat Times Observed (Record Actual)
Interco,at Cleanliness
Proper Pot Agitation
Application Equipment (Record) L?Jl._'/_
Time Applicalion Complete (Record) _.'.._
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
R H: 5",,¢',Z'.DP:59 °ST:
RE._,'I_.RKS:
In,_ecto,:d _,-/, "




DAILY INS_ECTI(_N I_E=ORT,TEST PANEL _ECOIq.D iSTEELI CLIENT:" JCB O:




Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recyc!ed Abrasive Test
klozzle Air Pressure (Record)





IAmbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
.Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
















Surface P!ep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
Io,8:77rws f¢'r RH:(,I?_ DP: ST'fST: _'Y'
v /











Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables'
iHoliday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
i
Inspector:/,' fl_'_c 7/[
Date: ..z/ / / ?/ 't94
Report No.
[Paqe o f




Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)





Ambient Conditions (Record) DB' WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Ab'rasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record)
M!XING
Mfgr/Product name (Record) 15L:,,,,l:,.//.<, , ,F_.pc/,, : EI4y/
Batch Numbers (Record) t_"_d 7_3 74.r_:,_" /
Material Temperature/Potlife (Record) . b"_.,
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record) _ _eJ,,:e,,.',e',,cy
Time of Mix (Record) #'.'Jo_,,, ,2.'/ff,,_,
Mix Ratio (Record) _:/




Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




,Time Applicatio n Complete (Record)
[DB:78_ WB: _F_'_',RH: _/f._DP: .__"r'ST:
,/"






Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday .Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
i








Front_________ I =Fronl ____
PRESS- -FIL PRESS-O-FILM
N__ " Testex,Inc._" Mi,, z.__.,_$_No ..,$e' F- Testex,Inc.


















Os;e_(_ ; 0 _'>_,','2_DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5) X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
No_PRESS-O-FILM '_ I -, p_REBS-O-FILM '"
. NoM,=s Testex,Inc M=_s Iestex, Inc.





,  $ ESS-O-FILM,-
No._YV F
r':_rL_--'J-_ feslex, Inc.






















Ga_ _ zo Newark, DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
;f ES S-O- F ILM '" PRESS-O-FILM "
4o_'-_/9--_ lestex, Inc No
_,_..Z.,_(2-- Ne,,._.g_1971.'_,_L_Z,_ Testex, Inc.
Gageless2.0 Ga,_e_ 2.0 Nev,ark, DE19715









_:_sz,S" ,Testex,Inc. No.Miis_ Testex,Inc.
Gageless20 " Newark,DE19715 Gage _ss2.0 Newark,DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5) X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM" PRESS-O-FILM"
No No._
_,s.2.._&_._L_ , Testex,Inc _,:s_,__&_,L_ Testex,Inc.







PRESS-O-FILM "- PRESS-O-FILM "
No._ No.
_rs._._&_._._._._.__Testex,Inc. _,;,_s.z.,_ Testex,Inc.






M,_s._ Testex,Inc M,_s.Z ¢,- Testex,Inc.
Gageless20 -._Newa'*,DE1971_ Ga_ less2.0 N_,'ark, DE19715



















M,_s2,'C- Testex,Inc M,_Z._' Testex, Inc.
Ga_e_s=20 Newark,DE1971_ Gage_ss 2-O Ne_'a_,,DE19715















.._ -') _ ,_.__L.___ Testex,Inc.
........................................ Oa_e _ess2.O - N_*a,'k,DE19715













.......................................... Gage less 2_0 Newark, DE19715




S %b "° ""
_,r_-_L,_L_ fesfex, Inc.
........................................... Ga=3e _ess 2.0 Newa_ DE 19715
























Ga;_ Irs._ 2 0 Ne,,,ark,DE19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM ,-PRESS-O-FILM '" No._
N&__
_:,__ Testex, Inc. _:%_ Testex,Inc.
Gageless20 Newark,DE19715 a_e _esszo Ne,ark, DE19715













PRESS-O-FILM "" PRESS-O-FILM ""'
_0.
k ,:,
_,,;_.ZJ,L_ Testex,Inc. M,L_.Z__-_-_-_-_-_-_-_-_Testex, Inc.
Gage less 2.0 _','._'k, DE 19715 Gage less 2.0 ke,,,ark,DE 19715

























































Manufacturer's Product Data and Recommendations
Profile Coats J DF'r, ee. Vol. Solids Abrasive Applicete
mils # I (mid) % used Equip"
2 5to 6 61% Alum. B,R,C,A
Oxide (24)
Alum= , Coupled= CPVC=
1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F
DFT DFT DFT I DFT DFT DFT
o_.(_ 3.'9 'q.& ._.7 .'4.0 _.I ,D_v,.o_
-q_.0 :_, 7 8. _ 3.7 "2.'7 3 ._ _DIV/O_
G.5 ..3.g" o3.g" 3. _; .-_..5" _'.7 ,DIV/O!
,o,v,o,
'q._ 5. ? "L 5 5".g 4.g" E(; _,Dtv/oJ
H.r _._ _._ _ q.,:/ _.q ,,o,v,o,
5.a dz 5./ 5.7 r.4 d5 ,_,v,o,
6:._ 4.7 ..d.¢ #.E s.,.7 .%'_' ,o,v,o,
_.7 _3.7 _5 z/...o_ '_.o_ z/'.O ,D,V,O,
_. 1 _. / _. ;z 4,1 5. I _A _o,v/o,
2. fi .'/# .,ix/ q/ a _ #.o_ ,o,v,o,
_.,_ a_. #..r 3.,.,, _._; _._ ,,o,v,o,
3,6 _.7 _..flt _._ "3.5 "_/./ ,_D,v/o,
•q.A _.7 "¢._ 4._, ,,/a _o ,o.v,o,
d.q _,_ 5:.5" .+'.Z .¢..5 'd.2. ,,o,v,o,
41.,5" -Y.z _ _ / 4(.g 3'.6":.. ,_,wo_
"t. ? 4 7 _ d _/ t4.7 .'./q ,,o,v,0,
5. / :_._" 5 ,_ J.'/ ._.,P '<,/o #D,WO,
#./ z.,_ ,'-/o q._ _./ ,4.o ,D,v,o,
,o,v,o,
W.3 _._, _¢ _. _ _..,k _,_. ,o,v,o,
E ( 2I _ 5= __ _ _ 5"/::, '2,7 #DIVIO!
._ _ :z.? 51.2 _ 5 "5.( E.g #_,v,o,











































Surface 1F 2F 1F






















2F 1F 2F l[ Average
I DFT DFT DFT II DFT
_( .m-7 "-6_/ _o,v,ol
#.C %5- _5 #o,wol
_'7 __ #DIV/OI
,o,v,o,
"?/O "/-_" f._ ,o,_,/o!
d.7 _?._ _L_ ,o,wo!
G.S' ;//-I 8.5" .D,V/O!
4_" _/,0 _//./_/ #DIV/O'
_f.o _._ _,_ _D,V/0!
z_._ "/'{'9 /4. ? #DIV/O!
_/ _ #.7 ,o,v,o,
d-7 _._' E._Z. #_,wo!
_f__; -_" ? __ 7 #DIV/O!
_o-- 4._" "-t._ ,o,v,o,
4.2 ¢o q._ ,o,v,o,
_- I _.,(, 2,._/ .oiv/o,
H-_ _. _ 47/../, . #DIV/O!
6":.? -_._ E,_ i' ,_,v,o,
"_. 7 _-6 / _ I #OlV/O!
_.9. 3._, 4. (; .DiV/O,
5.'J _-9 _ _DiV,O!
#.'7 _-9 4._ ,D,WO_
















































DFT DFT DFr I
Page_ of
2F 1F 2F Average




5.3 j. w _.,¢ _7.7
z./. o "/.7 q- / 5_."i

























._.2 S.o J:2_ _'..L_
S.o '/-,Y _f,3" _/,_
,.¢.# t".4 .r..s .r./
7.! E._ 7,2. _._'
_-_ _,..c _-._, f.?












NASA 5 Sherwin Williams
Manufacturer's Product Data and Recommendations
Coat #
Profile Coats DFT, ea, Vol. Solids Abrasive Appllcatc Coat #






Panel #/Tag # I Profile
2 5to 6 61% Alum. B,R.C,A
Oxide (24)
Alum= Coupled= CPVC=
1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F IIAverage
























































_':i ..r-g._-_ i& _ 1.1.(o fl,o _D,V/O,
I?--_ 11-"] I3,I _L_ _7_-_ #DIVlO!
fl._ _ If [ I! o II. C,, _DIv/o!
L
It, 2.. 12._1 l©-cl I?_ _ _c_._ _DW/O!
Iq. ,t. }z-.U ;'4,c_ II."l r4.U_ #DIV'/0!
15._ H. _' 13 -/ Itl/ _" I_/7 #DIV/0!
12.% 14_-G tZ. _ i'S--(_ /Z. q #DIV/O!
/,_ [(.0, 2- f.._'_-_ /(,-,..._ /'2- _ #DIV/O!
IV, ,_'- H./ /,_ ? !'L k" I',/,z_ _DfV/0_
I_[. _'- IZ,O /3" '_ /2.2.-- /_ ,/ #DIV/0,
I'4._ IO .q "J_, _ I_. Ol _, Z #DIV/O!
I1-( 1_t / 12, o j _'? //.(_ #DIV/0!
/2._" /Z.I 1Z./ /Z,/ 72- y" #DIV/0!
lo.'_ to. _ re .5" _i.'-//c__ #D_V/O_
}Z,_ lC),V IZo_ . IC.),(_ /3,_ #DIV/O!
12.'/ It). =} 12_._" 1"2._ /2.Z #DW/O!
/'._. ii 12.9 I_. ¢ /_.y /_,/ #DIV/O!
11.4 tl. q _2.1 I!._ I1.1 #DIV/O!
qiC)._J ._ t0. "_ lO_ /O. "_ #DIV/O!
%.q n.s q,_ 1_.', _o.I #DIV/O'
I1-1 I1_ It)- _' IZS I1,_ #DIV/O!
12.g tO._ I_ _ 10.1 I i.q #DIV/0!
£. ( _o I f_ _ _o.s _._] #D,WO,
ll._" !1,o, lt-t_ 'lOS" II,I #DiV/O!
I(, _ I I ,_" fO. _ I I."_ //, _ _DIV/0!
I0.o _,-I o._ _. 'i'] c_,._ _mv/o!
_o._ _S _]C" q b tO._ _D_V/O!




Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F
Profile DFT DFT DF-T DFT DFT DFT
























































:_anel #/Tag # Profile






















































































lZ._ /0.9 _ Z._ #DIVIO!








I'-/.'/ iJ ,'4 o,/,; ! _'.¢,. #DW/0!
1_ V Ic_'3 ic_,"/ #DIV/0!
IZ.£ 13.1 IY.Ct #DIV/0!
iI.O 12,8 II._ #DIV/0!






Coats DFT, ea. Vol. Solids Abrasive Appl
¢ (mid) % used Equip
2 8 100% sand Spray-Jet
_anel Numbers SS= 411-432 Alum= 433-454 Coupled= 455-468 CPVC= 469-486
Surface





















































1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F





























41 5 2.5 23.7 23.8 23.8 23.5 24.2 23.8
416 28.4 30.8 27.3 31 26.6 30.8 29.2




















































425 23.1 19.6 22.5 20 22.1 19.6 21.2
426 12.5 14.9 11.9 15 12.1 14.6 13.5
427 20 22.4 20.1 22.6 20 23 21.4
428 28.5 33.7 28.5 33.7 28.1 34.2 31.1
429 29.6 27.5 29.7 27.9 29.4 28.2 28.7
430 31.4 27.5 31.1 28.2 30.9 27.6 29.5
431 34.1 27.2 33.1 27.5 33.3 27.3 30.4
















































439 17.8 28.8 17.8 28.1 28.3 23.1
440 34.3 29.8 34.2 30.1 33.2 29.6 31.9
441 24.3 31" 23.6 32.6 24.1 31.9 27.9









443 29.9 19.9 29.9
444 33.5 39.3 34.9




































































































































































































































462 2.8 19.3 24.9 19 25 19.2 25.2 22.1
462 4.1 16.9 24.1 18.7 24.5 18.1 26.4 21.5


























































































469 146 158 18 30 24 12.0 12.0
470 176 173 48 45 46.5 23.3



















48 43 45.5 22.8
50 51 50.5 25.3
















480 165 168 37 40
481 171 174 43 46










484 173 175 45 47 46 23.0
485 173 171 45 43 44 22.0

























































UTPlast Super is the ideal long term protection for all metals and materials which recluire
resistance against one or several of the following possibilities of attack:
corrosion (by seawater, corrosive atmosphere, hydrocarbons, solvents)
abrasion (by particle flow)
wear (by friction with other materials)
UTPlast Super also offers high electrical insulation. Due to its high melting point, it is resistant
against boiling water and against a large number of chemical products, also at elevated
temperatures. Due to the various colors in which this product is available, it also serves for
decoration purposes.
Applications for UTPiast Super are found in: chemical industry
pharmaceutical industry
water and sewage treatment
marine industry
Properties
UTPlast Super is an easily applicable powder giving a smooth and homogeneous deposit. It can
be applied on all materials supporting a temperature as high as its melting point. Information





Typical density (g/cm 3) approx.
Shore hardness D approx.
Recommended coating thickness
Melting point
Recommended maximum service temperature




: -200#m + 80#m
: 0.49
: 75
: 0.5 - 1.0 mm (0.02 - 0.04")
: 185 ° C (365°F)
: 120 ° C (250°F)
: 0.6 kg/m 2 (0.122 Ib/ft 2)
Surface Preparation
Sandblasting (metallic clean) with electro corundum, aluminum oxide (0.25 - 0.5 mm) (0.01 -
0.02") or grinding metallic clean, if possible, with inorganic bound disc, free of oil, grease or
other liquids.
UTP Welding Technology







Flame adjustment knob "A"
Powder module head






: 2.5 bar (36 PSI)
: 0.5 bar (7 PSI)
: 0.4 bar (6 PSI)
: 1.5 - 2.0 bar (21.6 - 28 PSI)
: Pos. "N" = Neutral





: 250 - 300 mm (9.8 - 11.8")
: approx. 80°C -(176°F)
'_ = special accessories
Important! _Keep pistol and flame moving.
overheating of the plastic layer.
Never concentrate the flame on one spot to avoid
Move pistol alternatively horizontally and vertically to obtain complete covering of the surface. If
necessary, fine surface can be smoothed by careful "brushing" with flame and air (without depositing
powder).
Without compressed air, it is impossible to spray UTPlast.
UTI' Welding 'h't'hn.l.Lv
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Profile Coats DFT, er_.
mils ¢ (mid)
3 2 8
SS= 411-432 Alum= 433-454
Surface 1F 2F" 1 F
Profile DFT DFT DFT
Vol. Solids I Abrasive I Appl















































































































421 28.4 25.6 28.4 25.7 28.5 25.3 27.0
422 - 28 28.8 28 28.8 27.8 28.5 28.3
423: 22.1 21.8 21.2 21.6 22.2 21.8 21.8

























































































22.6 20 23 21.4
33.7 28.1 34.2 31.1
27.9 29.4 28.2 28.7
28.2 30.9 27.6 29.5
27.5 33.3 27.3 30.4
29.9 27.8 29.8 28.9
34 28.1 33.3 30.8





37.1 29.8 37.1 33.6
23.7 13.1 23.9 18.5
28.1 17.6 28.3 23.1
30.1 33.2 29.6 31.9
32.6 24.1 31.9 27.9
30.4 39.8 30.5 35.3
19 29.9 19.8 24.7





















28.3 33 28.5 33.3 28.2 32.8
27.1 22.5 26.3 22.5 26.1 21.2 24.3
27.1 28.9 27.1 28.8 27 29.2 28.0









































































































































26.7 28,7 27.3 27.6
29 34.7 30.4 32.0























































23.6463 21.8 26.4 20.7 26.1
464 30.5 31.3 31.3 31 30.1 30.9 30.9
464 24.2 22.1 23.8 21.9 23.7 21.7 22.9
465 21.7 21.2 21.9 20.9 22.8 20.9 21.6
465 20.8 25.7 22.2 25.8 23.3 26.2 24.0
466 -24.6 20.7 24 20 24.4 20.7 22.4
466 18.2 21.5 18.5 21.6 17.5 21.1 19.7
467 2.4 20.4 23.3 22.2 22.9 21.6 23 22.2
467 4.1 22.1 20.1 21.4 20.9 21.2 20.5 21.0
468 22.7 22.4 23.5 21.9 23.4 22 22.7
468 23.3 20.3 24.1 21.1 23.9 21 22.3
30 24 12.0 12.0
23.3
469 146 158 18
470 176 173 48 45














168 39 40 39.5 19.8 19.8
171 48 43 45.5 22.8 22.8
179 50 51 50.5 25.3 25.3
476 168 173 40 45 42.5 21.3 21.3
477 161 167 33 39 36 18.0 18.0
44 44.5 22.345478 172 173
479 177 173 49
480 165 168 37
43
22.3
45 47 23.5 23.5
40 38.5 19.3 19.3
22.3481 171 174 46 44.5 22.3
482 172 170 44 42 43 21.5 21.5
483 169 168 41 40 40.5 20.3 20.3
23.0 23.0173 45175 46484 47
485 173 171 45 43 44
486 163 162 35 34 34.5




488 18.3 18.5 18.3 19 18.1 20.9 18.9
489 21 22.9 21.6 21.7 21.5 21.7 21.7











avera_( 24.5 26.0 24.5 25.9 24.5 26.0 23.7
'D_ILY INSPECTION RE=CRT,TEST PANEL RECORD 1STEEL) CLIENT: f_ASAJCB O _ (_._ I
/Summary of Work Performed: ,S_.,_-L/_,,4#/_rfl_,t.. [,e._ar" .SYJl-4_ fe
,_RE-SURFACE PREPAP.ATION
Condition of.. Edges, Weld. Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent) /_,.b ..S_cul2,..,3 t.,dc,-b ,-----
S U
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test '2//'<..:r- 7,'rL"._-AJ
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record) I//'/"
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record) _ _ t '/"
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: ' WB: RH: " DP: ST:







Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal




MfgrlProduct Name (Record) ',/?"P _/_.',/"-. r';,',".- :-l/ I
Batch Numbers (Record) l.-'9-t
Material Temperature/Potlife (Record) tl_
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record) ,,,,,/_
Time of Mix (Record) .v'_





CI_, /Jo rig, W
Ambient Conditions (Record)
r-, /', ?Applicator's Name (Record) . j,;,.,.,-," ,, / -- ,
Surface Prep..to Appl. (Record Time) ,-. /,t, .
Compressed Air Cleanliness b
Time Application Began (Record) ...
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




iTime Applicat.ion Complete (Record)







• t7 _ .j..ll./l.,"/,I _ ,3_:
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film. Thickness ('.D.FT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
i
w--
_ " '.V'_7"/. ' ","
, 5"C'.¢ _-
ST:
I.nspecgor: -- , ;,'' -








S S q t I _,r,_ Testex,Inc.




r.,._s_ Testex,Inc._I,_ No. -- ",
...... .3.._.. ............ !.:: ............. Ga_e,ess2.0 Nev,a"k, DE19715
"k X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
_- {,._ S$ -PRESS-O-FILM'-
.............................................M,'s •_.3.____ "Testex, Inc.

















GageJess20 _,',a 1,:,E': 19715
X COARSEq _ ' _',
.u-'_.uI
$5" _PRESS-O-FILM ""
No.I/jr F ' _.'$
_,_s.__J____ ,Testex,Inc.





Ga_e less2.0 ,/ Ne_'ark,DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
Back :: i_ PRESS-O-FILM'"
_s z._ Testex,Inc.
Ga_less 2 0 , N_v,a,'k,DE 19715
XCOARSE(-1.5-4.5)
$S ,PRESS-O-FILM'"
No 4_Z. 8, . "-,
_._,_z._._£__ , Teslex,Inc.










vr, _.____O___ Testex, Inc.
Oag_E less 2-0 Newark, DE 19715
XCOARSE(1.5-4.5)
55 PRESS-O-FILM" _ ,PRESS-O- ILM TM
No.'qz5 ,r ,. P4o.4t5 _ . ,F
_i_m ; Testex, Inc. _;, ..__,c3__i ' Testex,Inc.
Gageless2.0 _ ." Newark, DE19715 Gagehess20 -' Newark, DE19715
XCOARSE(i.5-4.5) X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
/7t3"7' _ /_ PRES:S-O-FILM'"
l _,_._ ,0 4,,__ -',..
.....................................,:_,._,4::_t_', • iTestex, Inc.
Gaa_ss2.0 ?. " ." Newark, DE19715
X COARSL"(I .5-4.5)
,4 PRESS-O-FILM "'_
NO._ "_'"_l.............._ _ "_Testex, Inc.
._._. Mils /.
....................... Ga_eio.ss2.0 "'- Ne,,,a_, DE19715







Ga_eless2 0 -" Newark, DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
4 p]RESS-O-FILM'"
I_o'q{_ F - .
_,__ : !lestex,Inc.




_,_, 4.-_ ' i Testex, Inc.










_L4.g .: ':)Testex, Inc













M,_._ ._. ') Testex, Inc.




v_,s,___-E__ ..) festex, In(,
G_;_tessZO ". "" . Newark,DE 19715
XCOARSE(i.5-4.5)
_'_ -,_REss-o:FILM ,"
0. _;e _ess 2 0 ' " _"
_'"SG_-._'.:-..1Testex,#nc
• . . Ne_'_ DE 19715
X COARSE(i.5-4.5) '
_,,%_ r " ]Testex, Inc.




, Back " i!
vvut_,},,..,L_,,,- "*: _ _ #" _L_F';,. '.w_lf "-
fj._',_ _ /_" P_FIESS-O-FILM ""
No ' "'" Te








_'_1/I_'_ j ''_- ,,PRESS-O-FILM"
......A...L.. _. _°--_'-_- "
...........................J' '_,,s_. -.; Testex,Inc.g ._ o % , N_,..a."k,DE19715




No,.#'Z f" ,_ "_
M,_3._ lTestex, Inc.




Gage les_ 2.0 N_,a'k, DE 197,
q. t XCOARSE(1.5-4.5)






_. _ . . -\
_,_s.__ ... Teslex, In(,




Gage les_ 20 " _,;_,, D_ 19715
1
5_' p. RESS-O-FILM"




















G_;._ess20 . " Ne_,, DF19715
X COARSE(i.5-4.5)
_b._ -PRESS-O-FILM.. '" t
_,:s_.;.. '_ Testex Inc.





,.:::_.4.? . ' Teste×,lnc.
Gage_e_s2 e - ' h'_,,,a¢,DE19715
_'.Y ..PRESS-O-FILM "_
_o t_._'_.:L/_,__ -.,
_,_s.z. s-- _ ,Testex, Inc





t,_ 4, _, , _Testex,Inc





_,.,s.z. 4-- ; .,Testex, lnc
Gage less 20 ' ; Newark,DE 19715
X COARSE(i.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM "", "_:3 _' .


































































AL UL'_ 4 4 1
Coats
#
DFT, e& Vol. Solids I Abrasive






Alum= _._.,1- _/,f'_/ Coupted= 4/,f_'-r/68 ' CPVC= V,:q- V_P_



























































































































Surface I 1F 2F






1F 2F 1F 2F






































































































.__%UTP Welding Technolo UTPlast Super Page e,Z- of

































1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F Average
I
DFT DFT DFT I DFT DFT DFT DFT
Ot.LJ 2o.q #DIV,O!
























1_,3 t_.'. H q Iq.o




















IS',_- q.E I&'-.(,' IG.n #D_V/O_
,_,,& lq. Ig.i :20.'_ #D_v/o_
21,(t Zl.? Zl._ 2,/. ) #elV/O!
I g. g I_I. ? I_. E Iq. _" #D_v/o_
!2 _ I,.% g" 13,_ I_-, (r" _olv/o!
i_-,Z 13. _ #Olv/o_
2z 9 2_
If" " "t _I t _- L_-c:"- - YU ",_"
System #7 Manufacturer's Procuc: Data and P,(:c._rnmend_tlon._
Manufacturer Surface Profile Coats DFT, ea. Vol. Solids Abrasive





Aluminum Metalized Thermal System
UTP Welding Technology
UTPtast-Ext;a I SP-5 3 2 8 Spray-Jet
!ethylene,Mnyl alcohol
Panel Numbers SS=493-514 Alum= 515.536 Coupled=537-550 CPVC=551-568
Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F _Ave rag_
























































495 2.9 23.7 24.2 24.5 24.5 24.4
496 2.8 19.6 22.6 19.8 23.4 22.0
497 2.8 22.1 21.4 21.9 21 21.7































































































































21.5 15.7 21.5 18.5








518 26.4 28.9 26.8 29
51 9 20.4 22.6 20.3 22.7













524 28.7 29.2 28.8 29.3
525 25.3 30.9 25.3 30.6 28.0
526 4 21.8 25.2 21.9 25.1 24.4



















































































































 381 i i
538 22.7
539 2.7 3.9


















































































































































































557 153 155 25 27
558 150 151 22 23












































560 145 149 17 21 19 19.0
























































































UTPlast Extra is the ideal long term protection for all metals and materials which require
resistance against one or several of the following possibilities of attack:
corrosi(m (IW ._qmwJIler, c_tr()sive atmos
abrasio=_ (hy lint Ill:lu Ilow)
wear (by frictioll)
Idiel't'm, Iw(.Ir()(:allHllls, _(}lvlJnts)
Applications for UTPlast Extra are found in: chemical industry
pharmaceutical industry
water- and sewage treatment
marine industry
Complies with FDA Re[l_=lation 177.1310 (a.l.b.) for food contact.
Properties
UTPlast Extra is an easily applicable powder giving a smooth and homogeneous deposit. It can
be applied on all materials supporting a temperature as high as its melting point. Information





Typical densily (H/(:lll*) _ll}lH()X.
Abrasion resista_.:_
(Taber weight loss CS17 - Wheel) ing/100 cycle
Dielectric strength
Short time 1/8 in. volts/mil.
Recommended coating thickness
Melting point
Recommended maximum service temperature
Powder consumption per 0.5 mm (0.02") coat
thickness
: Ethylene acrylic acid copolymer
: Irregular
: 2()n l_m -I RO Iml
: ().4!l
: 7.5 mgllO0 cycle
: 400 - 500
: 0.5 - 1.0 mm (0.02 - 0.04")
: 99.5°C (211OF)
: 74 ° C (165°F)
: 0.6 kg/m 2 (0.122 Ib/ft _)
Surface Preparation
Sandblasting (metallic clean) with electro corundum, aluminum oxide (0.25 - 0.5 mm) (0.01 -
0.02") or grinding metallic clean, if possible, with inorganic bound disc, free of oil, grease or
other liquids.
U'I'P WF, Idin£ "[ect_nology








Flame adjustment knob "A"
Powder module head





Preheating I¢lllltCl aluJ c
• 2.7 hat (40 I'Y,[)
: (I.5 bar (7 I'NI)
: 0.4 bar (t_ I'SI)
; 40 - 44 PSI
: Pos. "N" = Neutral





: 25() 3()(1mm (O.g - I I.g")
al_lULIx. Xt)"{ ' ( I "lh"l")
= special accessurics
Important! Keep pistol and flame moving. Never concentrate the flame on one spot to avoid
overheating of the plastic layer.
Move pistol alternatively b_rizontally and vertically to obtain complete covering c_f the surface. If
necessary, the surface can be smoothed by careful "brushing" with flame and air (without depositing
powder).
Without compressed air. il Is impossible I,i sI,,:LV [l'i'l'lasl.
h
L'TP %%'clding "Teclumh,_
I'.O. Boz 72]67g • II,,u,,I,,,,. Icxa, 77212 It, l_ • ('11.1}4'1'1-1212 • (_C}',9)._2-/-(17')1 • I'_x: (713) 499-4347
i i'r _2,
SI'£:'f]C#,I V F_Ii_I(_C') il:V]'l Y DAI/._
E_'I,_:,.I:):[ ]..i "I.';/_ LJn_i'l._l:J3. (.:- I,I/A
C._"t:_ t:,)] _ I'-I,-'_
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I"I.::L_' ,:, r(:l (:,[ !+;!. r';_:_}, i:; (::c:_, r hi/C+,
F'o:I 2"il, i::' l+":L z,_'|'.:i.c.,rl l.'J:i ]..t 'qC)'t (3C(::III'-
(':(:_h(l:i. "1:i.£',th.'_ [,.:_ &'+'_:,:i(! 1.1...'<_
I,I/A
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F:T. :3:S :1_:"_ ,,
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Candidate Manufacturer's Product Data and Recon',n_c_d_tich._
Manufacturer Surface Profile
Product Prep mils
Aluminum MetaNzed Thermal System
UTP Welding Technology
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496 2.8 19.6 22.6 19.8 23.4 22.0
497 2.8 22.1 21.4 21.9 21 21.7







































































































510 19.7 23.6 19.3 23.6
511 18.8 20.9 18.7 21
512 17.6 19.7 17.3 19.6
















516 4.7 25.4 30.7 27.6
51 7 29.9 35.4 30.3 35 32.7





















25.3 30.9 25.3 30.6 28.0
4 21.8 25.2 21.9 25.1 24.4



















































































































537 35.6 51,5 36.4 48.2 35.2 44 Z_I .8













539 4.7 1 9 24.6 24




















































15.2 19.5 15.2 18.8 17.2
35,9 34 38,4 29.2 31,5 33,8




















547 - 19 20 18.7






































































































553 158 157 30 29 29,5 29.5
554 168 165 40 37 38,5 38.5













































































26.2 21.3 25 20.9 26
























av{:a2_ 22.2 23.9 22,4 23.8 24.7 23.6 23.8
Summary of Work Performed: S,_,_ _ db-,.,_,,_z¢ f/'Q,r,_t,._+- o-_.e,..._
_RE-SURFACE PREPARATION
Condition of Edg.es, Weld Spatter, Etc.




Nozzte Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (E'ecord)
,IJ o 4..Z_y
,g _ r/. i/; _,'d P .5_,,4,i?.l Z"
t J J7 -'c='_-7 _
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record) _'./_ .... o _-----
Profile (Record).. t,2EdJ_. _?. -> f_<5,.._/,_-,_',---
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal
Magnetic Base Reading (Record) f
vllXING
Mfgr/Product Name (Record) ] O'TP t_'_f._,_-_ 1._?._ [
:Batch Numbers (Record_ I>" D 3Z/ :," I
Material Temperature/Potlife (Record) i-,_//- I
ST:
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record) _'vf
Time of Mix (Record)
iMix Ratio (Record)
/,./',4-
Induction Period (Record). ll,t
APPLICATION
_,mbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Applicator's Name (Record) ?h.,.,./ A.,.h'z.: ,. [ [ t





Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness 0
Recoat Times Observed (Record Actual) ?J/-
Intercoa't Cleanliness
Proper Pot Agitation _./i>
Application Equipment (Record) _ TPd T,_J/:'r:i.._PJ,,'._ E'/-_:.
Time Application. Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
(Sure Test (Record Method)
,'J RKS:P: ,.rK 7
;;4', ; i./dltf, ( -i





 eI ,,,PlII' II





NO .._ "c'_'_"_ - '
_,,_sz-> Z , ' Testex, Inc.
Gage less 2.0 .. Newark, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
I_ PRESS-O-FILM"
S S z'fE_ _:_ z-_ Testcx, In(,
............................................ o_;_ _-. _o ' N_,,.ark, DE 19715





No 47S" F" "'_,M,s z._____e___. Testex,Inc.
Gage less 2_0 " New_,%DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
,49_ }'_ PRESS-O-FILM*"
............................................v,,_.4_Z,:.!__. _ ') Testex, Inc.
Ga_eless20 - ' Ne,',_'L DE19715
7-'" X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
t
,41, _ _ ,PRESS-O-FILM '"No._"/ F "_.
ES"
..............._ ..................._,_s s..z- _Testex, h,
Ga_e less 2.0 NewsY, DE1971,
/,V_ X COARSE (i.5-4.5)
,4.0
.fa i
_._ 4 I_'R'ESS-O-FILM "": : N_. '_" F . _',
....._/.C.........._ .... Mi,,. *(' .: .. .! Testex, Inc.Gage less ;:_ " _" .; N_w_'k, DE19715
q X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
'_ PRESS-O-FILM'"
No,d.q? ;" __
A / ,._2_ M,s _,"_ " Testex, Inc.
" Gage =ess20 ', '- Ne,_'_,_, DE 19715
X COARS;E('1.5-4.5)
A PRESS-O-FILM'"
_,_s.5.'z. ,...: ." Testex, Inc.
C-,_geless2.O . • - Nc,',a% DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM,"
No. _ " *
_,s._ ._ 'iTestex, In(,
Ga_e _es_ ZO " . " " >'" Newark, DE 19715
X COARSE('1.5-4.5)
i ....S$ PRESS-O-FILM" i s_ PRESS-O-FILM"
M_:, • .: . Inc. No 4,_ o -'-,
_,,,,,_.o 19715 _s. =r.o _Testex, Inc.
XCOARSE (1.5-4.5) _,ge_,,,_O . , N_,'ar_0El_n5
..... X COARSE-0.5-4.5)
_I _PRESS-O-FILM"
r.':: z.4 ! Testex, Inc
Gageless20 " N:,,',3_,..DE 19715
ss  ;RESS-O-F LM,- i
No. _ . -%
_.i%_ . . _ Testex,Inc.
.I.5 ,PRESS-O-FILM'"
No 4_ F - _"
_ _.:_0____ ') Testex, Inc.
c_e _ess _.o "- Ne_,z'k, DE 19715 _ Newa% DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5) .... X COARSE (i.5-4.5)
'_ PRESS-O-FILM'"
_:_,_ ; 'l'estex, Ira.
Oz ;e _ess 2 0 ". Newa'k, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
/ /,&,',2",. _,L 19, i5
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
N'"ia_ . _, Teslex,Inc.
5_ P_ESS-O-FILM'"No_) '_- "
_;_t_.3__.__.__ "leste_,, Inc.




_,,- _:.@_ ! Testex, Inc.
c_ge less _o N_v,a",,, DE 19715
X COARSE(I.5-4.5)
_,,s. =._ , Testex, Inc.
Gage less 2.0 . Newz'k,DE 39715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
'_ _PRESS-O-FILM'" . A . PRESS-Q-FILM'"r;: " No 4 98 8 _,
_,s-_l_ :Testex, Inc.' " - ',
..... _,_ .4. _r , Testex, Inc.
Gage less 20 " " Newa'k, DE 19715
• . Gage less zo Newark, DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5) X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM '"
_o 499 _ '_'
M=, 4"9 .,. Testex, Inc.




Mi,_'-_-9' ' . ]'sstex, _5"
" ' Newark, DE




' G_ge;ess2.0 ;'"'- .' Ne_','a'k,DE19715
X COARSE(i .5-4.5)
_o PRESS-O-FILM'"
_L_. __4.._._' ;Testex, Inc.
' Ne*,_'k. OE 19715Gage less 20 ,
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
4 PRESS-O-FILM"
_,',s._.t,d.__ .-;-, Testex, Inc.









,._.._ _ R 'LPRESS.O_FILM,"
,, - , No._,,5-OZ F T:.
/1/ .._...(_ Mi,s_ ',TestexIn_
...... _._.L. ............................. " , " e
GageJess2.o Newark,DE19715
_ X COARSE (1.5-4.5) i
Co,,.,,_, ,, PR/ SS:O:ALu:.. "
Front L: _ ;.
4 PRESS-O-FILM'" "
No _d _ F - 4 PRESS-O-FILM'_
_,s 5.3 . :t Testex,Inc. No._ ",
Ga_ i,ss20 N__,'a,k,DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)






Ga;__es_20 . I;_,,_:, DE19715
X COAqSE (1,5-4.5)
_.'L _ I/_ PRESS-O-FILM'" /_ PRESS-O-FILM"
I No. 5"_.IIIr '.. "',. No 5o:_ I=", -...................... _,_7_ _ ' .'_i_s 4._ --,.Teste×, Inc. ' .... _Testex,Ira.
Gage less 2.O i. : .' Ne_,r_rk, DE19715 Gageles_20 Ne,,,,z-k.DE19715
q "l L X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE il.5-4.5)
PnESS-O-F LM-   ESS-O-F LM'"No.So_ F " - No
B',Ls_. ; festex, In .. ,
_a_o,,,,_o'- : N_,_,DEl_71S'_'_;_z.y Testex,Inc.





No.,-¢'_3_ -")_:;,s__.? v.. lestex, Inc.
t',,_'_ PE I£,15




Nu. - ," -
_,,s.___-2---: i lestex, Inc.





• Ga_,e less 20 / I'Je_ark,DE 19715
X COARSE-i1.5-4.5)
C-4_ I'/&_yY ,4 PRESSmO:FILM ,_
,el / _',,, e),l,,' No,.._ "._
........_..t .........._ _..._3.... t_,_..__6=&__ _festex, In,
H q Gage_es,20 Ne',','ad,,,DE19715, X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
I
.s'_ PRE'SS-O-FILM'"





r_:, 5_f- F ..
_,L,_ ; Testex,Inc.
Ga;_ _ss;o _.','_",,,, DE19715














Gage less 2 0 / Ne,,,'_'k,DE 19715
X COARS# (1.5-4.5)
_,_u/(,_'_,,_ 4 PRESS-O-FILM,-
,,,5 / _ "'G_ ': ::Teste×,Inc.
t_.",,,ark. DE19715








_,,:,--_ . ... ,Testex, Inc.





o_,.l_,_ 20 N_v,:'k,DE 1£715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) Page of
4cz-_ PRESS-O-FILM '"
h: ¢S
'1 ' : i_ TC SICk'' Inc.
1£2;5
COARSE (1.5-4.5)
i " T '_:_.'_J_..
Candidate Manufacturer's Product Data and Recommendations
Manufacturer Surface Profile I Coats I DFT, e&
Product Prep mill I # I (mid)
Aluminum Metalized Thermal System
UTP Welding Technology











Panel Numbers SS= Z_-_- 5%5( Alum= ,._t_'-5"3_, Cou led= S'37-$"$'o CPVC= 5"5"/-E'(,,$
Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F

















































































































NASA 7 Aluminized UTPlast
UTP Welding Technology
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546 25 .'_ 2.2.2























1F 2F _Averag _




























































NASA7 Aluminized UTPlas _,
UTP Welding Technology






Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F
Profile DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT
ZS.S l_._, zs-,L












































lg.,_ _.;_ ,,O.l.A ,=.q_"






_; .S- "-/3.£ Ss. I








iManufacturer i _t_Hacc = Pro_t_
iPr°duct I Prep l rnits



















2F 1F 2F 1 F
DFT DFT I DFT DFT
















































575 12.53.1 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.8 12.1 12.4
576 11.9 10.7 11.9 10.9 11.7 10.4 11.3
577 10.4 10.4 12.8 12.7 10.5 10.4 11.2






































































































































































10.7 9.6 10.6 9.5 10.9
8.2 7.9 8 8 8.1 7.7













































































































































































































623 9.9 9.2 10.4
623 10.1 10.2 8.9
624 2.5 7.5 9.3 8.4
624 4.4 7.1 9.5 8.1
625 9.2
625 0.6








6.4 t 8.7 ;
8.3 i 9 7.3
9.3 l 6.3 _ 10.1
_.3
8.7 6.8 i., 8.6 I 7.9
8.7 7.8 I 8.9 ] 8.5
8.8 ! 7.6 8.2 8.0
10.1 ! 8.6 9.1 9.5
9.4 ! 10.1 9.5 9.8
10.1 '_ 9.6 10.3 9.9
11.2 ! 7 9.5 8.8
9.8 : 8.7 9.5 88
lO.9 9 j 11 9.7
10 8.4!3.3 10.3
626 7.4 7.3 7.6 8.3 7.4
626 6.9 9.3 8.4 10.7 8.8





































































630 11.2 9.4 1 0 9.3 9.9
631 10.8 9.4 11.9 8.5 10.1
631 6.8 11 1 9.3 10.5 9.9
9.7 8.2 9.1
8.2 9.5 8.7 8.7




















150 27 24.5 12.25




641 138 12 11 5.5 5.5
642 144 18 17 8.5 8.5
643 147 18 18.5 9.25 9.3
644 25 24 12 12.0



















































DESCRIPTION: A high build, high gloss cycloaliphatic amine-epoxy with excellent
chemical abrasion and moisture resistance.
COLORS: Full range of colors.
V.O.C. 2.342
SOLIDS CONTENT: Volume - 70.0 (+/-) 2% for mixed paint










To touch 2 hours
To handle or recoat - 6 hours.
RECOMMENDED USES: For severely corrosive environments in marine, pulp and paper,
kaolin, fertilizer, chemical and petro-chemical industries.
Recommended for lining water tanks and chemical process tanks.
An Elite representative should be contacted for specific
recommendations.
RECOMMENDED PRIMERS: Elite 8844 primer or other approvcd Elite primers.
APPLICATION: Apply in good weather, when air and surface temperatures are
50°F. or above. Surface temperatures must be 5" above dew
point. Bring temperature of product to 70 - 100°F. prior to
mixing and spraying May be applied by brush, roller,
conventional or airless spray. To obtain maximum edge
protection and film build, spray application is recommended.
Strain material before spray application. Wet film thickness of 6
mils will give 4 mils of dry film thickness. Allow for losses due to
application methods, cot_ditions and surface irregularities
'_ _,_r m_ _ _.a_..,mmR,__ll_.,_',_,'- ..¢.,r=,," _ _ _ _ --_ _ ._=_.r _:_ ,,. :.9,"',_ ,-t --" '')
,
P. O. BOX 130 _ GORDON, GEORGIA 31031 • PHONE (£t2) 62,5-2111 • FAX (£12) 628-5[.70
_;i',,t r'L I;:t' :r f,_ i dTq,_L_;(7 is't: 'lL (J'10_ ['t '"'. L!V,L rL',',, O r)('S,P,,5'f r,Ct- . L" _',S rt[; _,,c'l,, ' i_'r.:_,_(z r,7 t('[,_Cr_ .._ '1 IO: I'(_ . !_: ID[ L" ;'1(._ C' t_-_,."" ; :













4 parts Part A to I part B.
Eiitc "I-33
As recommended or equal.
Conventional spray = DcVilbiss MBC-510 Gun: E tip, 704 air
cap, 3/8" ID material hose, double regulated pressure tank with
oil and moisture separator. Airless Spray - .015" orifice tip, 1/4"
teflon material hose, 28:1 ratio pump.
Commercial blast in accordance with SSPC-SP6. All
grease, oil, etc. must be removed prior to application by
detergent hydro-wash and/or solvent washing SSPC-SP5
recommended for inamersion sen,ice.
Clean all equipment immediately after use with T-7 or ketone
thinner.
A non-destructive (100 volts or less)
holiday detector should be used to check continuity of dried fihn.
A suitable type is Tinker-Rasor Model M-1. Repair of holidays
should be done in accordance with job specifications or as
othe_'ise recommended.
In the event welding or flame cutting is performed on metal
coated with this product, do sa in accordance with instructions in
U.S.A. Standard Z 49.1-1967 "Safety in Welding and Cutting".
All welded, burned or otherwise damaged areas should bc re-
prepared to base metal and recoated as specified.
Elite two component Polyurethane
WARNING: Vapor harmful. Causes eye irritation.
Combustible. Contains organic solvent. Avoid breathing vapor.
Avoid contact with eyes. Keep away from heat and flame. Wash
thoroughly after handling. Use only with adequate ventilation.
Use suitable respiratory equipment, as necessary. Keep container
closed.





INFORMATION TELEPHONE NO.: 912-628-2111
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NO.: 800-424-9300
PREPARATION DATE: 09/20/90 REPLACES DATE: 05/10/90 PREPARER: SCR
SECTION I - PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
==========================================================================================
8844 WHITE PART A
EPOXY
50347001
SECTION II - HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
OCCUPATIONAL VAPOR KNOWN OR
WT. PERCENT EXPOSURELIMITS PRESSURE SUSPECTED
CHEMICALNAME - CAB NUMBER IS LESS THAN (TLV-TNA) (TLV-STEL) (PEL) m_Hg 20C CARCINOGEN
............................................................................................................................
EPOXY RESIN 15_ NOT EST. NO_ EST. N37 EZT. 0.0 NO
EPOXY RESIN 25_ 10.0mg/m3 NOT EST. NOT EST. 0.0 NO
PEIROLEUM HYDROCARBON 64742-g5-6 5g NOT EST. NOT EST. 100 pp_, 3.0 NO
XYLENE,DIMETHYL BENZENE NE 1330-20-7 I0_ I00 ppm 150 ppm 100 ppm 21.0 NO
N-BUTANOL ?I-36-3 B_ 50 ppm NOT EST. 50 ppm 2.6 NO
"THYL-2-PENTANONE 108-10-I 5_ 50 ppa NOT EST. 100 ppm 16.0 NO
_rHOXY BUTANOL 111-76-2 5_ 50 ppm NOT EST. NOT EB]. 0.6 NO
,,-,-,,OPYLENEGLYCOL METHYLETHER 107-96-2 S_ 100 ppm 150 ppm NOT EST. 12.5 NO
N.A. - NOT APPLICABLE
SECTION IIl- PHYSICAL DATA
BOILING RANGE : 241-340 F VAPOR DENSITY :
ODF)P : _.RO.Y4TJC FVAPC)R_.TJOX P_TT:
',PPEAF<ANCt; : V}IITI-. LIQIT]Ii
qOLAT]I,E BY h'V]O}lT: 19.4_, SOLUBILITY :
VOLATILE BY VOLUHE: 34.O% PRODUCT DENSIIY :
IS HEAVIER THAN AIR




SECT!O:; VI - REACTJV!T'f DATA
STABILITY: THIS PRODUCT IS STABLE UNDER NORMAL STORAGE CONDITIONS.
ZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: WILL NOT OCCUR UNDER NORMAL CONDITIONS.
"-rrAZARDOUS DECOMPOSTION PRODUCTS: CARBON MONOXIDE AND UNIDENTIFIED ORGANIC COMPOUNDS b_l'
BE FORMED DURING COMBUSTION.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: AVOID HEAT, SPARKS, AND OPEN FL_IE.
INCOMPATAB ILl TY : NONE
SECTION VII - SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE FATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: WARNING! FL_'_V_BLE. ELIMINATE
ALL IGNITION SOURCES. HANDLING EQUIPMENT MUST BE GROUNDED TO PREVENT SPARKING. TRANSFER TO
STORAGE/SALVAGE VESSELS. SOAK UP RESIDUAL WITH AN ABSORBENT SUCH AS CLAY OR SAND.
WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD: PLACE CONTAM_INATED MATERIAL IN SUITABLE CONTAINERS FOR DISPOSAL.
°--
SECTION Vlll - SAFE HANDLING AND USE INFORMATION
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: IF EXPOSURE F_Y OR DOES EXCEED OCCUPATIONAL EXPOSURE LIMITS
(SECTION If) USE A NIOSH - APPROVED RESPIRATOR TO PREVENT OVEREXPOSURE. IN ACCORD WITH 29
CFR 1910.134 USE EITHER AN ATMOSPHERE - SUPPLYING RESPIRATOR OR AN AIR - PURIFYING
RESPIRATOR FOR ORGANIC VAPORS.
VENTILATION: USE EXPLOSION - PROOF VENTILATION AS REQUIRED TO CONTROL VAPOR
CONCENTRATIONS.
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: WEAR IMPERVIOUS GLOVES.
EYE PROTECTION: WEAR CHEMICAL GOGGLES TO PREVENT EYE CONTACT.
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: WEAR PROIECTIVE CLOTHING AS REQUIRED TO PREVENT SKIN CONTACT.
JIENIC PRAC]ICEG;: WASH Wl]il SOAP AND WATER B[FOR[I EA]IN5, DklNKIN(,, S:,_¢,}:1_ OF, USING
---,OILET FACILITIES. LAUNDER CON]AMINATED CLOTHING BEFOkE REUSE.
Candidate Manufacturer's Product Dlt_ _rJd Recommendations
Manufacturer J Surface Profile
Product J Prep mils
_,lumlnum Metalized Thermal System
Elite Coatings

































































584 12.1 11.4 12.7 10.8 12.5 10.9 11.7
585 _10.4 11.4 10.6 11.4 10.9 11.8 11.1
586 3.4 9.7 12 10.1 11.9 10.1 11.9 11.0
587 12.5 10.4 12.4 10.6 12.5 10.4 11.5
588 11.5 10.2 11.4 10.7 11.8 10.6 11.0
589 12.5 13 12.3 13.1 12.4 12.4 12.6
15.3 12.7 12.8 12.8 12.8 13.2590 12.7










































































2F 1F 2F 1F 2F













































13.2 11.2 13.2 10.9 12.1


































































































































































































































620 2.9 9.1 7.2









8.7 8.5 8.4 J 9.3 £ E4
8.2 6.4 8.7 7.8 7.6
£.1 8.3 9 7.3 8.3
6.7 9.3 6.3 10.1 8.1


















































625 9.2 9.9 8.3 10.9 9 1 1 9.7
625 9.6 10.5 10.2 13.3 1 0 8.4 10.3
626 7.4 7.3 6.3 7.3 7.6 8.3 7.4
626 6.9 9.7 7.9 9.3 8.4 10.7 8.8
627 7.2 10.2 6.9 9.9 6.4 9.5 8.4
627 8.3 8 8.8 7.9 8.5 8.2 8.3
628 3 8 8.3 7.1 8.1 8 8.4 8.0
7.5 11.6 7 10.7 9.'1
629 7.6 8.6 6.9 8 7.8 8.6 7.9
629 - 7.9 8.4 8.2 10.1 8.6 8.8 8.7
630 8.8 7.6 8.2 8.1 8.8 8.2 8.3




10.7 9.4 11.9 8.5 10.1
631 8.8 10.2 9.5 11 9.3 10.5 9.9
632 8.7 9.7 8.5 9.7 8.2 9.5 9.1
7.6 g 9.1 8.2 9.5 8.7 8.7
633 141 149 13 21 17 8.5
634 150 152 22 24 23 11.5
635 157 149 29 21 25 12.5
636 150 149 22 21 21.5 10.75








































9,3643 147 146 19 18
644 151 153 23 25 24 12 12.0
645 149 152 21 24 22.5 11.25 11.3
646 151 152 23 24 23.5 11.75 11.8
647 145 141 17 13 15 7.5 7.5
648 150 150 22 22 22 1 1 11.0
649 145 150 17 22 19.5 9.75 9.8
650 146 146 18 18 18 g 9.0
651 20.5 18.8 19.1 19.2 18.8 19.8 10.4
652 19 16.2 19.4 15.7 18.9 15.1 17.4
853 14.6 13.8 15.2 14.5 14.4 14.4 14.5
654 17.4 13.7 17.5 13.4 18.1 13.5 15.2
655 13.9 16.7 13.9 16.9 13.9 17.2 15.4
656 15.3 16,4 16.2 16,8 15,2 16.6 16,1
avcrao_ 9 £ 10.2 9.8 10.3 9.9 102 10.4
_),_ILY INSPECTION IqE:_CRT,TEST PANEL I=ECORD i'STE-L)




Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)





Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal














Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness




Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
l ,_.'15




Application Equipment (Record) _3_,_r/_




Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Melhod)
R_)/A F-,i':S' _, -f' /"
• _ .- , ### '
r,t+<.'Y:...,..'J,1f:! s/_J ,.<,'-.,-,h,',,,',',-,
lnspectcr: d'_ '_
Ic,_',e: . ,6 / ,,'_ m4
IReportNo.
LPaqe o t








Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive lest
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: CP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal











DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:Ambient Conditions (Record)
Applic.ator's "_lame (Record)
Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record}
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
C,,'/s /f#c _f /
V
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
' r" ? _'l_r,sD_c,o;.:_;.._._-_,7.
IDate: - /+;-77? _ 7_
IReport No.
IPaqe of
D#ILY,NSPE,STICN#E=ORT,TE_T PANEL PECOPD ISTEELt CLIENT: /i)/_5/_. JCB O: /- - #_ y/




Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recyc!£d #,br_sive Test
tqozzte Air Pressure (Record) l
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record) j
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal













Surfac.e Prep. to Appl..(Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Appiication Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness

















Dry Film Thickness (DFT)
Holiday Test (Record Method)




DAILY INSFECTICN PE=CRT,TEST UANEL FE,SOlSD tSTE-L) CL:ENT: ,/V'/4 ...T/_
_CB O: {7-_3YI
"_ummary of Work Performed: _...,,2, J _..¢z_,,_ _ 8E'_ /
=RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
iGrease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive lest
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal












Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness















Dry Film Thickness (DFT} See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)





DAILYINSFECTICNPE=ORT,TEST PANEL PE,CCFD iSTEEL)





Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness ('Record),
SURFACE PREPARATION
_,mbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive., (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal















Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record .Time )
Compressed Air Cleanliness
,L
Time Application Began (Record)
,Surrounding Air Cleanliness












Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tattles
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
DP: 5-/cF ST: 2_
{nE,.':n_:s&.,/c.o,'_, ¢.d:,,.,- d,_. ,_-r _:1
LA;..,b.,./A: G.,. i
" , I .
/ , /' . / I
eDorl No.
Page of
D,_'LY INSPECTION I_EFCRT,TEST PANEL FECOI=D _TEEL) CLE-,;' ;JAS, A.
it_. JOB NO: I-/6,_ q I
of Work Performed: /_,/e_lH,]_ _._.._Summary
=RE-SURFACEPR PARATION S U
Condition o! Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
iA__ft_,J,_.,e Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
_-,/A
_URFACE PREPARATION
t_mbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
1,1"Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal







flY, ,° ZYD._::,z,_ I._.._o I
jj_ /•
Material .'lemperature/Potlife (Record) A_!
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record) A.4",1'
Time of Mix (Record)
'_ix Ratio (Record) ,_.4"/
nduction Period (Record). Z/
_,PPLICATION
[Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Applicator's Name (Record) /_I.,: " /'.....'j. ,.:'_
Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time) ., . ,
Compressed Air Cleanliness ,,'/--"
Time Application ,Began (Record) _'7,S_
Surrounding Air Cleanliness _






Time Application Complete (Record) d, _.'3:p ' #//.,m /
NSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
, ,i
Holiday Test (Record Method) ,4,,;t



























.....A ..(....6 ..z.....v.... ....
..... ..............
4,3
_. _-_--_ '_Testex, Inc.
Ge;e less 20 ,J Nev, ark, DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
._S-O-FILM "No. -- _..





M;_s._ =_ :) Testex, Inc.




_,,s. _'-3 , TP._f_Y I.,.


















_C,'"Z..__ ," _/l'estex, Inc.,
PRESS-O-FILM'"
f,_ .__
,,,,_ :_._- lestex, Inc.
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
Mi;s. i['Z --"'-








_s. _ ._ _ Testex, In{,






No. __ _.$ ,




_,,_L4_ ,.: !Testex, Inc.









_:._...3_:1__. : ' Testex, Inc.
G_;e _ss 20 " N,: v,'a_:, DE 197_5
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)I
PRESS-O-FILM "" I PRESS-O-FILM ""






v_s._4..__.C i .) Testex, In(,
Gage less 20 :" ' I';e v_rk, DE 1971,5
XCOARSE(1.5.4.5)
!




M_:_I_ '_ !Testex, Inc
Ga;e less 20 ' : N_',_,i.;,DE19715
X COARSE(1.5-4.5)
Pace of
NASA H6341 Paqel Pro_rsCoatin.q System B -A_._._,'_,,,. 5
i Panelf'i'ag # I Front
I . .PRESS-O-FILM'"
No CI_" F
M_.o. _ _ testex, Inc.









G_-f '_-,_2o Nc,,,_l D[ !.c'15
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM'"
rlo_ I (,_t F
M_._._J__ : Testex,Inc.





M_. /.o festex, Inc.
G_ _-_ 2o Newark, DE 19711t
COARSE(.8-2.0)
PRESS-O-FILM'"
tt _ 15_ _ F




_,,_ ,v._, :: Testex,lnc.

































/-" 1: '_ PRESS-O-FILM'"
I C If.." M,,_..._,t.5_ lestex, Inc.





/_ ( _ 17 _i_,J._- Testex,Inc.










e,_:_ 3.3 Testex, InC.
N_',a'k DE 19715 c_:_ _, _ :" ": =- DE19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE {1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM'" PRESS-O-FILM "_
No. No,
v_s-__2:_:____ festex, Inc. r_,;_.o.j._ 'festex, Inc.
G_;e_ess,_o Ne,_,ad.:,DE 19715 G_;ele_s_o Ne_,2",,DE lC715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM'" PRESS-O-FILM'_
No. _, No.
_,_...ZL__ festex, Inc. _s_ Testex,Inc.
GLge Jess 2 0 NL,','2"k, DE 19715 Ga3e less 2 0 N_@,_rk, DE 19715






































t: _ i }estEx,Inc.
6:._=,._, _:, r;',^a';. D[ 19_:5
, ,- p_or;X CO,;,K,_E(1.5-4.5) _ "- of
PRESS-O-FILM '"
_.:._t, lestcx, Inc.
G_.:, _,'_: N:,'._", DE19715
Y.CC;r'sr (1.5-4 5)
Coatin.qSystem NASAH6341 PaneTPro_'e._





















_'_rs.__=!____ Testex, Inc. v,:.s._ _restex,Inc.
roa_e_ss20 Newark,DE 19715 Ga_etess20 Ne^ ,ark,DE197',5
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
i
PRESS-O-FILM "_' PRES S-O-FI LM ""
u;,._..2_J__ Testex,Inc. t,.,:__ lcstex, Inc.
X COARSE (1.5-4.5) X COARSE (1.5-4.5}
P RE S S-O-FI LM "" PRESS-O-FILM ""
No.
M_r_.J.J__ Testex, Inc. No.Ga;ele,_20 Newark,DE19715 M_Ls.J,L Testex, Inc.
Ga;e less20 Newark,DE19715











r,'._ J. P___ Testex, Inc.






































_. 3,3 Testex, Inc.






































G_ce_.ssa O N_wa_, DE19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
I

























Elite 8844 SP-5 2
amine-epoxy
Panel Numbers SS= E7$'o _'9G
I Sudace 1F
tPanel #/'Tag # ProNe D-'--T
2g
• . Z/-/'.:; ,'- 2 c/
Candidate Manufacturer's Product Data end Recommendations
mils # -(rnld) , used [ Equip
2 4 to 5 70% B,R,cA
Alum= _rf7-(ell_ Coupled= Gl(i -('31L CPVC=- _,33-6,_'o






























s7o _ d 7. &,(_ 0 _o/ _,...g 7,_ 'E' #DIVI0!
577 5"- _ .6 ._
5781 y, ? ?;_
579 (:,.o 6.5
582 5.2 5"7
@,¢-_ "7..2 "Z(.'TJ) :7 6 _D_V/O_
7.oq _.,_ (.Y ¢.5 _D_V/O!
•--_.e 6", 5 [ _.. _ _. (_ #DIVTO
7:_5 _,,_' "7, _ _;'. F #DIV/O
_.9 _ (_ 7. _ ' ?.o ,_D,V/O_
_. "2 ,E_. / _'. _ _DIVI0!7. E=
s98 _7 /0.7 "7..("
599 _..c_ T, 9 _'.0 2.Q I'. I 7. 7 _DIV/O!
600 /'01 ! _'.J _', _ e. 6" /0./ (?_ / _DIV/O!
601 ":?o_;;' ,_!_'._ _..6 z_', 7 9'. ? _ ,6 #DIV/O!








NASA 8Aluminized Elite 8844
Coating System IB Aluminum Metallzed TI Elite 8B44 Page of
I Surface 1FPanel #/Ta_ # Profile DFT
ALUM 606 .._.





ALUM 611 /o. I
ALUM o_2 _ /
-J
_.LUM 6131 ,9';_.._--
ALUM 61 4 9, 6"
ALUM 61 5 J,_.,._"
ALUM 616 _ /
ALUM 61 7 _J
ALUM 618 /4. /
i
SSCPL 61 9 _,
AL CPI 61 9 /_. 6"
sscP_ o20 9. /
ALcP_ o2o q i/
sscPL s21 l._
'ALcPL 621 7. z./



























/o. ? _ _ Io. "T .f..._'" _DW/O
//.J. _. A {o. ? ?. _ ,DI\'Io
//. 0 9.0 /o. 7 ,P:.AT _D_V/O
9. I/ 1/. o 9. 7 //. o #DW/O_
/,4, 6" _ /o. ( "1._' _DW/O!
£Y /._. r __K" /e. ? _DIV/O!
7 ?_4- .q.5 '/'.,_, #DIV/6!
'7. ¢ //. _ '/'.</ q./ 4.8
/0,/" /0. 3' p. _ /0. y #DIV/O
/._.3 _OlV/O!
/=?. 0 _DIV/O!_./ /#._ _._?
II. ,7 I/. ,_. /._. "7 l_ _ _DtV/O!
,¢. ;_ _. 5- ,_,,_ :L_ _D_V/O_
_.,_- E._ ._._' Z,,_ _Dv/o
'Z./ _-. 2 7. D 2-2 #DIV/O!
_','_ _'.__' _',._P /o ; _DIV/O!
_, "_' #DIV/O
-'='-,_ _.7 Z,w _.? #DIV/0!




AL CPI4 623 /_ /
ssdP_ _24 7. _"




/_-I _'.,_ /_, 7 J_,_J _ / _DIVIO! !
_, _L. ,/._. _/z _._.Z'" /_ / _..___" I#DIVIO !
/,'.4 ,f'. Y / _'./ 2_'._" /_P ,DIV/O!
_,_ ,¢,_ f/. _ ?.,_ '_.6" _D_V/O_
_. £ 7, 1 @'.f ,_. _ P' £ _D_V/O_
/,,. _" /o. ¢ /..P._ /o.,_ ,r,._ _DlWO!









627 ! /_-o °. _)
,628 _,-_
62._ Z( Y',c _-, ?'
_;_ 7. ? ,5-.-/" _. _
#DIV/0!
:- : Jhf ._ ,' >. f •
i_; ,,:._Coaling System
NASA BAluminized Elile 8844





















DFT DFT I DFT
1F 2F Averag_
DFT DFT DFT
,,¢,,,P .,_, .,4 #DW/O
/o, _ _', ,2 tf DIV/0
//. r _, _ _'Dl',,,,'o
_'. ,.._ /c_.J'- ,_DIVIO!







































655 /-R _ /c.7
ss6/_.. _ /,_. 1-/





























Manufacturer's Product Data and Recommendalions
Profile Coats DF3",ea. Vol. Solids
mils I (mid) %
System
2 2 4 to 5 70% B.R,C,A
SS= Alum= Coupled= CPVC=
.I
Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F Avera9 e











































//..¢- / o ._,
/,2,. _ 1.2...,,_ /_._ /Z- J #DIV/O
//f' /_._ //7 /a. '/ _DIV/O
/Z. ,9 /2.7 /o.J'l 10. I/ #DW/O
/,2. _ /o .z /3. o II. / #mv/o
/I. I Io.J_ /'o.3 Io. 7 #DIV/_!
/o.o !0..¢" I_.1 /o. Z_ #DlViO!
9 _ /2. _ ?, V /_. _t #DiV/O!
7" 7 [/" _' P" _ //. _7 #DIM/O!
//'..5- ft. _ /_.o /-_.3 #DIV/O!!
/,Z.? /o. g /2,.r- /_. _' _D_V/O_I
/_. _ //. _ /D. y //. # #DIV/O!
Io, ! II. ? !_' / H' _ #DIV/O'
/.2,/ /0. E /2. J'- /D, Y #DIV/O!































_1_._" /3,o /2. 3 13./ /,_.Y /2,_' #DIV/O!
//,_. 7 /J'.3 /_,. 7 /2. _ /2.,_ t/,_, _ #DIV/O!
/.¢. I ID._ /3, _- II. 2__ /3,Z /_. _' _D_V/O_
/2, I 11.Z IZ. ,L //. _" l;t. Z #. ,t _D_V/O_
/I. 7 I!. _ //7" 13. 3 /2.. o I/. 7 #ply/o!
/3.C" /2.7 13. _" /4.-_" /.._, 7 I.Z. 7 #DIV/O!
///. _ _. 3 //. d /9. t,/ //. I_" /<3. O #DIV/O!














System #9 Manufacturer's Product Dsta _,r=d Recommendations
Manufacturer Surface Profile Coats
Product I Prep mils #
Wisconsin Prot. Ctgs J
Plaslte 7122 SP-5 I 2.5 2
epoxy phenolic (employed by NASA)
Panel Numbers
DF"I, ea. Vol. Solid_ Abrasive I AppI
(mid) "_ u.=ed 1 EquipI



































































































































































































































































12,6 12.4 12.3 12.4 12.5 12.5
11.3 14.2 11.1 14.2 11.1 14.3 12.7




































































































































































































































































































13.4 12.8 13.8 13.2
14.8 13.9 14.2
14.9 12.5 14.9 14.0
13.713.913.5 13.8.
17.6 13,6 17,9 13,5 17.6 13,8 15.7
13.6 4.5 3.8 4.8 3.8 4.5 5.8
- 14.6 15.8 14.5 16 14.4 16.1 15.2





13.3 13.1 13 13 13
13.9 14.2 14 14.2 13.8





163 165 35 37 36 18.0 18.0
166 163 38 35 36.5 18.3 18.3
159 157 31 29 30 15.0 15.0






























































































































PLASITE 7122HI-RESISTAN_I 'PROTECTIVE COATING
T_TE: A cross linked epoxt'-pheno!Jzcured with at, all:aline curing agent and formulated with particular attention to v,Jdeclnemi_ refistsqc¢
and ea_ of handling.
INTEN'DED USE: As a lard: rining a,-,dfor ind u._:fi:.!maintenance. M_v bo app!ied to metal, conmete and ,a'ord. (Re for to ZOY,"FOF USA GF
b=lov:.) POP, IN_USTI r,I),,.L USE ONq_,Y!
GOVERN_IENT AGENCY ACCEPIANCE: .Meets the requiren-,cr_t._of 0,¢ U. S. Fc,:,_ a=,d Dr_g Adr:,i:.i._:r_,i:,:.. 21 CFE 37; 3"_"
(NOTE: The color "Green" is not suitable tor tood service. Speci_ colors may not meet FDA requirements; consult PLASITE led'mica'
Sen'ice Department).
PLASITE 7122White, Lt. Gray and Lt. Blue have been accepted by the U. S. Department of Agriculture for use in direct food contact areas.
PLASITE 7122 White, It. Gray and Lt. Blue have been accepted by the U. S. Environmental Protection Agency for surfaces which contact
potable water.
CHEMICAL RESISTANCE: Excellent chemicaI resistance to a wide range of acids, alkalies, solvents and water solutions. Refer to CHEMI-
CAL RESISTANCE on Page 2.
TEMPERATURE RESISTANCE: Dry film basis is 400°F for short periods. Continuous immersion temperatures depend on particular
reagent.
SURFACE PREPARATION: Steel surfaces shall be prepared by blasting as required by ZONE OF USAGE. Refer to PRIMERS onPage 2.
APPLICATION: PLASITE 7122H isformulated for standard production spray equipment. 7122B is formulated for brush and roller applica-
tion and should be force cured for immersion sen-ice. Refer to Page 4 for details on APPLICATION PROCEDURE.
COLORS: Green; Light gray; Medium gray; Black; White; Light blue: Tile red. Special colors are available, but may not be suitable for foo!
service. Consult PLASITE Technical Service Department.
FILM TH ICt_'-ESS PER COAT:A 6 to 7nail fi!m isproduced inone multi-pass spray coat. A 2 to 4 rail filmmay_ produced by one 'flow on'
brush coat.
COVERAGE: 898 mil fir/gallon +_4% theoretical. For estimating purpose_, 50 fl.Tg',dlonwill pro_uc¢ a 12 to 15 m!! DE]- film (20_, ]o_._
included). Two multi-pass spray coats will produce the 12 to 15 mil DFT film recommended tot immersion sen'ice.
DRYING TIME: Surface will normally be tad,: flee in 2 to 3 hours at 70°E
CURING TIME: 5 days at 90°F or 7 days at 70°E Refer to Page 2 for force curing.
PHYSICAL SPECIFICATIONS
PIGMEN'I'S: Titanium dioxide,'inerts and tinting colors.
SOLIDS: 67% by weight; 56% ,.+.4% by volume, depending on color
andpigmentation.
POTLIFE: Approximately 24 hours at 70°E
SHELF LIFE: 24 months at 70°E Material in stod: should be turned
upside down every 3 months.
SPRAY VISCOSITY: 28 ± 7 seconds- Ford Cup #4 depending on
color.
SHIPPING WT.: Approximately 12 lbs./gal]or:.
ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE: 5.5 x 10_ ohm-cm Volume Rests-
fix'iN'- ASTM D-257-66.
'ABRASIVE RESISTANCE: 47 milligrams average loss
1099 t3'cles TABER CS-17 Wheel- 10O0 Gr.'Wt., It. gray color.
'HARDNESS: Konig Pendulum Hardness of 136 seconds; (Glass
Standard = 250 seconds); ASTM METHOD D.1366-8-1.
THERMAL SHOCK: Unaffected 5 t3"cles -70°F to ÷ 200°E
GLOSS: 86 at 60°.
"NOTE: Above tests were conducted on film cured at 150°E
VOLATILE ORGANIC COMPOUNDS CONTEN'I'
COATING AS SUPPLIED THINNED 10% BY VOLUME
(ASTM METHOD D2369) V,qTH PLASITE 71 THINNER
Color Lbs./Ga]. GramsrLiter "Lbs./Ga]. "G:-amstLiter
Lt Gray 3.09 :t2% 370 :t2% 3.,13 +_2% 410 :t2%
NOTE: VOCcontent varies between colors. Contact PLASITE Technical Sen'ice Department tor VOC of specific colors.
"Determined theoretically by using ASTM Method test results.
ZONE OF USAGE
A ZONE: Includes immersion sen'ice for process, transportation and storage vessels, as well as exteriors of high temperature equipment,
sumps, sewers, exhaust ducts, concrete bases and floors or other surfaces subject to combinations of Ngh temperature and heavy spills of
corrosive chemi_ls. SSPC-SP5 blast and a film thickness of 12 to 15 mils required.
B ZONE: Interior process areas where structural steel, floors, equipment, ducts and other surfaces are subject to attack by strong fumes,
occasionalspillsand splashes at interTnediate temperatures, SSPC-SP5 or SSPC-SP10 blast and a film thickness of 12to 15mils required. Will
surface preparation as indicated, the finish coating is considered self-priming although, it desired, a hea_3'dub" primer may be incorporated as
part of the system.
C ZONE: Interior and exterior area surfaces subject to fumes of tairly high concentration at ambient temperatures. Hea_3' or medium duty
primer over SSPC-SP6 or SSPGSP7 blast and a total film thiclmess, (primer and topcoat) of,7 to 10 mils required.
D ZONE: Process plantexterior subject to chemical atmosphereand weathering. Medium dub primer over SSPC-SP7 or SSPC-SP3 surface
preparation and a total film thid:ness. (primer and topcoat)of 6 to 8 mils required.
WIgCONSH" PF,$qECTIV[ COAllt,'GS COrir.
£14 [I;zabc:L Slfec:
FrO, Es_ E1_7
Green _,_-), WI 5430£-8147
414-437%551
F,{ [,rt sc rile _ t,)':
Cha nc'.:.:l'c=Corr:p.::ny
1059 l,,' Pc;r: Oc:, F:c.:,..qf.' 21C'
H9:.'-:.!: .% i c ... : 27L :..5
f_imthJ_.kn_s_f12to 15ff_s. The panels_,'-eone_h_l_:o-nme,-_w,-thesolu_onat tempemtu_• -. - ,__,.::i" ]or apcnc_ oi s_x-r_.:,.:L :_v.-id,
_oeffect ontheooating.
ACIDS ALKALIES . SOLVENTS
50% SulM'ic* 50% Sodium Hydro:ride Alcohol
50% Oxalic" _gnesium Hydroxide Ethyl, Iso-Propyl,
30% Phosphoric" 10% Potassium Hydroxide Butyl, Dec)']
25% Boric' Caldum Hydroxide Gasoline










Sour-Crude Oil - 180eF
*NOTE: Although the chemical tests indicated may show that PLASITE 7122 isunaffected by immersion as listed, it is not meant to imply an
express guarantee in actual senice. The sen'ice isdependen" up:):-,propc; application and acvcal opt ra:i:_gco:,:2i:io:.san2 i: i: _.c:,_:-
all) recommended that u_ers COr!i,"mzfapt_bi!ib' of the pro2_,ct for e specific u_,_by their own tests.
PLASITE 7122 is classified as a relatively thin film coating and should not be used for total and continuous immersion in certain eL<miczl-
such as those acids referred to under CHEMICAL RESISTANCE which have extremely high corrosion rate to mild steel an 5 o:2,er subsxate_.
Use in such chemical exposure should be confined to fumes and spills.
THINNERS
The following thinners are recommended:
PLASITE 71 THINNER -- is a medium fast thinner to be used undermost conditions.
PLASITE $9 THINNER -- recommended for airless orconventional spray. A special blend of fast evaporating solvents and "containingno
hydrocarbons.
It wiE always _ neces_" to thin the coati@ The applicatormustmake exact thinneradiustments based on his equipment and airand sufface
temperatures. The tollowing flfinning guiddines are approximate:
Normal application temperature_ and co:i(_itionswil] require' the addition of app:oxima_dy 10% tidnner bv volum0 v.'itLapp:o::imz',e]) 5_
additional thinner added tot each 5* of increased temperature.
It is recommended that the amount of thinner included on each order amount to approximately 20% of the coating order.
PRIMERS
Primers of the inhibitive t3"pemust be used when steel surfaces are not blasted to white metal and when finish coatings are below 8 mils in
thiclmess. These primers may be applied by either brush or spray application:
PLASITE 7100 ANTI-CORROSIVE PRIMER described in Bulletin 710O-ACisan epoxy-phenolic catalyzed primer of heax3' dub' type appli-
cable for B, C and D Zones.
PLASITE 7103 HEAVY DUTY PRIMER described in Bulletin 7103 is an epoxy metal primerwith superior bond and water resistance, as
well as chemical resistance, for B, C and D Zones.
NOTE: The primers listed above are NOT recommended tor food or potable water sen'ice, or an)' sen'ice where FDA compli-
ance is required.
CURING
1. Normally polymerization and curing will take place in 5days at 90 °F or 7 days at 70*E This coating should no: be app!ied when air tempera-
ture or temperatureof surface to be coated is below 59_'F.Within 24 hours after coating is applied, a minimum substrate temperature of
70°F is required for properpolymerization. Force curing is required for the PLASITE 7122B (brush formulation) when used in immersion
sen, ice. 7122 should be force cured for all taste sensitive immersion sen-ice.
2. Force curing at elevated temperature does increase resistance to certain exposures; therefore, when exposure is severe, force curing is
recommended to obtain maximum resistance.
:3. Listed below are a few curing schedules that may be used for time andwork planning. Prior to raising the metal to the force curing tempera-
ture, it is necessar3' that an air dry time of 2 to 5 hours at temperatures from 70° to 100°F Ix' allowed. After the air dr'3."peri_'_has elapsed,
the temperature should be raised by approximately 30°F each 30 minutes until the desired force curing temperatures are reached.






IE Hours 170 76.6 3'/, Hours
10 Hours 1K_ 82.2 2V2Hou,'s
6H0urs 199 87.7 2 Hours
169 71. ] 41Dtt,,.'JT: 2:1"_ 93.3 l _,'_tl o':".
4. Fmat o_'t rr,:-yt,: el/:t,, d b:, t>:;,:_:it.; c(,:.'_:; s.:ffs :( to .h:]l ;}:f',r tt r,n.i;u_tt ! If :/. di-s .'.>hi,',.v;<,:' (>:,!',_:!":,: s ,f',{r,iag of fi:'., o: ctm. t!/.














3. The surfaceshallbeblastedtoanSSPC-SP5orNACE No.Iwhite
metal surface using a Venturi blast nozzle supplied with 80 to 100
psi. An anchor pattern or "tooth" in the metal shall correspond to
a proximately 20 to 25% of the to'a.l film thickness of the coating. 8.p , * , •
Contanunated grit shall not be used for the finish work.
The blasting media used shall bea natural abrasive, or steel
.
5.
grit, or slag grit (si_,i_r or equal to BLACK BEAU'lrqt'ej. Tlaese






Remove all traces of grit and dust with a vacuum cleaner or by
brushing. Care must be taken to avoid contaminating the surt'ae_:
with fingerprints or from detrimental material on the wort:ers'
clothes.
The surface temperature sha]Ibemaintained 2t 2 minimum of 5 °
above the dew point to preven_ oxidation of the surtace. "li,e
coating shall b_ _,;:,1i._c_within fix sa._,c d:,v tL: ', t.Lcruff: 7( L:'
been p_epared.
Service in Corrosive Atmosphere (B, C and D Zones as described under ZONE OF USAGE.)
1. Degrease surface as described in Item 2 under A & B Zones. b. Commercial blast cleaning - (C Zones) SSPC-SP6 or NACE
No.3.
2. Remove all loose mill scale, rust scale and old paint scale by one
of the following methods: c. Brash-oH blast cleaning - (C & D Zones) SSPC:SP7 or NACE
No. 4.
a. Near white metal blast cleaning - (B Zone) SSPC-SP10 or
NACE No. 2. d. Power tool cleaning - (D Zone) SSPC-SP3.
When utilized, inhibitive primer should be applied as soon as possible after surface preparation.
D Zone application surface preparation as in above Paragraph 2 (d) must result in a relatively rough surface. If the steel is new and this type
of surface preparation does not leave a reasonably rough surface on the steel, then the heavy film system is not recommended.
NOTE: The abe,re specificatiorJ r.umbers are from Steel Structure Pair_!irg Counci! Su,-face Preparation Specifications. 4400 Fifth Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 an:] National Association of Corrosion Engineers, 1:O. E,3x 218340, Houston, ']X 7721_:.
CONCRETE
A ZONE: All concrete surfaces require whip blasting for immersion sen'ice. Fully cured concrete must be blasted to provide a hard, firm
and clean surface for coating. All concrete surfaces must be filled and sealed with PLASITE 9028M1 or PLASITE 9028M2, applied in
accordance with PLASITE Bulletin 9028. All surface imperfections, "bug holes;' etc. must be completely repaired before application of
PLASITE 7122.
PLASITE 9028M1 and 9028M2 are NOT recommended for food or potable water seMce. When coating system requires food or
potable water service, or any sen'ice where FDA acceptance is required, refer to PLASITE Bulletin 9029 Concrete Filler-Sealer.)
13ZONE: Severit3' of expected sen'ice will dictate minimum concrete surface preparation. Severe service (strong flames, spillage, etc.) wilt
obably require A Zone surface preparation and PLASITE 9028M1 or PLASITE 9028M2 filling and sealing before application of
ASITE 7122.
GALVANIZED SURFACE
The surface shall be clean and grease free and properly etched with a standard solution such as GALVAPREP * 5 (as produced by Parker &
Amchem, Madison Heights, MI, telephone 800/521-1355) or a phosphating solution. After the surface is properly etched, it should be
thorough/3"rinsed with water and thoroughly dried prior to the coating application. No inhibitive primer is required providing the galva-
nized surface is continuous.
ALUMINUM
Surface shall be clean and grease free with a blast produced anchor pattern or "tooth" as described earlier under "STEEL". In addition, the
blasted surface shall be given a chemical treatment such as:
ALODINE* 1200S available from
Parker & Amchem
32100 Stephenson Highway
Madison Heights, MI 48071
(800) 521-1355




Melrose Park, IL 60160
1800)323-9784
OAKITE* CRYSCOAT 747LTS Plus
OAKITE _ CRYSCOAT ULTRASEAL
Produced b) Oakite Products
50 Valley Road
Berkeley Heights, NJ 07922
1908) 464-6900
Canada: (416) 791-1628
For immersion, blasting with sharp grit followed by the chemical surface treatment is required.
NOTE: On metallic surfaces prepared only by chemical etching, the total coating fihn thickness applied should be restricted to only half
the film no,"rr,alb" applied to blasted surfaces. This reduced fil':_thicI:ne._: s!,(_'_:!_bc considered during selection of the coating for the
sen'ice and thr type of surfac_ p-ep_ration performed.
g'OOI), 'It_.,_NSITE, ANI_ SI.MII.AR SI_I:I'ACt'fi
Norm:-!L IDa.: n,_tc:i;:]: _,_ :":' _.'._rfi:c¢ltta!r;_( r,l provid:¢! 1"_:. z.t It(( t,[F:'_:: (, {.!i;-r.:_d!rt _','11}:,v _t< dr-', h i: f'_n_rally rt c(,:::




in l:_.icuhr, should b_.fiee of




oldpaba'filrr: and ot,_ercon_.rni- 1. Fo- ".a_!: "ir,ir,g wolk aTd eaclc,_-( :_pac..'._,i: i._r," "_" _ :L :_
_,t the ol,e.-atorprovi:lc himselt with dc;_r, cover_.!i _.-; ru .....
spray guns: soled shoes and observe goo:l persc,naI hygiene. C<_r'ze!r, I,_.r.,,J.q-




Graco PS00 04 02
1_qaen airless spray equipment is used the recommended liquid
pressure is 1500 to 1800 psi with the tip size from .013" to .021"
Thinning requirements are more that, for conventioaal spray.
BRUSH APPLICATION
Use a high quality brus],
2. THE SOLVENT IN THIS COATING IS FLA,'d?dABLE LNI)
CARE AS DEMANDED BY GOOD PRACTICE, OSHA,
STATE AND LOCAL SAFETY CODES, ETC. MI_:S7 BE FOL-
LOWED CI.OSELY. Keep away from ]-_c_, s>zr}:s and op_.n
flame and use necessary safety equipme::L such as air m:.-sk,
e,-,_l_-;...... _ el_.rtricvl r::vi?':-._r.'.. • ......... _:-- to,',!: e, ¢
ladders, etc. Avoid contact wkh s}:iz_and breathing o.*vapor or
_p:>) r.:ie_. V,L_;: v,_,:ki:.g i:__:.:.].:, r,..::.: :.:,:" c:L.: c:._ :.."
sp_ces adequate ve]_tilation rr,ust b{ provid{d, l:',efe: to
PLASITE Bul]etin PA-3. Keep out of the rc:ach of chi!d:cn.
MIXING
The catalyst is in a separate container and measured for the coating unit supplied. Thoroughly mix the pigments. After the pigment and
liquid is thoroughly mixed, add the measured liquid catalyst slowly and mix completely with the coating. The coating should stand approxi-
mate]y 30 minutes after the catalyst Ms been thoroughly mixed.
APPLICATION PROCEDURE
SPRAY GUN 6. By repeating Step No. 4 a homogeneous film of 12 to 15 mils is
1. Air supply shall be uncontaminated. Adjust air pressure to obtained.
approximatelyS01bs, at the gun and provide l0 to l51bs, ofpot 7. Equipment must be thoroughly cleaned immediately
pressure. Adjust spray gun first byop_,ing liquid vaIve and then after use with PLAS/TE thinner to prevent the setting of the
adjusting air valve to give an 8" to 12' wide spray pattern with coating,
best possible atomization.
2. Apply a "mist" bonding peas. NOTE: Prior Io spray' application 31]in egular steel areas, _.,cluamg
- weld seams should bc b_s!_ co.:tcd with PLAS]TE 7122
3, Allow to dry approximately one minute but not long enough to thinned a minimum of 30L by volume.
allow film to completely dr3'.
4. Apply crisscross multi-passes, moving gun at fairly rapid rate,
maintaining a wet appearing film, Obsen'e the coating surface 1.
and, when it appears to be flowing together, you will have an
average 4 to 5 mils wet film. By allowing the solvents to flash-off 2.
for a few minutes, several more last multi-passes may be applied 3.
until you have a film thickness of approximately 5 to 7 mils
(approximately 10 to 12 wet mils). 4.
5. Overcoat Time will vary both with temperature and ventilation.
Will require from 8 to 12hours at 70:F for enclosed spaces. Less 5.
time required for exteriors. Remove 311overspray by dry brash-
ins or scraping if required.
INSPECTION
Refer to PLASITE Bulletin PA-3, Section 3, for inspection requirements.
PLASITE 7122 SPECIAL FORMULATIONS
7122 HAR: Formulated for added abrasion resistance. Refer to PLASITE Technical Bulletin 7122 HAR.
7122 TFE: Formulated with fluorocarbon pigments for excellent release and mass flov:properties. Same chemical resistance, coverage and
application as to, standard PLASITE 7122.
This Bulletin provides standard information on the coating and application procedure. Since varying conditions may not be covered, con-
sult with your local sales representative or PLAS]TE Technic.a] Sen'ice Department for further information.
I_ETRIC COMPARISONS
i rail = .001" = 25.4 microns 1 sq, ft. x 0.0929 = sq. meters
1 U.S. gallon .= 3785 liters oC = 5 (°F- 32)
9
BRUSH APPLICATION
Apply a very light crisscross brush coat.
Allow to dry.for approximately 5 minutes.
App!y a heavy coat using crisscross brush pattern. "Flow" the
coating on rather than try to "brush out."
Allow to dry tack free.
Repeat Steps 3 and 4 until sufficient film thickness is obtained.
Normal]3"a film thickness of 2x,'_, to 3 nails can be obtained per
coat by this method.
F1:8_92
7122-4
FOR COATINGS, RESINS AND RELATED MATERIAI_
DATE OF PREPARATIOM- 1/11/94
(
•'-0S PREPARED BY : WISCONSIN PROTECTIVE COATINGS
NUFACTURER'S NAME : WISCONSIN PROTECTIVE COATINCS
}DRES_ : 614 _LIZABETH STREET
ADDRESS : P.O. BOX 8147
CITY,STATE : GREEN BAY, WI 54308
PAC; E 1
EMERGENCY TELEPHONE NO. DAY: (414) 437-6561 NIGHT: (800) 424-9300
IN_ORF_TION Y ELEPH01:E 1¢0. _AY: (414) 437-6561 NIGHT:
SECTION I -- PRODUCT IDENTIFICATION
MANUFACTURER'S CODE IDENTIFICATION: 7122H800H-02 IAST MOD. DATE : 12/23/86
PRODUCT CLASS: HI-RESISTANT EPOXY-PHENOLIC AMINE COATING
TRADE NAME: PLASITE 7122-H WHITE
REF# 712_HSOOA-OI 7122HDOOB-01
*******************************************************************************
SECTION II -- INGP_DIENTS/HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS
..... INGREDIENT % BY TLV PEL SEC
F_TERIAL DESCRIPTION CAS_ WEIGHT MG/M3 MG/M3 EHS 313
METHYL ISO-BUTYL KETONE '20S-I0-_ * I%-5_ * 205.OO0_ 410.O00' Y_
4-METHYL-2-PENTANONE
TOLUENE,METHYLBENZENE* "108-88-3 * i%-5% * 188.000_ 375.000* Yes
•_OBUTYL ACETATE '110-19-0 * 1%-5% * 713.000" 700.000*
]-METHYLPROPYL ETHANOATE
.'ITANIUM DIOXIDE *13463-67-7 * i0%-30% * I0.O00' 15.000'
SILICA '7631-86-9 * 5%-10% * .i00' ,i00'
KAOLIN,SILICATES '1332-58-7 * 5_JI0% * 2.000* 15,000'
• 78-93-3 * i0%£30% * 590.000* 590.000* Ye_METHYL ETHYL KETONE
2-BUTANONE
POLYAMINE/ETHYLENEAMINES




* 1%-5% * 4.200* 4.000*
* 30_---'7-O_ * N/A * N/A *
* i[-5_ *1880.000'1900.000"
ISOPROPYL ALCOHOL 467-63-0 * 0%-1% * 985.000* 980.000* Ye_
2-PROPANOL
METHYL ALCOHOL,METHANOL _67-56-i * 0%-1% * 262.000, 260.000* Ye_
•N/A * 0%-1% _ 1.500 _ N/A * Yes Ye_UREA-FORMALDEHYDE RESIN*
NBUTYLALCOHOL/BUTANOL @
XYLENE,DTMETHYL BENZE_;E '1330-20-7 *
"71-36-3 * 0%-1% * 152.000' 300.000* _e_
o%-1%
o%-1%
._KALDEHYDE* * 50-00-0 *
* 434.000* 435.000* Ye_
* 1.190' .890' Ye_ Yea
MAJgUFACTI3RER'SCODE: 71_2}{800H-02 DATE OF PREPARATION-
mS: ,'Extremely Hazardous Substance" under SARA Title Ill found in the
Federal Register of April 22, 1987, pp. 13397-13410.
_SEC. 313: "Toxic Chemical" under SARATitle Ill found in the Federal
Register of June 4, 1987, pp. 21168-21179.
_ - THIS RAWMATERIAL IS CONSTDEREDA TRADE SECRET. THE NECESSARY]NFORF_qqC
PER_AI_I_G TO F_._ARD$,CLFA)_ UP PROCKDURKS,PH_SICAL AND CHEMICAL
CHARACTERISTICS HAVE BEEN PROVIDED WITHI)4.
IF THE F_TERIAL DESCRIPTION IS FOLLOWED EY "_" THEN THE!
TLV/PEL IS A CEILING VALUE.
*******************************************************************************
SECTION III PHYSICAL DATA
BOILING RANGE HIGH 281.O DF LOW 148.0 DF
VAPOR PRESSURE 97.00 M2_HG @68DF
VAPOR DENSITY HEAVIER THAN AIR
EVAPORATION RATE SLOWER THAN ETHER
THEORETICAL WEIGH% PER GALLON i0.6 +/- .2
THEORETICAI. % VO[ATII_ BY VO[.IfM_. 49.43 +/- 4%
THEORETICAL % VOLATILE BY WEIGHT 32.65 +/- 4%
SECTION IV -- FIRE AND EXPLOSIO_ F_.ZARD DATA
FLAMMABILITY CLASSIFICATION OSHA-CLASS IB DOT- FLAMMABLE LIQUID
7WEST FLASHPOINT T.C.C. 24.0 DF LOWER EXPLOSION LEVEL (LEL) I.i
:XTINGUISHING MEDIA: Foam, Carbon dioxide, Dry Chemical, Water Fog.
UNUSUAL FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS: Liquid is flammable. Vapors in correct
• concentration can explode if exFes_d t_ sparks, flame, hot sur£aces,
• electric sparks or static charge. Sealed containers may build up pressure
• and may explode if exposed to heat. Water may be used to cool containers.
• Use explosion-proof lighting only.
SPECIAl, FIREFIGHTING P_OCEDURES: Water _ay not be effective. Use self-
. contained breathing apparatus and full protective clothing. _eco_position
• products from burning are not fully known but would be a health hazard.
Symptoms may not be immediately apparent, Obtain med_oal attention.
F_.TEP.IAL SAFETY DATA SHEET PAGE 3
SECTION V -- HEALTH HAZARD DATA
_FFECTS OF OVEREXPOS[_E: ACUTE: Irritation to eyes, n_s_, and throat in
• high vapor concentrations. Liquid may cause chemical burn in eye; damage
• irreversible; may cause chemical burn on skin. CHRONIC: Liquid may cause
skin sensitization. Reports associated repeated prolonged occupational
overexposure to solvents with permanent brain and nervous system damage.
MEDICAL CONDITIONS PRONE TO AGGRAVATION BY _XPOSURE: A_thn.atic-t)_ ccnd[-
fiend, other _hreni_ r_sp_ratery dis_ or skin sensitization.
PRIMARY ROUTE OF ENTRY: Inhalation
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES: INHALATION: Remove to fresh air. Re-
. store breathing• Treat symptomatically. Consult a physician. SPLASH (EYES)
• Flush with water for at least 15 minutes. Take to a physician. SP;ASH
• (SKIN): Wash with soap and water• Remove contaminated clothing. Consult a
• physician. TNGESTION: Drink w_ter to d|]uta. Do not induce vomiting..
• Consult poison control center or physician immediately. Treat sympfo-
• matlcally.
SECTION VI -- REACTIVITY DATA
STABILITY: Stable
HAZARDOUS POLYMERIZATION: Will not occur
HAZARDOUS DECOMPOSTION PRODUCTS: Incomplete combustion produces carbon
• monoxide and other toxic gases.
CONDITIONS TO AVOID: High temperature or heat. Inadvertent over cataly-
ation.
cOMPATIBILITY (MATERIALS TO AVOID): Strong oxidizing agents or mineral
acids.
_*******************************************************************************
SECTION Vll SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDL_ES
STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED: Remove any
• possible source of ignition. No smoking. Ventilate enclosed spaces.
• Recover free liquid. Absorb with dry, Inert material. Avoid breathing
• vapors; wear an appropriate, properly fitted respirator (NIOSH/MSHA
• approved).
WASTE DISPOSAL: Run-off to waterway creates fire hazard. Dispose of in
• accordance with federal, state, and local regulations.
M_FACTURER'S CODE: 7122HS00H-D2 DATE OF PREPARATION- 1/11/9
SECTION VIII-- SPECIAL PROTECTIONINFORMATION
_SPIRATORYPROTECTION: In confined areas use NIOSH/MSHA approved air-
_-_ supplied mask when spraying. Tn areas with restricted venti]ation an
organic-vapor and dust respirator may be sufficient.
VENTILATION: Use only with adequate ventilation. Use NIOSH/MSHA approved
• explosion-proof lighting and ventilation equipment. No smoking or open
. lights. I,_ca] Exhaust (When applying co_t_ng): Face Velocity >60FPM.
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: Neoprene or other solvent r_sistant material.
EYE PROTECTIOR: Chemical goggles or face splash shield.
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Use NIOSH/MSHA approved explosion-proof light-
Ing. Clean coveralls and rubber soled shoes.
HYGIENIC PRACTICES: Observe good personal hygiene, Clean mater_al off hands
. before eatlng, using toilet facilities, or smoking. No smoking whj1_
• using or while containers are open.
SECTION IX-- SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
PRECAUTIONS TO BE TAkeN IN HANDLING AND STORING: Keep containers closed.
• Yeep away from heat and open flame, Store in a NO SMOKING ar_a.
OTHER PRECAUTIO_4S: Avold prolonged or repeated breathing of vapors. Avoid
• prolonged contact with _k_n. Avoid breathing dust from samding, b_astlng,
• or abrading the dry coating.
• DF= Degrees Fahrenheit
. _/A= Not Available/Not Applicable
• ****************************************************************************
HMIS INFORMATION
HEALTH 3 FLAMMABILITY 3
REACTIVITY 0 PERSONAL PROT£CTZON
IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA, THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT(S) APPLIES
TO THIS PRODUCT:
*"WARNING: This product contains a chemical known to the State of
California to cause birth defects or other reproductive
harm. "
*"WAP_ING: This product contains a chemical known to the State of
California to cause cancer."
Note: The chemical(s) is recognized as a carcinogen by one of the following













DIVISION AND LOCATION---SECTION I
.... ====---- ........
.... == _=============_ ..... ==----=% ........
Division: ALLIED-KELIT_
_ocation: NEW NUDSON, MI
' 29111N_LFORD RD.,NEW HUDSON,M_,48165
Emergenc_ TelephonG Number: (313) 437-6161
TF-ansporta_on _me(gency: CHEMTREC 1-(800) 424-g300 (U.$, and Can$_a)
-===== ............
CHEMICAL AND PHYSICAL PROP£_TiE£---_ECTIOI_ II
Chemicsl Name:




in'commatibility (Keeo away from):
Recuc_ng agen_s,comL, ust_bies,organi¢_







_ec_f-fc Gravity (w_t_r:j); no_ applicable
Boi1'i'n_ Point: no% _ppl_cable
Reltfnc Point: no_ applicable
$olubill-tY _n Water (by weight _): 100 a_ 20'C
Volatile(_Y we_gh_ %)" no _ata available
Evaporation Rate: no _ata available
V_p6r-Pressure (mm H_.at 20'C): no% applica_l_
Vapor Density (air=l): nct'a'pplicable
DH(2_): ]e_s than 1.b
_id]tY cr Alkalinity: Strong Acid
_tablli_y:" Product 1$ 6%able under normal









(C_ntinued on next, pacE)
FIIRE AND EXPLOSIONDATA---SECTION IIZ
;mecial Fire Fi£hting _rocG#_ures:
Unusual Fire _nd Exploeion Hazards:
-- L _ I _lm
= -SDorit_neous combu_lol_ m_y Cccur IJ_:.n _Or_&Ct wit_ _ICO_O_C_ _,etE, r_e_
_r_d o:her organic compounds,
Fleshr, c.int : not apl_l icaDle
_lenL,_;_)'_ limits ._: not _Eplic_tIE
Drychemica] or waterspray cr W&terfc,_ or CO.- Dr FC&nl or £c.r,c/E&rth
k
HEALTH NAZARD DATA---SECTION IV
Permissible concentrations (air):
cnromic acio an_ Chromates (aS CrO_): 0.1 ppm ceiling (OSHA);
chromium (V[) compounds ms chromium (water _olu_le): 0,05 m£/m_ TWA
(ACGIM)
b_rium (soluble cembound_, as b_rium): 0,Sm_/m s (CSHA/ACG:H)
fluoride (_s F): 2.5 mg/m_ (OSHA/ACGIH)
Irritation, or a% high concentrations, _rn$ to _Kin, 6}'as, m_;¢_UC
membranes, and respiratory system, Inhalation m_y cauee pulmonary
edema, pn_umoniti_, Or bronchiti_.
Acut_ :;xi¢olo_ical Dromer_ie_:
,3_uSes sk]n ano eyes burns on _irec% contact. Inhalation of duet,
mist or vapors Causes aam_e to mucous membranes and respiratory
system. Swallowin£ causes damaye _o _igestive %ra¢_,
chromic acid-subcutaneou_odoe LOLo: 330 m_/kg (NZO_H)
fluoride s_lts-PEL _,E mq(F)/m3 (OSHA)
Em,ergenc_ Firct Aid Procedures:
_: ' "i-mmedlat_]y' flush with l_r_e _uantitie_ of w_ter cq
site for _0 to 30 minutes. Hol_ eye_ open while
. flushing. Call m physician, Continue water fluch _p tO
one hour during transport to _ medical f_cility.
Skin Contact: Remove contaminated clothes end flush akin burn_ with
water for at lamer twenty minutes. If irritation
persists, extend the water rinse peried from twenty %_
thirty minutes. Call a phy¢i¢i_n immediately after
adequate rinsing,
Inhalation: RemC'¢e victim to fresh air, C_ll a physician,
_f Swali_owed: Do NCT induce vomitin£. If conscious, have victim
rinse mouth, then _rink l_rge _mcunt_ of w&_er. Never
give anything by mouth to _n uncon¢ciQu8 person, C_il
a p_yglcian immediately.
(Continue_ en next page)
ROUTES 0¢ £NTRY:
_<ktn contact, eye contact, inh'al&¢lon an_ sw_]lc_'
TARGET ORGAN(S);
8kin, eyes, blood, respiratory sys:cm, liver _nQ kidney_
SPECZ[AL PROTECTION INFORNATICN---$ECT_ON V
V_n%il&%iQh T_/._..¢__eouire(J (Loc_-I ,rr, ec_._,_,ic_l ,$p£ci&l ):
Local If necess&ry to rF_elnT_aln alic, wable FEL[permi$siblE exposdre
lift, it) or TLV(thr_hh¢l(_ limil_ v_lue)
Respiratory ProteCtiOn ($p_-cify tyPE):
If the _LV/PEL of l;he procucl; Or any component i8 _xcceded, use a
NIOSH/MSHA ¢ertlfiecJ self contained breathing app_-ratua.
Protective Glove$:
• _ - .._
rubber
Eye,, IDretection ;
chemical' _afety go_les mnQ full face shield
Other Protectiv_ EQuipment;:
ruCl3er apr_r_ kuD_r b'oot_
==================================
HA,t_'C'LING OF SPILLS 0;, LEA.K_---SEC'T_C, t4 V_I
==------- ==========================. _ ............ . ..... . .... __;_;_::===
l:rocedure_ f_r Clean-Up:
i Cl .Wear prcl_ec,1;1ye to%;hino end eQUiDmGnt during Cle=_U#. Sweep up
powC_er spills anQ place in a st;eel contalner. For 8olutior, _p;lls,
absorb on an inert m_terial :.uch as earth, sand or vermiculite,,
sweep up and di_pcse of in accordance w_t.h fader&l, state and lc, c_l
rec.ul al;lOne.
Waste D,i,.ep_al:
'" ' Dispose (_t"in acco-d_nc_ with all _pDlicable fed_-ral, _t.ate -_nd
local regulasion_,
=--==.- -_----'_=---_-_--==--=. _.- _ --- .......... ;=-==-___- __. =_-==_.===-_-_=_-
$_'ECZAL _RECAUTZON$---SECTION VII
..----.q. .... ============================ ...... "-=_------_
Prec_ul;ion8 to be t_ken in ha-,dling and storage:
Wear probed%lye clo_hir, 9 and ¢quip:_ent while han(_lin£.
Wash thoroughly a, .er h_r, dlin£,
Store aw_y from reducing agent_,combust,;bles,or_nic_ and sulfur.
Stere aw_y from, direct heat or eunli£h1_.
(Cc,ntinu_d on n_x% p_ge)
•r K-_ T T% _r -i- -
• o
TRANSPORTATION DATA---SECTION VIZI
..-------,----_--.----_--.......... --'Z_._--_.=_."--_ ---,,___. - ....
D.O,T.: Regul_ted
IJ.S-, -_,O.T. Proper .$hi,_pino None: Chromqc Acid Mixture Dry
L).$. D.O.T, Hazarc1 Cles$; oxidizer
_a-De--]_-5)- Reouir_d: oxidlzer
_c.:_rtc_]e C'dantity: ¢hrc,mic acid--10 Ib/4._4 k_
"_re_or,-t._}_gc1-1'Icagion; ?0 C_rcmic ;.cid _::xtJ,re _ry





......................:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::Sec 3 (Title Ill Superfund Amendment an eauthoriz ion Act :
.... _ _ L
This proauc_ con_alns--the fO1]ow'_ng tcxlc chemical(8) suboec_ "to the
reporting of Section 31_ of the Sucerfund Amendments anO
Reauthoriza_ion A_t of 1986 and 40 CFR Part 372:(The CAS No. is not
required tO be re_orted for certsin metal compound_; the Derc_nt c_
the compound ic Incluoc_,)
Chromium Compound 5z% Chromium ComFc_.'nd
Barium Compound 20.5_ _&rium Cc_.Do_no
COMMENTS
Do not _wallow. Avoid eye an_ _kin contact, Wash thoroughly after
handling, Avoid contact with clothing. Wash clothing before reuse, Keep
from feed or food products. Keep out of reach of children. Keep
containers tightly closed when not in u_e,
Discard contaminated _hoe_,
Chromium _nd certain chromium compounds are inc}ude_ in The _ourth
An_ua_ National Toxicology 115_in£ of chemicB18 known to be carcinogens,
Prepared by: C. Wilkie
T-i-t-To :_eg& Topment Chemi et.
_na_ Date: Sent to:
_ev_s_on Oa-te: 03/15/_2 ....
suc,e-r _ 0e-*. 07/_4/9_ ......
bE_e--Sen_ ...... J J
(Ccn%inue¢ On next pBg_)
We believe the statsments, technical information and recommendations
:ontained herein are relimble, Put they are given without wmrranty or
guar&ntee of any kind, express er implied, And we asEumG mO
._ r_sponsib_llty for an>' loss, damage, or _xpcn_, direct cr ccn_e-
ouenti_l, arising out._ their use,
• . a
, . , , . ,.. .'
System
10
Candidate Cdatig_ .m--turer's Product D_Ia arid Re_mmendation_ ¢
Manu,.otur.Su,.oeI Pro,,,eI Co ,sProduct Prep mils
Wisconsin Prot. Ctgs I
_laslte 7122 SP-5 2.5 2
















Alum=679-700 Coupled =701-714 C PVC=715-732










































































































15.215.3 16.2 15.3 16.1
16.1 14.8 16.7 14.9 16.9
16.2 17.1 16.5 17.2 16.1
15.3 16.1 15.1 15.9 15.2
16.2 14.3 16.2 14.3 16.2
14.3 15.8 14.7 15.6 14.4
14.6 14.5 14.5 14.6 14.4
15.6 15.4 15.9 15.6 15.8


























































































13.2 13.8 13.1 13.7 13.1
14.1 14.6 14.2 14.7 14
12.9 13.8 12.9 13.5 12.7
13.8 12 13.6 12.6 13.8
14.5 10.8 14.5 10.4 14.5
11.7 14.7 11.6 14.9 11.8
13.5 13.3 13.6 13.2 13.4
13.8 13.9 13.9 13.9 13.9
14.2 14.6 14.3 14.6 14.5










































































































































































































































































14.5 14.3 14.2 14.4 14.2






























































17.9 19.1 18 19 18.1
14.6 18 14.1 18 13.8
14.7 17.8 15.7 17.9 15.7






































































































13.9 14.1 13.8 14.1 13.8 14.1 14.0
__.. : ;JEC-TiCNRE=C_T'TE_T PANE_I=ECOPD tSTEE'_! CLIENT: ,,,p/F_' t_
-cB o: Hoof 
ISummaryo,WorkPerformed:PI_,,',_ ?,_ {'_.:.._l
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
_Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size At:;"rasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal














Surface PrEp. to Appl. (Record Time)
_Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Comple..te (Record)
INSPECTION
[DB: 2f _' WB: t_'_ '_
c,P_c
R H: 5"j=",Z/DP:_9 "ST:
v_
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
IE<g.EKS: i
] l.n,_c,o,:Z/g:/,,lDate: . _._ i/.9 /54
I_epo_,_.
[Paqe o f
LYINSPECTICNIsEFCRT,TEST I:?,ANEL_,ECOI::D _STEEL) CUENT:JCB O:




Condition of Edge s, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive.. Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (l%cord)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal












Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time}
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Complete (Record)
NSPECTION
3o
DB:/_'_WB' 70'f RH' (:'_,;_ DP:_f_'_ST: 72 c _J_tt ,4/#.
2;oo 
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT} See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)









I D;_ILY INSPEOTICN PE'_ORT,TE,_T PANEL RECORD (STEEL) CLIENT: /',/A..._-4JCB O:
o,' , I
.//
_PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
_Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal .(Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
'Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record) i i
Compressed Air, ,Cleanliness (Record) i l
SURFACE PREPARATION
CAmbient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal















Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
,Surrounding Air Cleanliness
DB: 7_4N. B: _0" F RH:3_'"/_" DP: fo'FST: 7Y
t,i
o'-,,ys , _'f.Y
Recoat Times Observed (Record Actual)
Intercoat Cleanliness
, ip{¢,'/d,,; Gp ,,[_:fy-
Proper Pot Agitation
Application Equipment (Record)
Time Applicatio n Complete (Record)
INSPECTION
Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
inspector" ,/_ , ,/_'%_'?,'._




dale Z/',/;r/- _/ NASA 10 Plasite7122 Coat # ,...Z.
_earll,lfaCttlrI surf-* I pro_!i'eI
IPlaslte7122 SP-5 I 2.5 I
Manufactur_-r's Producl Data end Recommendations
# _ % l u_ed
epoxy phenoli. (employed by NASA) multi-pass |Oxide (24)1
Inole: Aluminum substrates require chemical surface treatment after bTastcleaning & prior to application of PLASITE produc!
Pane! Numb_ SS= Alum= Coupled= CPVC=
[p I Surfacel 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 12F Average
' anel #FFa_ # Profile DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT DFT
s.t . ,o,v,o,
SS 658 S'_ "] ._ S'3 ,,]. r/ _", I '7._ #DIVIO!
m 659 _._ _,Z q,l l,O,[ q,"_ (.,e,Z #DIVlO!
ss 060 I,t H q.cl W.£
SS 661 143._ r'l ._ I_ .3- 4-_ (O .-_ "_._ #DIV/0!
SS 663 LOW _,Z I_._ 6_Z (z_._ _.t #DIV/0!
664 _.& _ .Z S-..:& _. I 5 ..._, _; & #DIV/0!
SS 067 "_,1 "_.q '7"1 /_'(f q*l _. _" #DIM/0!
SS 608 b ,O _' _ e, _.9 _._ _, O _,"2 *glV/0!
m 669 b ' & _ ' O _ I Z (0 ,I b.i _'D #DIV/0!
ss o7o ,_ S._" d._, ,_. _o g. _._ S".2_ #olv/o_
SS 071 -_ '"] (#'fl 5' "7 _-_' _,<'" _ "7,0 #DIV/0!
SS 672 _-,_ q._ _-_ '2,_. ,._-' _ _,J #DIV/0!
SS 673 q, _ . (,,0, J "_,.,_ _, O q. _/ _ #DIV/O!
SS 674 b._" _0,1 (,o. _. b,l (._. _- _,_-. #DIV/O!
SS 675 _ .(,.p V ._ b '_ e.I {p, "] _,e_ #DIV/O!
SS ' 676 S,_" _-. 149 £'I &.Z. S._ _,t_ #alV/0!
SS 077 "_'1 _,O q'A _' q /_'_ $. C_ #DIV/0!
SS 678 q'O e,"_ "7,_. _/' 7 7,( (0.7 #DIV/0!
_,LUM 679 5. ? q "I _ . _ q , O _' _ _ I 9 _ g IV/0 _
ALUM 680 [b_b "_'-,_ (¢ ff _' t e-9 "7.._ #DIV/0!
ALUM 681 {I._ 1/.7 II_. _' /Z g 10._ 11.5 #DIV/0!
_,LUM 682 e_, ,._ 7.c_ FOf 7.,._ _,, _" 7-_' #DIV,0,
ALUM 683 g. ? _,(D i_, 7 7, / _'_,_. Z_: :) #DIV/O!
,_u_._ _,_ _5o b _ I _ _-c} _ c;.j _,_)_v/o!
,ALum.; 68_ )O. 1_ //. !. /O. ,,_, I!. O /O. _ /Z O _D_V/0_
date NASA 10 Plasite 7122 Coat St















AL CPL 7O 1
SS CPL 702



















2F 1F 2F 1F
DFT DFT DFT DFT
5_ q.s 8.q q3 61
q.'_ q._ q.L,,, q.'7 9._
Io. _ io.S lO.,4 /o.'2 IO.5
q. 3- _o,3 q b _G._: q . '#
(_,I c/.9 3.9 9.9 ,_. '::/
j,_.,.{ II. 5 _C)...z I_.q I o. 3
I o . _, I I..Z IO. 7 I/.ol I O. 8"
Io..3 II. d I0...._ ll.5 10.,_
d,q _.o _._" _-. _ d._
_, I d,O _, _ _;.0 _-.1
g.q 5.3 _ d.2 _-._"
d,q 9.?_ d.q _.q 5._
q.._ ._ . _,_ _.-1 _.Z
s._ _ ,a Lo,3 e, t e. ,/




















































dale NASA 10 Plasile 7122 Coat #












































































































epoxyphenolic(employedbyNASA) multi-pass/ IOxIde (24Jl
Inote: Aluminum substrates reguire chemfcaf surface treatment after blast cFeanin_ t, prior to application of PLASITE producl































A[ U'.' 6 _ 6
ALUt/, 6 B 7
isu ac+t F2F 1F 2F ,FI2 tA+e   Profile DFT DF7 Dr-q DFT DF-i- DFT [DF[
_q.S__I_.'_ 14.q I,_._, 14.'.-[ _._
_W._, lq.# _4.-_ 14.t, Iq,_[ 1_t._,
15._ 15 q I<j.9 t'_.L_ _S._ _._,
l'S:% 14.q _,&.q 14.q 1&.9 IW"q'
x5.4 t_3 ts,_ _44 t_.q _q,
N.q _S,2_ I4.9 _,c> Js.t N.'_
t4.'2_.. I?-._ L4 . l I?..7 Iq. 5 IZ.._
_-_,1 lZ.fi 15 _3,1 130 r2,_'
_;,_" t$,9 IS,4 ¢&._ Is-.e _,,'/
_(4,,0 _q.._" LLt,t iq-al., t._,2., i_,1
/.,c.,t /..r, _ /¢._ //. _' _:./.,_ _-_
14.c_ tb,q IH.Y l_,_ 14.5 _,q
iq.'_ f_._ I_,_ ts,9 14.9 I_.E
z2.1 F2._ 12.2 2:4 II. '7 +_.
12,s 13, _ /.3,2 13.3 /3..3 I.,t.2
IS.S- IS.S" IS-._ I_ JS.£- _.'_



































































































Surface !IF 2F 1F 2F
Profile DFT DFT DF-r DF-F
Iq._ i_/.3 /'7'.,t. /,/.,/
15,o I£.z 15.S Iq.3
I_ l&l 15,o 13,o




'-t,_""-J.'_ _._ '--J._ C'._
_'_.q 2,0
Adh 734 Iq.C_
Tabor 735 lq, b
Tabor 736 I%q
Impact 787 _S .q
Impact 738 J_-_'
_'a._ 2o.l ._iS,q
t°,._ it_.o '_. o _./










































Manufacturer Surface _ Profile
Product I Prep I mils
American Chemical I
Aquatapoxy A6 SP-5 2
amine epoxy











_anel Numbers SS=739-760 Alum=761-782 Coupled=783-796 CPVC=797-814
Surface 1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F ,, Average
Profile DFT DFT DFT I DFT DFT DFT II DFT
2.5 24.1 32.9 24 32 24 32 2&.2












































































































































































31.7 16.3 31.7 24.1
11.1 15.9 11 13.5
9 13.8 8.9 11.5
























































































































































































































































1B.7 13 18.8 15.8
1 6 21.4 15.9 16.4







































































































19.7 29.7 19.6 23.4





















































156 29 28.5 14.25 14.3
166 26 32 16 16.0























150 15 18.5 9.25









6.2 12.7 5.4 12.9 9.8
6.7 9.7 8.7 12.9 10.3
11.2 12.5 10.4 13.1 12.1
21.2
20.9







average 18.8 20.5 18.8 20.5 20.6 20.3 18.7
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AquataPoxy Coating Syste_ A-6 (Part A, 35-)40 and Part
B, 35-137) is an innovatiwe, 100% solids, corrosion
resistant epoxy coating that can be applied to dry,
wet or underwater surfaces.
Any surface where water or corrosion resistance is
needed. Examples include: waste water facilities,
storage tanks, sewer systems, Ka_ho]e restoration,
swi_:ing pools, aquariums, agricultural facilities,
theme parks and oeneral [aintenance.
White is th( standard product color. []ack, Elue,
Gray, Green and Tan are available. Special colors are
only available on a limited basis. Contact American
Chemical for information.
_eco_,en_ _sing DynaBon_ Pri_er Syste_ D-I (Part A,
35-300 and Part B, 35-330) on rust), _eta] _urfaces.
£urfaces _ust be cleaned of all rust, scale, marine
growth, grease, dirt, debris and otl,_r contaminants to
SSPC-SP]O standard for non-immersed _u_faces an_ to
SSPC-SP5 standard for i_ersed surfaces. An alternate
procedure is to use a high pressure (2000 psi minimum)
water blast or water with sand injection. _he anchor
profile for surface preparation must be a minimum of 2
_ils.
1009, ,,IOv,t,'._It:DUS_'RIt/[.u.-,, .... J,
P O B_ 5Ofl
Chz,nnck'ic_'_,IX 77530
0.0 gra_s/liter ; 0.0 pounds/gallon(T13) 4S250"O (f_00i3%25::5£
160 ft'/gallon _ lO _ils thickness, kctual surface
coverage will depend on surface irregularities.
_ria)s are recommended to determine the actual
coverage require_ to yield a desire_ tilt thickr, ess








k _axi_u_ of 10 nils per coat is reco_ende_ to
prevent sagging. Repeat applications are requ£red to
achieve coating thickness greater than lO mils.
8 },ours to recoat surface.
24 },ours for a thorough cure.
24 hours for innersion service.
kquateDoxy Cc,etino £),sten l-6 h_s pass_ tests to
200"i o_ ur, F.z_ stceJ.
Equal volu_es of Dart k, 35-140 aM Part E, 35-135.
ollme  Pi m
.,... ,,... t, r.n'Z,,Y_': I',"
,'.[,1_ h.UUu. , ............. '"
50,,I'O B_x "
Cl,_nn[lv,tv,, 1#,]75[<3
4.2.._J-,o (k.'., ,_.,_, .-'-
Page 3
Agu_taPoxy Coating Syster A-6




Use pressure to apply with short nap roller, brush, squeegee
or _rethane paint pad to dr)', damp, dripping or underwater
surfaces.
To clean tools, use acetone (fla_able) or. xy]ene
(flag,able). _o clean skin, wash thoroughly with soap and
water. De sure to read and fol]ow the cautions on l_e_ican
Chenica] container labels.




- . ................. , , _ SYSTEMS ......
fC: Tdv t4EftqfC:, 7[ 0 n P; ..... -:
i
AOUATAPO):Y COATING SYST£E A-6
}pYL]C#7]O_ Jb'FO_Y.XT]Ot_
Kixing: Eix equal vol_nes of tart A an6 tart _ of tquataTo>:y Coatinc
Syste_ A-6. _his is very i_portant. Eix thoroughly at least 2
_inutes by han_ or _ith _echanica] _ixer. For _ixin? 2 - 4 gallon
quantities, _se electric _rill _ith paint =ixing attachment.
Scrape siees of container frequently. _ix only the a_ount .you can
use in 30 _inutes (the pot life of t_o gallon_ et 77"F (25'C).
At temperatures above 77"F (25"C), =ix no _ore than one gallon
(1/2 gallon Part k an6 1/2 gallon Part B) to start. If sufficient
ti_ exists to apply this quantity before the pot life is
exceeSe_, slightly larger quantitie_ can be _ixed. When
AquataPoxy ;ill be applied in cooler te_F, erat_res between 40"F an_
55"F (_'C an_ 13'C), the =atelial M,oul_ t,_ _tore_ at root
tenpe_atme for at least a day before application. Do nc, t _]>:
AquataPoxy Part A or tart _ _aterials that are not liste_
_o_?onents of an Aquatatoxy Coating System.
Average Fil_ Thickness

















.125 (116 inch) 12.8 7.8125
_ote ! l. jt_a lOl l_ini[u_) to the total nunber of gallons of product
estimates to cover the surface area to acco_._oaate routine
application ar, a installation variables.
•...,'\i,_
.. _: "'". r_ _,_y'a..It-.r,
_,_,¢_'I-- ,_,_.., -.'




kquataPo×y Ooatin9 Syste_ k-6
Application ]nlor_atio_
For example:
dry fil= thickness of .032
surface area of 3500 sq. ft.
calculation;
t -
.... : .:" f
........... 2-.. W[_b-,"" _, _,
_GV._,:-.' t,l _i;,__.... " ,:_
., ,_9qr_'-',O_....
(32 n,i]s) is required on a floor
.032 (32 _ils} average f£]_ thickness coverage rat_ = 50 so.
ft./gallon (see coverage info. above).
3500 sq. ft. divided by 50 sq. ft/gallon = 70 gallons. 7D
o.al|ons % ]0_ = 77 gallons (_in.).
kquataPoxy 50 - 50, ratio requires equal quantities of A _
cocponents. Therefore, 78 gallons are requireg to cover the
3500 r_. ft. floor.
_ote! 2.
_xtrenely irregular and/or heavily texturea surfece_ _ab'
require larger quantities of proauct than estimated for
s_ooth, flat surfaces. Test trials are reco_eMe_ to
determine the actual coverage rate require_ to yield the
desire_ filn t_ickness for each given type installation.
tee Ti_e/
_ecoat Ti_e: A_E]E_T _ACK FREE/ THOROUGH
TEKPERkTURE EECO_T TI_E CURE
SD'F 4 ho_rs ]_ },ours
7C.'F _ hours 36 ),ours
34"F 2 days 3 days
S_bstrate
Temperature: Eini_ua reco¢_en_e_ 50"F.
Eaxi_u_ reco_e_ed 9O'F.
_inning: kquataPoxy Coatings are thicker than _ost paints. Do _ot
thin wit}, solvents. 7},e), leave pin holes as they evaporate
and ca_ interfere _ith adhesion. _he best thinnins
technique, if thinning is necessary, is to heat the _aterial
by placing the un_ixed containers in hot tap water about
130'_ 155'C) until the desired flow characteristics are
present.
]_,t Life:
'). v. _,_!( ¢./9]
Ol lmlqAl..p n
PO  " ALmI'
_O rinutes for I gallon at ?5*F.
30 tir, utes ft_ 2 gallor_s at 75"F.
]t i'_ irportar, t to rer, e_t,er that the pot lJf_
_(t'.r:_ir, c o" t),r ot;er,tJty of ef, c,):y rJ):e_ er:=" _
te_'[,'£tu:_ I,-.'.ot) qu6r, titi_s £]:_ hJcLtz tr._;
















































































after 16 _onths of
exposure.
I,.v. [,_tt 9/9l
- _ I..-:.;:. ,',;J'_'_
. " It,'- "
., ._-.!, ,_\1,_) . t,l_O
'. ........... - .......................... _.
#.0UATAPOXY COATING SYSTEE A-6











Syste_ A-6 r,Tt _. s_-,4o
_mrt _, _5--13_
i
Pint cans, l gallon pails, 5 gallon pails, 55 gallon dru_s.





9.9 i 0.3 pounds per gallon.
13.3 1 0.3 pounds per gallon.
]].6 ± 0.3 pounds per _a]lon.
Store AquataPoxy Coating Systen k-f bet;een 60'F and EO'F
(15'C an_ 27'C}. If subjecte_ to temperatures below 5O*F
(10°C) for exten_efl periods, AquataPoxy can become stiff or
hard. In such cases, heat the _aterial by i_=ersing the
containers in 130"F to IS0'F tap water or, if the sun is
available, place the containers in the hot sun _ntil they
become soft an_ fluid. Eaterial which has been softene_ in
this _anner retains all of its original strength a_
chenical resistance characteristics.





Although the information presented herein is belitve_ to be
accurate, A_erican Chemical Corp. _akes no warranty
expresse_ or itplied, and further disclaims any liability as
the suitability of such information to particular en_ use
application of any _quataPoxy Coating System.
The followin9 warranty is _a_e in lieu of all other
warrarities, expressed or i_plie_. Eanufacturer will replace
any quantity of product if defective, within one year fro=
date of purchase, iJn_er no circumstances will _anufacturer
be responsible for any damage to an), surface, nor for
personal injuries, if product is _eed contrary to
r.anufactu_e_'s directions.
_ ........... ./" ;,..:1.2,;:.-,- -_. ,.,_
t'.t t ........ ,
C! ._.;, ir v_.l)i 77570
,.,_: ,-, _,r.,,[i (;r'3: 3_:2-5'3:'
OIIRIL Plli m
ol O0 "Q ALrr .
A MERiCA/%] CHEMID.&, L COI_P.




Late._t Revisic, n Date: I/IE, l_3
Trade Name: Aguatapoxy Coating System A-6 - Part B 35-13_
CLerical Far_]y: AEINE
Other Emergency Telephone # Chemtrec I-_00-42_-_300
SECTION 2: HA2ARDOUS INGREDIENTS
INGREDIENT PEL CAS NUMBER PERCENT TLV
Silica * 20 mg/_3 7631-86-9 62-67 I0 mg/_
, Hazardous as dust only.
SARA Title III, Section 313 ingredients: NONE




SECTION 3: PHYSICAL DATA
Appearance and Odor: Heavy paint to mastic consistency - bland odo:




Volatile by Volume: <]%
Evaporation Rate: Not e_tablished
Solubility in Water: Negligible
SECTION _: FIRE & EXPLOSION DATA
Flash Point: )200©F (TCC Eethod)
DOT Flammability Classification: _on-Flammable
Extinguishing Bedia: Foam, CO_, Dry Chemical
Special Fire Fiqhtinq Procedures:
The use of _elf-contained breathing apparatus is recommended
for fire fighters. Water _ay be helpful in keeping adjacent
containers coo]. Avoid spreading burning ]iquid with water
• used for cooling purposes.
Unusual Fire _ Explosion Hezard_: Keep work areas free of hot
metal surfaces and other sources of ignition.
I ;_ _--_q
Aquatapoxy Coating System A-6 - Part B
SECTION 5: HEALIH HAZARD DATA
EYES: Causes irritation and may cause burns.
SKIN: Prevent all skin contact. May cause injury to skin
following prolonged or repeated contact. The phenol derJvetJvc
component of this compound is a SPI Class 5 irritant. Repeeted
exposure may cause sensitization of the individual.
INHALED: Excessive inhalation is likely to cause irrJtetJon _f
F_IU C C_U E _ _-rh_F E nEE ,
INGESIION: Physical properties suggest that trois r_Jut_ c_
exposure to be extremely unlikely. Oral toxicity not available
on compound. Seek immediate medical attention.
SYSTEMIC AND OTHER EFFECTS: Product can be alkaline, corrosive,
and irritating to skin, ears, eyes, and mucous membranes. May
cause injury upon prolonged contact and repeated contact.
SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION
EYE PROTECTION: Use safety glasses with side shields, or face mask.
RESPIRATORY PROTECTION: To avoid overexposure, wear an approved
NIOSH/MSHA air-purifying respirator.
VENTILATION: Genera] mechanical ventilation is _-uf_icient for
most conditions. Local exhaust ventilation may bc necessary _or
some operations.
PROTECTIVE GLOVES: Use neoprene or other chemically resistant glove,.
OTHER PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: Wear clean, long-sleeved, body-coverJ
clothing.





Flush with large quantities of water for at ]east
minutes. Consult a physician.
Wash immediately with soap and _'_ter. If irritation
sensitization occures, remove individual Irom _urtl
contact with material.
Remove to fresh air if effects occur. Consult
physician.
If this product is swallowed, seek immediate medic
attention.
SECTION 7: REACTIVITY DATA
Hazardous Polymerization: Will not occur
Stability: Stable.
Incompatibility: Strong acids and bases, selected epoxy resins,
strong oxidizing agents.
Hazardous Decomposition Products: Thermal decomposition in
presence of _ir n,ey yield cerbon _ono×|de and carbon dioxide.
nbk,_ a5 137--
Aqu_tapo_y I:::o_ting System A-6 - P_rt i_
SECTION B: SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
Precautions in case of Release or Spill: Keep sources if ionition ;
hot metal surfaces isolated _rom the spill, l_aterial n.ay _Io_' slo_]
Scrape into containers for disposal.
k'aste Disposal l_ethods: Dispose of according to all local, state _-
fedEre] reoul ati ons
SECTION 9: STORAGE At_'D SPECIAL PRECAUIIDt4S
PRECAUTIOt_S TO BE TAKEN IN HANDLING A_'D STORING: /
Keep containers closed when not in use. Avoid prolonged or repeal
contact with skin. DD NOT handle or =_tore near flame, heat or strc
oxidants. Do not store in direct sunlight. Avoid prolonged stor_
above 38°C (100 °F)
SECTION 10: DISCLAIMER
The in{ormation presented here is believed to be accurate but is
not warranted to be whether originatin9 with the company or not.
Recipients are advised to confirm, in advance of need, that the
information is current, applicable and suitable to their
circumstances.















_1f ,tU%I,.L ..... . -
f'C. L,. _./5_.n
t;_ giiv'_ ' ,;-nn'_ _cy_._,_.,.
_¢ ('_,tl_ i,,k Ji ""
Section il -- HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS





Hazardous as dust only.
SARA Title III, Section 313 ingredients: Nc
7631.86-9 62-67
he.







Section I!1 -- PHYSICAL DATA
80lUNG POINT ('F): >200" F. EVAPORATIONRATE: Nol esLabIishcd."
SOLUBILFI'Y IK WAT[R: N¢01101bl¢, YAPOR I_RES%URE: Not lppr_ibl¢.
SPICIFll; I_I_AVITY: |. 60 VAPOR DENSITY: Not applicable. '
VOLATII._ BY VDLU/_[: <1_
APP_RANCEA/_0I)00/_: Heavy paint to mastic consistency. Bland odor.
Section IV -- FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
I 'FLASH P01KT: >200 (J_l}.F. _ICC Mtthod}. FLAI_V,ABL[ UW.IT$: Not lst_I;shtd.
I)CIII, I{;UI$ItlNB &t[DI),: Foam. COl or (try chcmlcal.
Section V -- EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES
FY[ COETAC'('_ Immtd[-_Itlyrb.:h _;{h lar;,{ quonIit;t', o[_llft I:t II It,_;I 15mln_!es [on_u_l a ph..'_;c,on.
t [0KT.(CT: V,'a',hirr,mcd_ikt i v,ilh $c.0p lr, Cw_Itf. !1imti',iC_,0' Stn,.[IE,_il;on0_,cur$. ftr:.,C,v__r,_;v;dv._!rrcm lu"J,¢: (.or,1;_.lw:,If_rr_at¢(ia!.
EHK_JIIOE;
|N_[$]101_; |! _,'5I_'_,_.".Ii: $_,,a'._owrd.Stt_ immtOiilc n.¢C,cJlalltnl$on.
/
w
Section Vi ---- PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS AND HEALTH INFORMATION
IFFICT$: causesirritaliOn and may cause burns,
_.....,KI h, EFFECTS: Plaint al_skln cone=el. May cause injury to skin fol;owingprolonQtCcr repealed toni=el. The phenol detiv,ltive com;,onent of this
compoundis ,11SPI Class S fi'ritant. Repelled ¢zposurtmay cause Sensitizationof the hOividual.
II,tG[STION: Physicalproperties suggest that this rOUl¢Ofexposure to be ¢=lremelt' unSkely.Oral toxicily not avait._lt on compound. Seek
ln'm'_ediatemedic=7anention.
Ih,HALA.TION: [zce_k,'e _h,ata_on is likeI_ to cause _ri_tion O! mucous re{rob'ants,
SYSTEMIC AND
OTHER EFFECTS:
Pcoductcan be alkaline,torros{v¢,and itrit_nglo sLin,ears.eyes.and mucous membranes, ki]ycauseinjuryupon prolonQ¢d
controlandrepealedcontact.
Section Vii _ SPECIAL PROTECTION INFORMATION
RESP|Eb'_TORYPROTECTIO/_" To avoidoverexposure,wear an approved NIOSH,'MSHAair-purity;nOre=pit=lot.
VEKTILATIOH: Generalmechanical vcntilation shouldbe sufficienlformost conditions. Loca!exhaustventilation may benecessary for sorneopt:ratlons.
PROTECTIVEGLOVES: Use neopreneor other chemically/csislant OIove._.





Section Viii -- REACTIVITY DATA
J I,IAZARDOUS POLYI_,ERIZATION:VI_!Inot occur.
Sb'ongacidsand bases, selected epoxy resins. andslyonQoxidLSngag,,.nts.
"I_IJ.JLED 0 U$ DECO_POSITIOt_
PRODUCTS:
Thurn_ decompositionin the presence of air mz)' yield carbon mon;xide, carbon dioxide, and nitrogen compounds.





WASTEOISPOSALMEIHOOS: Dispose of according to all local, state and federal regulations.
Section X- STORAGE AND SPECIAL PRECAUTIONS
I)0T FlamMABILITY N0n-_mrr_blt.
CLASSIFIC_,TIOI_:
EXTIHC;UIIHIh'G MEDIA: Foam.£Oaof (Jr'/chemlcal.
Uh,USUAL FIRE Ah,DEXPLOSION May form_xlc_ttriats.carbon monoxide,_rbon dioxld{,_d nit_ogencompounds.
H/LZAEDS:
SPECIALFIRE FIGHTING The useOf setr.conlalncd breathing apparatusI$ recommended forrite fi;,hterS.Walt/' may b¢ helpfulin ketping adiacent contalne_s
PRDCEDUR[S: cool.Avo'( sp_eadlnObutnln 0 liquid wlth water ust(_I0_ ¢ooli,_Opurposes.
PREC_,UTIORS1'0 BE TAKEr< Keepcontainersclosed when not in use./,vold pro_c,ngcd or/epcated co,'_I;_ctwith sk,/n. DO MOTh._ndl¢or =tort t_tar flame, heat
.... _LJHGA)_DSIOFwIKC,: olStt_':",;O)'_,Ic,_ DO no( 'r-tc,If. iF, (_i_tC| suhlw;.ht. SlOII _('_¢OO1 (_r)m'Me", A',,'O;3 pro(on;¢d Sto_'a;il abOvE _ _t o C, (|0'_) O¢_. _.),
SECTIOIC XI - D]SCLAIt21_:
._ ,e _nfo_r_.ton presented h(:re is be]_ewd co be accurote bur. Is nor uarranced to be,
_heLher or:[E.Lnntln_ _.'_th the company or nor. EecJpJencs ._re edvJse8 r_o conl'l_n, :In
_dv_nce of riceS, thor th_ :[nfor_tJon :Is current, apFt_c:,b]e _d su]r. oL,]e to the_.r t_ecds.
Systerr
8
" "-I _--'-Tr- - _ "J
Candidate Coatings Manufacturer's Pro__ndations
Manuf_ Surface T Profile ] Coats DFT, oa. Vol. Solid Abrasive Appl
Product Pre mils # (mid) % used Equip
c., mioal I I
amine epoxy I I I Oxide (24)
Vickers In--DO NOT THIN















































1F 2F 1F 2F 1F 2F II Average
DFT DFT DFT I DFT DFT DFT II DFT
2.5 24.1 32.9 24 32 24 32 2_.2
29.1 35.9 27.4 34.7 28.9 34.9 31.8
16.6 31.5 16.5 31.7 16.3 31.7 24.1
15.7 11 16.1 11.1 15.9 11 13.5
13.9 9.4 13.9 9 13.8 8.9 11.5
2.5 30.8 36 31.1 35.9 31.5 36.1 33.6

































































26.1 30.2 25.5 30.6
14.7 27.5 15 27





































































17 13.3 17.2 13.5 17.1
39.1 25.5 39 25.4 39





























































































































































































































































































































































2.6 13.8 11.1 13.8
18.5 24.3 14.4 22.7 20.4
14.6 10.2 9 8 9.9
36.7 25.3 36.8 25,9 31.1
11.8 14.9 12.5 11.9 12.4
16.6 18.4 15.9 16.8 17.2
10.5 11.5 11.9 11.8 11.3


































148 156 24 12 12.0
165 156 32.5 16.25 16.3














6.7 14.2 8.7 12.9 10.3
11.2 13.9 10.4 13.1 12.1
17.7 10.9 13.2 19.9 16.2
12.3 19 12 19.9 19.1
g.9 13.827.4 28.6 20.2
I_vera2¢ 1[:.8, 20.5 18.8 20.5 20.C 20.3 1E.7
Paoe 2
IV-,L .... _r--"v,_RE-_ORT'TE_ T_'_ _-.u_u,_J-_- _ _.LIE_I.
_'c_NO: 14C.¢y/
Summary of Work Performed: p_ _p_ f f___._
" I
_RE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal {Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
_'ozzle Air Pressure (Record)





Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal




Material Temperature/Potlife (Record) 73"
Correct Thinner/Amount {Record) ....-------.-
-Time of Mix (Record) //.'3o





Surface Frep. !o Appl. (Record Time)
-Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




Time Application Complete (Record)
NSPECTtON







-Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables-.
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
I I [Inspector:. _ /_../' ,
Date: . ..._'_I /_ /9,.1
Reporl No.
IPaqe el
DAILYINSPECTIONIRE=ORT,TESTPANELI=ECOPD¢STEEL_} CLIENq': NA _-,_",,cB"O: /4- ,"3 Y/
I£ummaP/ of Work Performed: A_P/V /_n, zZcrdo/o._)/ /0 e_//_e.r "
• i/ / /r
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive 1test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
,Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal







4- '/o,__'_'3 ,16-3,,s _,f
p ,,,u_
NoNE







Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness
Recoat Tlmes Observed (Record Actual)
Intercoat Cleanliness






Time Application Complete (Record) /,' 30 ,_._
INSPECTION
!Visual Appearance
Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)






!P_AILY INSPECTION REmORT,TEST PANEL RECORD ,S--5___:, CLIE'4T: /_/i ">_f_ i --
Summary of Work Performed: -I I _" I / i _/
/
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION S U
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
Grease/Oil Removal (Record Solvent)
Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycled Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATION
[Ambient Conditions (Record) DB: WB: RH: DP: ST:
Degree of Cleanliness (Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal














Surface Prep. to Appl. (Record Time)
Compressed Air Cleanliness
DB: 7(;°rWB: Cg '_ RH:57P_, DP:('0"rST: 7.r"
/f. ,4 <_4'c
li
Time Application Began (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness








Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See DFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
REMARKS:
inspector: ,4_. Z_,_,7_,z ,/_)-
Date: _ ////_ /94
Report No.
Page o!
- Performed: 4_/)/_1 4r,/.[zd/a,_ o .,_,/V / _'_- r__ _-m,_ ,,.1
PRE-SURFACE PREPARATION
Condition of Edges, Weld Spatter, Etc.
IS'tease/Oil Removal (Recorct Solvent)
:Clean Dry Abrasive
Recycle.d .Abrasive Test
Nozzle Air Pressure (Record)
Compressed Air Cleanliness (Record)
SURFACE PREPARATIQN
S U
Ambient Conditions (Record) "WB:DB: RH:
Degree of Cleanliness .(Record)
Profile (Record)
Type and Size Abrasive (Record)
Dust and Abrasive Removal




Material Temperature/Potlife ' (Record)
Correct Thinner/Amount (Record)
Time of Mix (Record)
Mix Ratio (Record)









IDB:7;'/_ WB: [5'F RH: .4j, _,.
Surface Prep.,to Appl. (Record Time),. "
Compressed Air Cleanliness "
Time Application Began,. (Record)
Surrounding Air Cleanliness




iTime Application Complete (Record)




Dry Film Thickness (DFT) See OFT Tables
Holiday Test (Record, Method)
Cure Test (Record Method)
)1
{Inspect'° r:/[' /_"<'_'q'!_/') t







/ • ._n# _.a,/ _ .#.41 _ / =.,
NASA H6341
I Front I
PRESS-O-FILM '" P RES S-O- FI LM ""
No.. No
r,;,s._..Z.,.._£_ Testex,Inc. _,_s_ Testcx,Inc.
Gagele._ 2.0 Ng_a'k, DE 19715 Gagele$-_,2.0 N_wa% DE 19715




Gage le_s 2 0 t,_e,',ark, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM ""
"7q9' No. - ,2.. Testex,Inc.
_ .Y......-.....,....Lz..............,,.,I, 2,.z
Gage less 2.0 N£,,,a.rk, DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)
PRESS-O-FILM"




-.,_......-... r_,_=s._2.,_2_-- Testex, Inc.














r.,: _,____/__ Tcstc×, Inc.












f,'-%,_1,,DE 1._715X COARSE (1 _;.A_,
PRESS-O-FILM" I
i::----------- _CStC_:,Irc !

























_.....- _,.,_s3.z Testex, Inc.
.................................... Gag_lessZO Newark,DE 19715
X COARSE (1.5-4.5)



























Mils. ,,2,, 7 "lestex,Inc.
GaQele_s_o N.:,,,'3'k,DE19715



















Gage less 20 _£,_g_, DE 10715
X COARSE (1.545)






















S5 .7..ES ,,,,__ Testex, Inc.




4........... .o....................i,= 2,_-- lastex, Inc.















I Fronl I Back
PRESS-O-FILM'" I PRESS-O-FILM''
No I:,,_s_ Testex nc. t ,oo_ ,:,,+._E1971s', t,',;',s_ lestex, Inc.































Gage less ;.0 NOV, 3rk, DE 19715
X COARSE(1.5-4:5)
PRESS-O-FILM'"
_1',1 _ _ , _ . 2 Testex,Inc,




_;_s 2, 2.. .Testex, Inc.























American Chemical I IAquatapoxy A SP-5 2
amine epoxy
Vickers Ind. Ot9 (dist) DO NOT THIN
NASA 9 Aquatapoxy A-6











































































































































































































































































1F 2F 1F 2F
DFT DFT DFT I DFT
27,0 37. J" 21,3 32, I
fo,7 /o,7 to.o (#,if
7.? [_',2 7.o i_.I
3o.y ,41,7 30.6 _,I,1
7._ /o._" ?,I































































/2, -k_ LC, ..0 /],,V #DIV/0!
,z,Z,/ .2o, ! 4,I. 7 2/. ? #D,v/or
21,Z ,,_'_, ,C" Z/.2-..- ,,_/, ¢ 2I, Y #DIV/0!
/_.7 A/.Z 12.3- 2/. 3 / g. £ #D_V/O_'
;ZT.Z- 17.8 ._6, _" l_/,c_ 270 #DIV/Oi
,gl.a II, 7 ,z/S" I:. ? #oiv/o_
,._(, q /6,/ 20, _' /J. _ #DIV/0!
{, 3 lo,......f {. { .2; ?' #ply/o!
/7, 2 22. f /8. o .2.3, _' #D/v/o!
/.2, E 12,7 /Z. /_'. f #DIV/0!
Z3.'2 /..C, 7 ,2J.? /_,/9' #DIV/O!
,2.0, _ f_. 0 ,_D ':t/ I_./_ #DIV/0!
/O, 3 If. _ Io, 0 If" _ #DIVlO!
30.7 2_,2- 4,2,0 .._/, ..(" ._#. 0 #DIVIO!
/(, 5"- .g,g I1,0 *' (7 /t'0 #DIV/0!
IZ z lf_,3 /6,7 I_'.0 /_,Z #DIV/0!
I_, {, ILI /0,[o _7, ,_ /a,? #DIV/0!
"_7. g .2/,O 2),7 ._/._ _oe,/ #DIV/0!
_", ]-. _', 0 _ q' _', 3 F' _ #DIV/0!
_¢./ 2J._" ._y.? _6.2_ ,D_V/O_
43.7 ,.c. 7 zz.z
/Z,z- 7'.z _,. 7 _'.'/
If,# /zf If,/ /.c s
u. / 13._ /,_.f I_._
Page 2




































































'2F 1F 2F 1F 2F | Average



























I_', ._ 2 t/... _ /#_Z .2._, 7 #DIVIO!
I! _ II:Y /.t.@ I1. 7 ,_Div,o!
f£ _" IT.Z 18, _ /¢. _ _n!v/o,



















/3,/ 2, _ /Z-7 _ ?' /.4.f _DiV/O!
/l,z _'.6 f'. 7 _'.z /z._ #_,v,o_
13.Y /I, _ /2.,.C I_, l 13.1 #DlVlO!
fo. f /.¢,l 2(, Z 13,Z !_ _' #_,v/o!
I_O ix,f .zo,_' /2.o U,f ,_,v/o_












Coating Material Infrared Spectra
Infrared Spectra were obtained for the coating materials employed in this project. Spectra
included are for the individual components of two-part coatings and the mixed, applied coating
materials. An index of spectra are provided followed by the individual spectra and associated datadivided by System number.
List of Spectra
Spectrum 1. System 1. PF-I12 Plastic Flame Coat
Spectrum 2. System 1. PF-I12 Plastic Flame Coat Touchup Material
Spectrum 3. Syslcm2. NSP 120ParIAandPariB Coml,i_edasCurcd
Spectrum 4. System 2. NSP 120 Part A
Spectrum 5. System 2. NSP 120 Part A Extracted into Toluene
Spectrum 6. System 2. NSP 120 Part B
Spectrum 7. System 2. NSP 120 Part B Extracted into Toluene
Spectrum 8. System 3. Devran 230 Part A and Parl B Combined as Cured
Spectrum 9. System 3. Dcvran 230 Parl A
Spectrum 10. System 3. Devran 230 Part A Extracted into Toluene
Spectrum 11. System 3. Devran 230 Part B
Spectrum 12. System 4. Undercoat Carbomastic 15 Part A and Part B Combined as
Cured
Spectrum 13. System 4. Undercoat. Carbon|astic 1S Part A Extracted into Toluene
Spectrum 14. System 4. Undercoat. Carbomastic 15 Part B Stirred l_Iaterial
Spectrum 15. System 4. Undercoat. CarbomasticlSPartBMaterialfromTopofCan
Spectrun| 16. System 4. Topcoat. Carboline 890 Part A and Part B as Cured.
Spectrum 17. System 4. Topcoat. Carboline 890 Part A
Spectrum 18. System 4. Topcoat. Carboline 890 Part A Extracted into Toluene
Spectrum 19. System 4. Topcoat. Carboline 890 Part B
Spectrum 20. System 4. Topcoat. Carboline 890 Part B not mixed. Material fi'om top of
ca 11,
Spectrum 21. System 5. Sherwin Williams Hi Solids Part A and Part B Combined as
Cured
Spectrum 22. System 5. Sherwin Williams Hi Solids Part A
Spectrum 23. System 5. Sherwin Williams Hi Solids Part A not mixed. Material from top
of can.
Spectrum 24. System 5. Sher_vin V(illiams Iti Solids Part B
Spectrum 25. System 6. UT Plast
Speclrum 26. System 7. UT Plast Super, part of lIT Plast Super Aluminized UT Plast
Spectrum 27. System 8. Elite
Spectrum 28. System 9. Plasiie Part A and Part B Combined as Cured.
Spectrum 29. System 9. PlasitePartA.
Spectrum 30. System 9. Plasite Part B (Catalyst)
Spectrum 31. System 10. Aqualapoxy Part A and Part B Combined as Cured.
Spectrun] 32. System 10. Aquatapoxy Part A.
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